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A New Aspect of Hydrolysis of Metal Ions: 
The Hydrogen-Oxide Bridging Ligand (H302) 

Michael Ardon and Avi Bino 

Depar tment  of Inorganic and Analytical Chemistry, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 
91904 Jerusalem, Israel 

This review presents a new structural feature related to the hydrolysis of metal ions, which has been 
revealed during the past four years. It concerns a new form of bridging between metal ions. An OH 
ligand coordinated to a metal atom may form a short and symmetrical hydrogen bond to an H20 
ligand of another  metal atom, thereby forming a hydrogen oxide bridging iigand (HaO~) between 
these atoms. This ligand was first discovered and recognized as such in 1981 by X-ray diffraction 
studies of some crystalline salts of trinuclear triangular cluster ions of molybdenum and tungsten. 
It has since been shown to exist also in classical coordination compounds. This ligand plays a 
fundamental role in the structure of primary hydrolysis products of metal ions. Some of these 
products, formerly believed to be mononuclear, such as the socalled hydroxoaqua ions 
[ML4(H20)(OH)] <n-l)§ were shown to be dimers or chain-polymers in which the metal atoms are 
bridged by hydrogen oxide ligands. While X-ray studies established the existence of hydrogen oxide 
bridged dimers in crystalline hydrolysis products of metal ions, other physico-chemical methods 
were used to demonstrate the persistence of these structures in aqueous solutions. The impact of 
these findings on the overall picture of hydrolysis and in particular on reaction mechanisms of redox 
and substitution reactions is discussed. 
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I. Introduction 

M.Ardon and A.Bino 

The existence of a hydrogen-oxide bridging ligand, H302, between metal atoms was first 
reported in compounds of trinuclear, triangular clusters of molybdenum and tungsten 1-3). 
It has since been shown to play an important and quite general role in classical coordina- 
tion chemistry 4-7). This ligand (Fig. 1) is formed by means of a short and very strong 

M ?H< 
M Fig. 1. The H302- bridging ligand 

hydrogen bond between a hydroxo-ligand of one metal atom and an aqua ligand of 
another metal atom, as postulated by G. Schwarzenbach s). The bond length of this 
H-bond is, in most cases, less than 2.47/~ and the bond energy is approximately 
100 kJ/mole 9,10). These findings call for some modification of the structural model of 
hydrolysis of metal ions, developed at the beginning of this century u). This classical 
model may be summarized as follows: 
1. A metal ion, with a coordination number N, having one or more water ligands, may 

lose a proton of one of these ligands 

[MLN-m(H20)-] "+ ~ [MLs-m(H20)m-,(OH)] ("-')+ + H + (1) 

If m > 1, the resulting primary product of hydrolysis is a hydroxoaqua ion such as 
[Co(NH3)4(HEO)(OH)] 2+. This ion is mononuclear just as the parent aqua ion. Other 
mononuclear products of hydrolysis, such as [Co(NH3)4(OH)2] + are formed by depro- 
tonation of additional water ligands. The loss of two protons from a single water 
ligand produces an Oxo-ligand such as in [VO(NCS)4(H20)] 2-. 

2. Polynuclear products of hydroIysis are formed by elimination of water molecules from 
the primary, mononuclear hydroxoaqua ions (olation). An example of olation is the 
formation of the binuclear di-~t-hydroxo complex ion [(H3N)4Co(OH)2Co(NH3)4] 4+ 
by the solid state reaction 

110 ~ 2 cis--[Co(NH3)a(H20)(OH)IBr 2 

H 
(2) O\ / 

[(H~N)4Co-- .Co(NH3)4]Br4 + 2H20 
\ o  / 

H 

Similar condensation reactions take place in aqueous solution. One, two or three 
lx-(OH) bridges may be formed between two metal atoms. A ~t-hydroxo ligand may 
lose its proton and form a ~-oxo bridged ion such as [(H3N)sCrOCr(NH3)5] 4+. Poly- 
nuclear species of high molecular weight may be formed by successive elimination of 
water molecules from hydroxoaqua ions. Most aged metal hydroxides, such as Fe203 �9 
xH20, belong to this group. 
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Two essential conclusions of this scheme of hydrolysis, which remained unchallenged 
since the beginning of the century are: 
(a) The primary products of hydrolysis are mononuclear species in which a distinction 

can be made between an aqua-ligand and a hydroxo-ligand. 
(b) In polynuclear products of hydrolysis, the bridging oxygen atom is bonded directly 

to, at least, two metal atoms. 
These conclusions will be examined critically, in view of our recent findings concerning 
the nature and occurrence of the hydrogen-oxide bridging ligand. 

The existence of the H30~ ligand was demonstrated by single crystal x-ray studies of 
cluster ions of W(IV) and Mo(IV) 1-3) and of classical hydroxoaqua ions of Cr(III) and 
C0(Iii)4. 6). It was shown to exist also in a Ru(III) hydroxoaqua complex whose structure 
had been determined earlier 6' 12). It is now proposed that this ligand exists in most 
hydroxoaqua metal ions. These ions, in the crystalline state, are not mononuclear, but 
binuclear or polynuclear. Furthermore, a distinction between a hydroxo-ligand and an 
aqua-ligand is impossible, if the proton forming the H-bond of H302 is equidistant from 
both oxygen atoms. An H302 bridge was also shown to exist in compounds which were 
previously mistaken for double-salts such as trans-[Co(en)2N3(H20)] �9 [Co(en)2N3- 
(OH)](C104)3. These salts are, in reality, not made up of aqua-ions and hydroxo-ions at a 
1 : 1 ratio but of symmetrical binuclear ions having an H302 ligand between the metal 
atoms 7). 

The existence of hydrogen-oxide bridging in hydroxoaqua ions in the crystalline state, 
raised the possibility that these hydrogen-oxide bridged species persist in aqueous solu- 
tion. Primary results s), obtained by Three Phase Vapor Tensiometry (TPVT), confirm 
the existence of binuclear hydroxoaqua ions in concentrated solutions. The existence of 
these ions throws new-light on the mechanism of some substitution and redox reactions 
of metal ions. 

II. Very Strong O-H--O Bonds 

The hydrogen bond of the H302 bridging ligand belongs to the class of "very strong" 
H-bonds. The subject of strong hydrogen bonds has been extensively reviewed in recent 
years ~3-15). The strength of a hydrogen bond A-H-B is most conveniently defined by the 
distance between the atoms A and B. If this distance is shorter than the sum of their van 
der Waals radii, by more than 0.5/~, the bond is "very strong". A difference between 
0.3 ]k and 0.5/~, defines a "strong" H-bond, while <0.3 A characterizes a "weak" 
H-bond 14). For the homonuclear O-H--O bond, the corresponding separations are: smal- 
ler than 2.5 ~ for a "very strong" bond, 2.5 to 2.7/~ for a "strong" bond and over 2.7/~ 
for a "weak" bond. 

A decrease in the separation between the oxygen atoms is accompanied by a lowering 
of the potential well in which the hydrogen atom sits. The corresponding H-bond energies 
are" > 100 KJ/mole for a "very strong" bond, > 50 KJ/mole for a "strong" bond and 
< 50 K J/mole (often < 30 KJ/mole) for a "weak" bond. 

The O---O distance also affects the shape of the potential energy function of the 
proton. It is generally agreed 13-15) that the shortest and strongest H-bonds have a single- 
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minimum halfway, or approximately halfway, between the oxygen atoms. This minimum 
becomes shallower as the separation increases and eventually splits into two minima 
separated by an energy barrier that becomes higher as the separation increases. 

Single crystal-neutron diffraction is the best method for determining that location of 
the proton in the H-bond. X-ray diffraction is less precise by an order of magnitude, due 
to the small x-ray scattering power of the hydrogen atom. 

In many strong H-bonds, the center of the bond coincides with a point of crystal 
symmetry. This is consistent with a proton being at the center of the bond, but it may also 
be the result of two H-atom sites on either side of the bond center (double-minima 
potential) which are related statistically or dynamically. A distinction between these two 
alternatives may sometimes be made by ir or nmr spectroscopy, but the results are often 
inconclusive is). If the center of the bond does not coincide with a point of symmetry, 
lattice forces may displace the hydrogen from the central position; it may be nearer to 
one oxygen atom and it may not be colinear with the oxygens, i.e., form an O-H-O angle 
of less than 180 ~ Some compounds containing very strong O-H-O bonds are presented 
in Table 1. Compounds 1 to 6 belong to the group of acid salts MH(OA)2 in which the 
two negative OA-  ions are bonded by a very strong H-bond [AO-H-OA]-.  Compounds 
7 and 8 contain the diaqua-hydrogen ion [H502] § 

The diaqua-hydrogen ion [(H20)-H-(OH2)] § exists in acidic aqueous solutions; its 
very strong H-bond was characterized mainly by ir spectroscopy 16). The ion is bonded to 
other solvent molecules by weak H-bonds, forming species such as H9 O+. Discrete H50~ 
ions exist in many crystals such as 8 and 9 in Table 1. The O---O separation is usually 
between 2.4 and 2.5/~, but in one case a bond length of only 2.336/~ was reported 17). 

In basic solution the hydrogen oxide anion [HO-H-OH]-  was investigated by ir 
spectroscopy 16). This ion too is extensively bonded to solvent molecules by weak 
H-bonds, forming species such as H704. 

A discrete H302- anion with an unusually short O---O separation of 2.29(2) ,A, was 
reported in the mixed salt Na2[Et3MeN]{Cr[PhC(S)=N(O)]3) �9 �89 Na(H302) �9 18 H2018). 

Table 1. Some compounds with very strong H-bonds a 

No. Compound Diffraction O O/~ Character of 
method H-bond 

1 NaH(MeCO2)~ X-ray 2.444 
2 KH(MeCO2CrH4CO2)2 neutron 2.448 

3 KH(MeCH= CHCO2)2 neutron 2.488 
4 N2H~HC204- X-ray 2.450 

NzH~HC20~ neutron 2.448 

5 RbH[O(CH2COz)2] neutron 2.449 

6 CsH(NO3)2 neutron 2.468 

HBr �9 2 HzO neutron 2.40 

trans-[Co(en)2Cl2]Cl �9 2 H20 �9 HCI neutron 2.431 

symmetric 
H-centered 

1.141 ,~ 1.348 ~. O 
O ~ H  
symmetric 
H-centered 

1.226A 1,226~ O 
O H 
O 1.236/~ H 1'236Ao 

172.6" 

1ATA 1.22A 
O H O 

174.70 ~ 

centered 

a Data taken from Ref. 13 
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The H302 unit is symmetric with a crystallographic inversion center between the oxygen 
atoms. Weak hydrogen bonds exist between the H30~ ion and water molecules in the 
crystal. It is noteworthy that x-ray studies of hydrates of strong hydroxides such as 
Cs(OH) �9 n2019) and (Me4N)OH �9 5 H202~ did not  reveal discrete H30 ~ ions but 
structures with infinite frameworks: In Cs(OH) �9 H20 the high temperature structure is 
characterized by layers of (H30~)n polyanions with an O---O distance of 2.64 A. In 
(MeaN)(OH) �9 5 H20, there is a hydrogen bonded polyhedral framework of OH- ions 
and H20 molecules which are statistically disordered over the framework sites. The 
O---O distances in this structure are within the range of 2.735-2.794 A. 

lII. H30]" Bridging in Trinuclear Clusters 

Preparation 20 and structural characterization 22) of quadruply bonded binuclear molyb- 
denum(II) compounds with bridging carboxylate ligands was reported more than 
20 years ago. These yellow compounds were obtained by reacting Mo(CO)6 with the 
appropriate carboxylic acid. The reaction with acetic acid produces Mo2(OAc)4 in low 
yields (20-25%) and the fate of the rest of the molybdenum products remained unknown 
for quite some time. In 1976, it was reported that the dark brown solution remaining after 
the separation of the Mo2(OAc)4 crystals contained trinuclear, triangular clusters of 
molybdenum 23). Subsequent work in several laboratories revealed a mixed collection of 
triangular cluster compounds having the general formula [M3X2(O2CR)fL3] n+ (X = O, 
CCH3, CCH2CH3; R = CH3, CH2CH3, C(CH3)3; L = O2CCH3, H20) all of which are 
obtained by reacting M(CO)6 (M = Mo, W) with carboxylic acids 24). 

In all these clusters, each metal atom has a coordination number of 9, counting the 
two neighboring metal atoms and the coordinated atoms of the various ligands. A general 
representation of the M3XI7 core of the trinuclear clusters is depicted in Fig. 2. One 
particular group of clusters having the formula [M302(O2CR)6(H20)3] 2+ contains molyb- 
denum or tungsten atoms with a formal oxidation state of + 4 and two triply bridging 
capping oxygen atoms. Each pair of metal atoms is bridged by two carboxylate ligands 

Fig. 2. A general representation of the M3X17 unit 
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o3t )ow3 o3_3 

W cz  
C 4 Fig. 3. The structure of [W302(OAc)6(H20)3] 2+ 

and each metal atom is coordinated to a water ligand (Fig. 3). The most prominent 
feature of these trinudear species is their unusual kinetic stability in aqueous solution. 
All attempts to substitute ligands in the first coordination sphere of the metal cluster have 
failed. This stability is attributed to the high coordination number of the metal atoms in 
the duster. These cluster compounds were usually prepared by elution of the 2+ cation 
from a cation exchange column with acids such as HBF4, CFaSOaH and HCIO4, followed 
by slow evaporation of the eluate. Substances such as [WaO2(OAc)6(HzO)a](CFaSO3)224b) 
and [W302(pr)6(H20)3](BF4)224a) were obtained by this procedure and their structures 
were determined by x-ray structural analysis. 

In 1980 an attempt was made in our laboratory to prepare the molybdenum analogue 
of the tritungsten hexapropionato cluster, i.e. [Mo302(pr)6(H20)3] 2+ in order to compare 
their structural features. The red ion was obtained almost quantitatively by reacting 
Mo(CO)6 with propionic acid followed by addition of H20 to the reaction mixture and 
adsorption on a cation exchange column. Due to a delay in delivery of HBF4 to our 
laboratory, a solution of 0.5 M KBr was used for elution of the ion from the column. The 
red eluate, was placed in an open beaker for evaporation and yielded red crystals after 
several days. We expected these crystals to be [Mo302(pr)6(H20)3]Br 2 but results of the 
single crystal x-ray analysis were puzzling and unexpected ~). The unit cell, of space group 
P1 contained two trinuclear clusters. The existence of two 2+ cations in the cell required 
the presence of four anions, in order to balance the charge. To our great surprise only 
three bromide ions were located and there was no indication that any other negatively 
charged ion was present in the cell. The two trimers appeared in pairs in this crystal, 
rather than as discrete entities, as in related trinuclear clusters that had been investigated 
before 24). The two trimers related to each other through a crystallographic center of 
symmetry which was located midway between two equatorial oxygen atoms, each coordi- 
nated to a metal atom of a different cluster. The short O- -O  distance of 2.52 A, led us to 
the conclusions that: (a) a short hydrogen bond existed between these two atoms; and (b) 
that this hydrogen bond was centred, since the two M-O distances were equal (symmetry 
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M5 

o ow5 

H2 "~" ~z9(If)" ~ 5 8 ( T )  

Fig. 4. Skeletal structure of 
{[M302(pr)6(H20)212(H302)} 3§ 
dicluster. The propionato groups 
are omitted for the sake of clarity. 
Ref. 1 

2.oo9(7) 

/ 

Fig. 5. The structure and dimensions of the 
Mo--O(H)HO(H)-Mo portion of the dicluster 
(the H30~ bridging ligand). Ref. 2 
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related)�9 The only acceptable explanation for this phenomenon was, that one of the 
coordinated water ligands lost a proton and that a new kind of bridging ligand was 
formed, the H302 bridging ligand. This H30~" ligand is formed by a strong and symmetric 
hydrogen bond between an OH- ligand of one cluster and an 1-120 ligand of another. The 
presence of this uninegatively charged bridging entity explained the "missing" charge in 
the crystal. The compound was therefore formulated as [Mo302(pr)6(H20)z-- 
HaO2-Mo302(pr)6(H20)2]Br3 �9 6 H20, 9. Table 2 presents structural information of 9 
and its tritungsten analogue 10 which was prepared by a similar procedure z). A closer 
examination of the M-M distances within the trimer showed that the M 3 triangles were 
not equilateral but isosceles. This distortion was a result of a displacement of the bridged 
metal atom towards the negatively charged H30~- unit. In a more detailed x-ray structural 
analysis of 92) the positions of the hydrogen atoms in the molecule, including those in the 
H30~ bridge, were determined more accurately. The structure is shown in Fig. 4. 
Figure 5 shows the H302 unit. 

The formation of a hydroxo ligand in the cluster (Eq. 3) is obviously the result of 
hydrolysis of the triaqua ion (the "monocluster") 

-H20 ~ OH; 

H20 

"H20 

H20 
I 

1+ 

+ H § (3) 

The hydroxo species I reacts with a monocluster to form a dicluster by means of the H30 z 
bridging ligand (Eq. 4) 

H20 

monocluster 

2+ 

OH2 

I0 

OH2. 

ii* H20 

H 2 ( ~  H 

dicluster OH2 

5~ 

(4) 

Similarly, the reaction of several I with each other may form a polymeric chain of clusters 
("polycluster") as in reaction 5 
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I H20~_.OI~ 

H20 

+ 

+ 

-~+ 
-H20 

H20 
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- H20~O H 

H20 

+ 

+...( ; 

H, H ~ H H 
. H.-"O"~.~O'" "H...O j ~-~0.. H"" "('3 'w,~____,~d" .H.. 

" y H' 'H y " 

H20 polycluster H20 

n+ (5) 

p 

. . . . . . .  

Fig. 6. Infinite chain of the 
polycluster in 13. The ~t3-oxygen 
atoms and propionate ligands 
were omitted for the sake of clar- 
ity. The O---H---O bonds in the 
H30 ~" ligands are represented by 
dotted lines. Ref. 3 
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�9 For a given total concentration of clusters, the relative concentration of these species 
depends on the H § concentration. At low pH, the concentration of the dicluster increases 
and reaches its maximum concentration at pH = pKa. At still higher pH the equilibrium 
in solution shifts towards the polycluster. The validity of this scheme was demonstrated 3) 
by varying the pH of solutions containing equimolar concentrations of [W302(pr)6- 
(1420)3] 2+ in 0.5 M KNCS. At an H + concentration of 1 M crystals of the triaqua mono- 
cluster ion [W302(pr)6(H20)3](NCS)2 11 are obtained. At [H § = 0.05 M crystals of the 
dicluster {[W302(pr)6(H20)212(HaO2)}(NCS)3 �9 H20 12, with bridging H302, are depo- 
sited. When no acid is added (pH N 4-5) crystals of the polycluster [W302(pr)2- 
(H20)(H302)]n(NCS), 13 are obtained. The structural features of the dicluster ion in 12 
are similar to those of the dicluster ion in 10. A crystallographic inversion center is 
located between the two oxygens of the H30~ unit with an O---O (H302) separation of 
2.46(1) A 3. The trinuclear clusters of the polycluster 13 form an infinite chain in the 
crystal, linked by H30~ bridges as in Fig. 6. A similar polycluster of the hexaacetato 
complex [W302(OAc)6(H20)(H302)]n(NCS)n , 14 was prepared in an analogous way ~) 
and its structure is shown in Fig. 7. The O---O (H302) separation in both polyclusters is 
2.44(1) A. 

A further increase in the pH causes deprotonation of a second water ligand of the 
monocluster: 

[Mo302(O2CR)6(H20)2(OH)] + ~ [Mo302(O2CR)6(H20)(OH)2] + H § 
II 

(6) 

Crystals of II  were obtained by different preparative routes 26). 

N ( ~  "" ~ "'"'"" Ow3 

. 

%J \ 
Fig. 7. The infinite chain of polycluster in 14. The 1-1302 ligands are represented by dashed lines. 
Rcf. 25 
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IV. Hydroxoaqua Metal Ions 

The structural investigation of classical hydroxoaqua metal ions was triggered by the 
realization that metal atoms of trinuclear clusters do not have any unique property that 
would make them more susceptible to hydrogen-oxide bridging than ordinary, mononu- 
clear metal ions. This conclusion led to a working hypothesis that H302 bridging may be a 
fundamental, hitherto unrecognized, property of many metal ions having H20 and OH- 
ligands. 

The strategy employed in the search of evidence for this hypothesis was to grow single 
crystals of hydroxoaqua complexes of chromium(III) and cobalt(III) and to determine 
their structure by x-ray crystallography. The choice of these metals was not accidental. 
They were chosen because of their inertness to substitution reactions. Hydrogen oxide 
bridged species such as cis-[L4M(H302)2ML4] (2n-2)+ could be obtained by a very rapid 
reaction of H-bond formation 

H 
/OH 

L4M\ 
0 
H 

H H H 
O\ /O--H--O k 

+ /M ~ =  L4M /ML4 (7) 
HO O-H--O 

H H H 

However the product of reaction (7) is expected to be a short-lived intermediate, the end 
product being the di-~t(OH) ion which is thermodynamically more stable: 

It H H 
/O-H-O k /o 

ML4 ~ L4M \ML4 
L*M\o_H_ / %%0 / 

tt H H 

+ 2 H20 (8) 

Reaction (8) which involves the breaking of metal-oxygen bonds is slow only in inert 
complexes. Therefore the most common inert complexes, namely those of Cr(III) and 
Co(III) were chosen. 

The preparation and properties of many hydroxoaqua complexes of chromium(III) 27a) 
and cobalt(III) 27b) were reported since the beginning of the century, but some of them 
cannot be used for growing single crystals. Rapid crystallization or recrystallization yields 
microcrystalline precipitates while slow crystallization is often obstructed by olation 
(reaction 8), isomerization and other slow substitution reactions. 

Structures of seven compounds of hydroxoaqua complexes were determined so far. 
Some important structural features of these compounds are presented in Table 3 and 
Figs. 8 to 12. 

These structures confirm our assumption that many hydroxoaqua metal complexes 
are not mononuclear as their classical formulation implies (compounds 15 to 19) but 
binuclear or polynuclear. The OH- and H20 ligands in compounds 15 to 20 merge into 
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H2 

Fig. 8. Structure of [(bpy)2Cr(H302)2Cr(bpy)2] 4+. Ref. 6 

c, "cz 2 ol 'y "-7 
Fig. 9. The structure of [(tren)Co(H302)2Co(tren)] 4+. Ref. 6 

an H30~ bridging ligand by means of a very short hydrogen bond, 2.42 ~ to 2.45/~ 
(except in the ruthenium compound 19 in which it is 2.538/~). 

Of the seven compounds only one (compound 21) contains distinguishable hydroxo 
and aqua ligands that do not merge into H302 bridges. Therefore only this compound is a 
genuine hydroxoaqua complex. In all other compounds, no meaningful distinction 
between these ligands is possible because the hydrogen bond that joins them, in the H302 
ligand, is centered or approximately centered. 

The centered position of the proton in the H302 bridges of compounds 15 to 20 is 
confirmed by the length of the two metal-oxygen bonds: A bond M---O(OH) between 
a metal atom and a hydroxo-ligand is considerably shorter than the M---O(H20) 
bond between the same metal and an aqua-ligand. In chromium(III), for example, 
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Fig. 10. Section of the infinite chain of t r a n s _ [ ( C o ( e n ) 2 ) ( H 3 0 2 ) ] 2 ~  N2 

Cr---O(OH) in most compounds is in the range of 1.90-1.91/~31) and Cr---O(H20 ) in the 
range of 1.98-2.01/~32). This appreciable difference makes possible a distinction 
between genuine hydroxo and aqua ligands. In compound 21 one Cr---O separation is 
1.998(5) A while the other is 1.926(1) A. The first is clearly a Cr-OH2 bond and the 
second is a Cr-OH bond. It is remarkable that the moderately strong H-bond that joins 
the oxygen ligands of neighboring chromium atoms in compound 21 [2.586(6)/~] has 
only a very slight effect on the two Cr-O bond lengths. This H-bond is definitely not  

centered, the hydrogen being covalently bonded to the aqua-oxygen and hydrogen- 
bonded to the hydroxo-oxygen. In contrast to this exceptional situation in compound 21, 
one finds in all other compounds (15 to 24) two metal oxygen bonds that are of equal or 
nearly equal length. Therefore the very strong hydrogen bond between the oxygen atoms 
in these compounds must be centered or approximately centered and no meaningful 
distinction can be made between H20 and OH- ligands. These compounds are neither 
aqua nor hydroxo-complexes. Their M---O(HaO2) separation is shorter than a genuine 
M---O(H20) bond but longer than a M---O(OH) bond. 

Compound 15 to 17 have binuclear cations in which the two metal atoms are bridged 
by t w o  H302 ligands as in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. Such double bridging is possible only if the 
two oxygen ligands are in c/s positions. In compound 21, which is also a cis isomer, the 
formation of this double bridge is blocked by the dithionate counterion (Fig. 12). The 
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C~ 
N11 

CII 

C2,~ 

N22 

23 

C23 N24 

012 

01 

N14 

N12 

113 

;14 

Fig. 11. The structure of cis-([Ir(en)2]2(OH)(H302)) 4+. Ref. 29 

~cr 

o :  

O 

12. The structure of cis- 
C6HsN2)(H20)(OH)]S206. Only first 
�9 dination spheres are drawn for neigh- 
ng complexes 
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trans complexes 18 and 19 have polynuclear chains of metal atoms which are linked by 
single H30 x bridges as in Fig. 10. Inspection of Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 reveals that there are 
two forms of double bridging by H302. The two O-O axes may be parallel as in 16 and 17 
or not, as in 15. Another way to describe this difference is by characterizing the six 
membered ring of these compounds (not counting the central H-atom) 

O - - - O  

M/ \- N /M 
0- - -0  

This ring has a "chair" configuration in 16 and 17 and a "skew" configuration in 15. These 
configurations are probably determined by packing forces and not by the nature of the 
metal atom or its ligands. This point is illustrated by compounds 15 and 17 that have the 
same [Cr(bpy)2(H302)] 4+ cation in a skew and chair configuration respectively. 

The spatial relation of the two M-O bonds of the H302 bridge may be characterized 
as "gauche" (Fig. 13a) in compounds 15 to 17 with a torsional angle of approximately 60 ~ 
and as "anti" in compound 18 with a torsional angle of 180 ~ (Fig. 13b). In compound 20 
which has one ~t-(OH) and one Ix-(HaO2) bridge between the two iridium atoms, the 
torsional angle is only 7.4 ~ which is almost that of a cis configuration (0~ These differ- 
ent configurations may be rationalized by the following considerations. Repulsion 
between the positively charged metal atoms tends to increase the separation between 
them. In a singly bridged structure, this separation may attain a maximum, at 180 ~ as in 
compound 18 l . The double bridge geometry of compounds 15 to 17 does not permit an 
"anti" structure and imposes a "gauche" arrangement instead. The configuration of 
compound 20 is governed by the short Ix-(OH) bridge which draws the metal atoms much 
closer (3.80 A,) than the longer H302 bridge. Therefore a cis configuration of the latter is 
favored in this compound. Furthermore, in order to accommodate this H302 bridge the 
I rOO angles (107.4 ~ and 111.0 ~ have to be smaller than in the other compounds (127.1 ~ 
and 126.2 ~ in 15 and 130.4 ~ in 18). 

M~O~""H 
H40~O,,,,. H 

M/O\H M ~ 
a b 

Fig. 13. (a) gauche configuration. (b) anti configuration 

1 Packing forces and other factors may modify this angle as in compound 19 where it is only 138 ~ 
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V. Aqua-Hydroxo Double Salts 

Neutralization of a monoaqua ion such as [MLs(H20)] n+ by one equivalent of O H -  
produces the classical, mononuclear hydroxo ion [MLs(OH)] (n-l)+. If less than one equi- 
valent of  O H -  is added, a mixture of monoaqua and monohydroxo ions is obtained. At 
pH  = pK the ratio of these two species is of course 1 : 1. When such a 1 : 1 solution is 
concentrated, either the salt of the aqua ion or that of the hydroxo ion will crystallize, 
depending on their relative solubilities. However, in some cases neither the aqua salt nor 
the hydroxo salt but an "aqua hydroxo double salt" such as [Co(en)e(OH2)N3]- 
[Co(en)2(OH)N3](CIO4)3 will precipitate 33). Results summarized in Sects. III  and IV 
raised the possibility that these so-called double salts may in reality consist of symmetric 
binuclear ions bridged by a single H3Oz ligand. The structures of two such "double salts" 
were determined7): t r a n s - { [ C o ( e n ) 2 ( N O 2 ) ] 2 ( H 3 0 2 ) } ( C 1 0 4 ) 3  �9 2 H 2 0  , 22 (Fig. 14), and 
trans-{[Co(en)2(NCS)]2(H302)}(CF3SO3)3 �9 H20,  23 (Fig. 15). 

H2 N3 N2 

~ NS{~ ~ -03 

Fig. 14. The structure of trans-{[Co(en)2(NO2)]2(H302)} 3+ 

C5 N~O .~Cr 
N5(%.(~" H2 N7 ( ~  

~C2.,~___ ~ H~ C8 Iv,d 
N5 

Fig. 15. The structure of trans-{[Co(en)2(NCS)]2(H302)} 3+ 
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A double salt formulation for compound 22, [Co(en)2(NO2)(OH2)][Co(en)2(NO2)- 
(OH)](C104)3 �9 2 H20 implies the existence of two  distinct cationic species in the crystal, 
an aqua ion and a hydroxo ion, having two different Co--O distances. Structures 22 and 
23 are not of this kind. They are definitely not double salts, but salts of a single unique, 
binuclear cation [(en)2XCo(H302)CoX(en)2] 3+ (X = NO2, NCS). The two cobalt atoms 
in this cation have the same coordination sphere. They have neither the features of a 
hydroxo ion nor those of an aqua ion. The Co-O(H302) distance, is intermediate 
between those found in hydroxo and aqua ions. In 22 the two M-O(H302) distances of 
1.906(6)/~ are symmetry related whereas in 23 they are identical within the experimental 
error - 1.911(5) A and 1.916(5) A (Table 1). These distances are shorter than the aver- 
age distance reported for the Co-O(H20) bond (1.94 A) 34) but longer than the 
Co-O(OH) distance (1.89 •)35). Due to the limitation of the x-ray technique, the exact 
position of the central hydrogen atom in the H302 bridge cannot be located. However, 
the fact that the two M-O(H302) distances in both structures are identical supports the 
conclusion that the H-bond of the H302 ligand is centered. 

The O---O distances in the H302 bridges of 22 and 23, 2.412(9) A and 2.415(6)/~ 
respectively, are significantly shorter than those found in other compounds with H302 
bridges (2.43-2.54/~). The decrease in the O---O separation is probably the result of an 
inductive effectof the electron withdrawing NO~" and NCS- ligands in the trans position. 
From Table 3 it can be seen that the torsional angle of the M-O---O-M system in 22 and 
23 is 180 ~ and 174.3(4) ~ respectively. This arrangement yields the longest M-M distance 
and the smallest interactions between the two positively charged metal centers, as in 
compound 19. 

The binuclear H302 bridged structure found in these compounds may be expected in 
other, so-called, double salts because the strong H-bond of the H302 bridge (~  100 KJ) 
makes this structure more stable than a hypothetical structure with distinct mononuclear 
hydroxo and aqua ions. However, before the general role of H302 bridging in coordina- 
tion chemistry was outlined 6), a double salt formulation such as [Co(en)E(NO2)OH] �9 
[Co(en)E(NOE)H20](CIO4)3 seemed to be more justified than a symmetric formulation 
such as [Co(en)2(NO2)(OH)]2(CIO4)2 �9 HCIO4 which would imply the existence of an acid 
salt of a hydroxo-complex. The authors were therefore pleasantly surprised to find a 
paper by Alfred Werner (1907), which proposed an essentially correct formulation for 
this class of compounds, that was later mistaken for double salts 36). This paper, bearing 
the title "Ober anomale anorganische Oxonium Salze, eine neue Klasse basischer Salze" 
(on anomalous oxonium salts, a new class of basic salts) reports the composition of basic 
salts of trans-[Co(NH3)4(NO2)H20] 2+. The structure proposed by Werner for the 
chloride salt is reproduced in Fig. 16. Werner's idea that a hydrogen atom may be 
coordinated with two (or more) oxygen atoms was proposed in an even earlier paper 
(1902) in which he first used the idea of a symmetric hydrogen bond (without using this 
term explicitly) 37). It is noteworthy that Werner applied the idea of hydrogen bonding to 
structural problems as early as 1902, long before it was first put forward by Latimer and 
Rodebush as an explanation of the physical properties of water and related liquids 3s). 

Fig. 16. Werner's formulation of 
trans-{ [Co(NH3) 4(NO2)]2(H3Oz) }C1337a) 

O, F0~ 51 'L(H,N), coo  
... r 02 N ~HOl ,  
WJL(H3N) ' Co OH 
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A recently reported structure of [(H20)(NH3)3Cr(OH)2Cr(NH3)3(OH)]Br3 �9 2 H20 
(compound 24) was described as being built of an infinite, hydrogen-bonded, chain of 
alternating trans-diaqua and trans-dihydroxo binuclear ions 39). This characterization, 
which fits a double salt, is not supported by the crystallographic data (Table 3). The 
H-bond in this chain is very strong (2.45 A) and the two Cr-O bonds on each side of it 
are of nearly equal length, as in other H302 bridged species. Therefore compound 24 
should be formulated as trans-[Cr(NH3)a(OH)]2(H3Oz)Br3 �9 2 1-120 and it consists of 
chains of chemically (though not crystallographically) identical units bridged by H302 
ligands . . .  (H302)[(NH3)3Cr(OH)2Cr(NH3)3](H302)[(NH3)3Cr(OH)2Cr(NH3)3]... 

VI. Hydroxoaqua Metal Ions in Solution 

The existence of H302 bridges between metal atoms in the crystalline state raised the 
possibility that these bridges persist in aqueous solution of hydroxoaqua metal ions. This 
possibility seemed reasonable, since breaking these bridges requires approximately 
100 KJ/mol for each bridge, a factor which may not be cancelled by the entropy increase 
accompanying this process (especially in high concentrations). If equilibria such as 

2[(HzO)sFe(OH)] 2+ ~.~ [(H20)4Fe(H302)2Fe(H:O),] 4+ (9) 

exist in solution, they may affect, not only hydrolytic processes per-se but also thermody- 
namic and mechanistic features of other reactions of metal ions in solution. 

The dimerization of cis-[Cr(bpy)2(H20)(OH)] 2+ in solution was studied by titration of 
the corresponding diaqua ion cis-[Cr(bpy)2(HaO)2] 3+ with OH-.  This titration converts 
the diaqua ion, first into the hydroxoaqua ion and then into the dihydroxo ion cis- 
[Cr(bpy)2(OH)2] § If dimerization of the hydroxoaqua ion occurs, these reactions should 
be formulated as follows 

[Cr(bpy)2(H20)2] 3+ + OH- ~- �89 [(bpy)2Cr(H302)zCr(bpy)2] 4+ + H20 (lO) 

2 x [(bpy)2Cr(H30~)2Cr(bpy)z] 4+ + OH ~ [Cr(bpy)2(OH)z] + + H20 (11) 

Evidence for dimerization of the hydroxoaqua ion is based on the decrease of the number 
of chromium particles in reaction 10 and its increase in reaction 11. The number, v, of 
discrete chromium particles per diaqua ion should decrease from v = 1 to v = �89 as the 
diaqua ion is titrated with 1 mol of O H -  and then rise again to v --- 1 as a second mole of 
O H -  is added, v may be determined by measuring a colligative property of the solution. 
A most suitable method for ionic solutes is Three-Phase Vapor Tensiometry, TPVT 4~ 41). 
The three-phase solvent system consists of a saturated solution of an electrolyte in water, 
in equilibrium with the crystalline phase of that electrolyte and with water vapor. An 
isobaric temperature difference (AT)p is established when the pure solvent is equilibrated 
with a solution of a foreign solute in the same solvent, at constant pressure. The apparent 
number, Vm of free particles per formula of solute depends on the molality of the solute 
(m), the three-phase ebulioscopic constant Ke, and (AT)p 
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V m = (AX)p/Kcm 

The apparent particle number Vm depends linearly on m. 

Vm = v + Nm 

v, the true number of free particles per formula of solute, is determined by linear 
extrapolation to m = 0. The validity of this relationship was confirmed experimentally in 
over 40 solute-solvent systems 4~ using solutes with known v. The precision of v determi- 
nations is + 0.05. 

The solute used was [Cr(bpy)E(H20)E](NO3)3 �9 �89 HE O5). A saturated solution of 
barium nitrate was used as solvent. A weighed sample of [Cr(bpy)2(H20)2](NO3)3 �9 
�89 H20 was dissolved in the saturated barium nitrate solution and neutralized stepwise by 
the addition of  weighed portions of Ba(OH)2 �9 8 H20. Vm was determined after the 
addition of each portion of barium hydroxide. Since both the nitrate counterion of the 
chromic species and the barium ion added in the form of barium hydroxide were common 
to solute and solvent, they did not affect Vm, which was exclusively dependent on the 
chromic species. If dimerization of [Cr(dpy)2HEO(OH)] 2+ occurred, the initial Vm of the 
diaqua salt solution should be reduced by the addition of barium hydroxide and reach its 
minimum value after I equiv of  barium hydroxide was added. The results, presented in 
Fig. 6 confirm this expectation. Addition of more than 1 equiv of O H -  converts the 
dinuclear hydroxoaqua ion to the mononuclear dihydroxo ion and raises vm as expected. 
However,  dimerization is not complete at a molality of 0.24 m (formula weights of the 

E 
-> 

1.4 �9 

1.2-- 

1.0 

0 . 5  I .O  1.5 2.0 

t 

Fig. 17. TPVT titration of a solution of [Cr(bpy)2(H20)2](NO3)3 �9 �89 H20 in a saturated solution of 
barium nitrate at 25 ~ Molality of total chromium species in mol Cr per 1 kg water = 0.24 m. Ref. 5 
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diaqua salt), since Vm is not reduced to 50% of its initial value, but only to ~ 64% (from 
1.45 to 0.92). This indicates that an equilibrium is established in solution between the 
mononuclear and the dinuclear hydroxoaqua ions 

2 [Cr(bpy)2HzO(OH)] 2+ ~ [(bpy)zCr(H302)2Cr(bpy)2] '+ (12) 

TPVT titrations of cis-[Co(en)2(H20)2] 3+ and [Co(tren)(H20)2] 3+ gave similar results 42). 
The equilibrium constant of (12) was approximately i in these three ions, so that in dilute 
solutions (<  10 -2 M) the tetrapositive, binuclear ions will be almost completely dissoci- 
ated into dipositive hydroxoaqua ions. The last conclusion was confirmed 43) by Feltham- 
Onsager plots 44) o f  the equivalent conductance (at 0 ~ versus the square-root of the 
concentration of four salts: [Co(NH3)4(H20)(OH)](NO3)2; Cr(NH3)4(HzO)(OH)]- 
(NO3)2; [Co(NH3)4(H20)(OH)]Br245) and [Cr(H20)6](NO3)3 + NaOH 43). The conductiv- 
ity data were for solutions of concentrations between 10 -2 and 10 -3 M. At these concen- 
trations the Feltham-Onsager plots are linear 44). All four plots had the typical slope of 
1 : 2 electrolytes which was less than half of the slope of 1 : 4 electrolytes. 

A TPVT study was also conducted on the "double salt" 2242). The results indicated 
that at a concentration of ~ 0.1 M the ion [Co(en)2NO212(H302) 3+ was completely dis- 
sociated into an aqua and a hydroxo ion. The higher stability of a doubly bridged dimer 
compared to a singly bridged binuclear ion is the result of higher bond energy of the 
former (two strong H-bonds compared to one) and the chelate effect. 

The formation of a hydrogen oxide bridging ligand in the hydrolysis of the mononu- 
clear iron(III) complex, [Fe(EHGS)(H20)] in solution, was recently supported by Moss- 
bauer spectroscopy ~). At low and high pH, the Mossbauer spectra are characteristic of 
mononuclear species (the aqua and the hydroxo complexes respectively) with well 
defined paramagnetic hyperfine structure. At pH -- pKa, very narrow absortion lines of 
a fast relaxing iron site are observed, indicating the formation of a dimer. The appear- 
ance of the fast-relaxing component at a pH in which the concentrations of the hydroxo 
and aqua complexes are equal suggest that the dimers are formed by means of 1-1302 
bridging. 

VII. Mechanism of Reactions Involving I-I30 ~" Bridging 

One of the objects of this review is to initiate new studies concerning the role of HsO~- 
bridging in the mechanism of reactions of metal ions. Since no such studies have yet been 
reported, this section will be confined to discussion and reinterpretation of some reaction 
mechanisms proposed in the past, in view of the recently established, existence of H30~ 
bridging between metal ions. 

VII. 1. Mechanism of Olation Reactions 

Reactions of hydroxoaqua complexes such as 

2 [Cr(en)2(H20)(OH)IX~ ---, [(en)2Cr(OH)2Cr(en)2]X4 + 2 I-I20 (13) 
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were investigated since the beginning of  this century. Pfeiffer noted that only c/s isomers 
react at 100 ~ while the trans isomers are stable at the same temperature. He proposed a 
scheme for this reaction which is reproduced from his original paper 47) in Fig. 18. Pfeiffer 
comments that the two molecules are pushed towards each other in such a way that a 
hydroxo ligand of one molecule substitutes a water ligand of the other molecule and splits 
it off the complex. This scheme requires a rearrangement of the hydroxoaqua ions in 
pairs, in which the oxygen ligands of  one chromium are facing those of the other 
chromium atom. The three structures of cis complexes 15, 16 and 17 (Figs. 8 and 9, 
Table 3) reveal that such a rearrangement is unnecessary since it already exists in t h e  
stable configuration of  the reactant: the complex is binuclear and the oxygen ligands of 
the two metal atoms face each other and are held in place by the strong H-bonds of the 
H30 2 bridges. 

Olation reactions also take place in aqueous solution. A well known example is the 
olation of  the Cr(III)  aqua ion 

2 [Cr(H20)sOH] 2+ ~ [(H20)4Cr(OH)2Cr(H20)4] 4+ + 2 H20 
III 

(14) 

which was shown to produce the di-whydroxo ion III  4a). The olation reaction is com- 
pletely reversed in acid solution: 

[L4M(OH)2ML4] 4+ + 2 H + + 2 H20 - )  2 [ML4(H20)2] 3+ (15) 

The existence of  an equilibrium between monomeric hydroxoaqua ions and dimeric a302 
bridged ions in solution: 

2[ML,(H,O)(OH)]( "-')+ ~ [ML,(H302)~( o-')+ (16) 

offers an explanation to the puzzling kinetics of  the olation reaction 

2cis-[Cr(C~O4)2(H20)(OH)] 2- ~ [(C204)2Cr(OH)2Cr(C~O4)z] 4- + 2 H20 (17) 

This is a first order reaction in concentrated solutions but changes to second order in 
dilute solutions 49). If  this reaction proceeds via the dimer [(C204)2Cr(H302)2Cr(C204)2] 4- 
this change of order follows directly from the effect of concentration on the equilibrium 
of reaction 16. 

It was shown that reaction 15 proceeds by two consecutive steps 5~ 51). 

1-120 + [L4M(OH)2ML4] 4+ ~ [(H20)L4M(OH)ML4(OH)] 4+ (18) 
IV 
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H20 + 2 H + + [(H20)L4M(OH)ML,(OH)] '+ ~ 2 [ML4(H20)2] a+ (19) 

The formation and destruction of the two OH bridges may be accompanied by a corre- 
sponding destruction and formation of two H302 bridges 

H H H H 
O--H--O O-H--O 

L4M~ O--H--O )ML4 " L4M~.,.~o;ML4 + H20 

H H H 

(2o) 

V IV 

H H H 
/O--H--O O\ 

�9 L4M / ML4 L 4 M ~ o J M L 4  - \O  / 

H H 

+ H~O (21) 

Springborg and coworkers 52) investigated the thermodynamics and kinetics of the equilib- 
ration reaction 18 and isolated salts of the stable intermediate [(H20)L4M(OH)ML4- 
(OH)] 4+. They found indirect evidence for the existence of a hydrogen bond between the 
terminal aqua and hydroxo ligand of IV and have recently proved its existence in a crystal 
of compound 2029). This compound (Fig. 11, Table 3) does, in fact, have an intramolecu- 
lar H302 bridge with a symmetric H-bond and a characteristic O---O distance of 2.429 A. 
As noted in Sect. IV of this review, considerable strain is imposed on this ligand by the 
shorter ~t-OH bridge. As a result of this strain, the H302 configuration is nearly cis, 
instead of gauche and the IrOO angles are smaller than usual. The fact that reaction 21 is 
always faster than 2052) may be rationalized by the lower stability of the strained H302 
bridge of IV compared to that of a regular H302 bridge of V. 

Solid state olation rejections, such as 13, may proceed by two steps similar to those 
taking place in solution (Eqs. 18 and 19). One may account for the reactivity of the cis 
hydroxoaqua complexes and the inertness of the trans isomers by comparing their struc- 
tures. In order to form one OH bridge in the cis compound 15 (Fig. 8), one H302 bridge 
has to be broken. But formation of a similar OH bridge in the trans compound 18 
(Fig. 10) requires the breaking of an additional 1-1302 bridge of the infinite chain, in order 
to let the two metal atoms decrease their distance from - 5 . 7  A to ~ 3.8 A. Therefore 
the activation energy for olation of a trans-isomer is expected to be much higher and 
would prevent the reaction under comparable conditions. 

The rapid formation of H302 bridges between hydroxo and aqua ligands may play a 
role in the complex and slow process of aging of metal hydroxides. This process, which is 
accompanied by a decrease of solubility in acids, involves olation reactions which lead to 
the formation of polynuclear frameworks of metal atoms bridged by hydroxo and oxo 
bridges. The first step of precipitation of metal aqua ions by OH- may be the formation 
of a loosely bound structure in which the metal atoms are bridged by H302" ligands. 
These bridges collapse during the aging process and are replaced by shorter OH- 
bridges. This mechanism is illustrated by the case of Chromium(III) hydroxide. The 
freshly precipitated Cr(OH)3 �9 3 1-120 does not contain OH bridges, because it dissolves 
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in acid without producing any polynuclear ions. If the precipitate is allowed to age, OH 
bridges are formed, and persist after dissolution in acid. The freshly precipitated hydrox- 
ide is microcrystalline and is converted by aging to an amorphous substance s, s3). This 
aging process is too quick to allow growing of single crystals of Cr(OH)a. 3 H20 for x-ray 
analysis. The x-ray powder patterns of this substance suggest an inverse bayerite type 
structure in which the chromium atoms occupy vacant octahedral sites. The isolated CrO6 
octahedra are arranged in the hexagonal crystal in layers within the ab planes and held 
together by strong hydrogen bonds. Since all Cr-O bonds are crystallographically identi- 
cal and no distinction can be made between Cr-OH and Cr-OHz it is reasonable to 
assume that this compound contains chromium(III) atoms, bridged by symmetrical H30~" 
units. Therefore, the formula of the chromium(Ill) hydroxide should be [Cr(H302)3]. 

VII. 2. Redox Reactions 

Over thirty years ago an H atoms transfer mechanism was proposed by Silverman and 
Dodson 5g) for the Fe(III)/Fe(II) exchange reaction 

[Fe '(H~O)~(OH)] -'+ + [Fe( tq20)d 2+ = [Fe*(H20)61 ~+ + [Fc(H,O)~(OH)] ~+ (22) 

Such a H atom transfer may be carried out by cleavage of an H302 ligand bridging the 
oxidizing and reducing ions: 

H H 
[(H20)sFe*(OH)] 2+ + [(H20)Fe(H20)sI 2+ ~ [(H20)sFe*-O-H-O-Fe(H20)s] 4+ (23) 

H H 
[(H20)sFe*-O--H-O-Fe(H20)s] 4+ ~ [(H~O)Fe*(H20)s] 2+ + [(HO)Fe(H20)5] 2+ + (24) 

Even if the concentration of the monobridged "mixed valence" dimer is very low, it may 
furnish a convenient reaction path if the H-bond of the HaO2 ligand is centered. There is, 
as yet, no experimental evidence supporting such a hydrogen atom transfer mechanism 
and no mixed valence compounds were reported in which two atoms of a metal in 
different oxidation states are bridged by H302 ligands. 

VIH. Conclusions and Perspectives 

The existence and widespread occurrence of H302 bridging between metal ions in crystals 
has been firmly established. More accurate data on the location of the central H atom 
may be obtained by neutron diffraction. The occurrence of H302 bridging in solution has 
been demonstrated by one experimental method (TPVT). Further support for these 
findings may be obtained by diffraction studies of solutions of hydroxoaqua complexes. 
Such studies may confirm the existence of H302 bridged dimers with a characteristic 
distance of approximately 5A between the metal atoms. Elucidation of the role of H302 
bridging in the mechanism of reactions may contribute to the understanding of some 
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substitution and redox reactions, including enzymatic reactions in which an H atom 
transfer via H302 bridging may take place. 
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IX. Note Added in Proof 

Since the manuscript of this review was submitted for publication in the Spring of 1985, 
further investigations of the structure and properties of complexes containing the H302 
bridging ligand were carried out. Some revealed new and unexpected properties while 
others confirmed assumptions put forward in preceding sections of this review. 

It was established that in some doubly-bridged, dimeric, cishydroxoaqua complexes 
of chromium(III) there is a low temperature diamagnetic interaction between the two 
chromium(III) atoms 55). It is remarkable that this effect exists despite the long Cr...Cr 
distance (~  5 A) and is almost as strong as that found in the corresponding diols, which 
have a much smaller separation (~  3 A) 31' 32) 

The mechanism of olation in the solid state, proposed in Sect. VII, was confirmed: 
the fact that only cis-hydroxoaqua complexes olate was ascribed to their doubly-bridged 
dimeric structure. A direct conclusion from this hypothesis is that any hydroxoaqua 
complex that does not have such a dimeric structure, should not olate. This conclusion 
was confirmed in two cases: the only complex of this type which was known not to have a 
dinuclear structure (compound 21, Table 3, Ref. 29), does not olate even at 200~ and is 
decomposed at higher temperatures 56a). When the dythionate counter ion in this salt was 
replaced by iodide, a normal, double-bridged dimer was obtained 56b). 

This salt looses the calculated weight of water when heated to 140 ~ for one hour and 
the product was shown to be a Ix-diol by a single crystal X-ray study 56b). Another cis- 
hydroxoaqua complex, ct-cis-[Cr(bispicen)(H302)]I2 (bispicen = N,N'-bis(2-pyridil- 
methyl)-l,2-ethanediamine) was found not to have a dimeric structure but an infinite 
chain of Cr(III) atoms linked by single H30 2 ligands. This compound too does not 
olate 57), thus reconfirming the hypothesis on the relation between olation and the double- 
bridged dimeric structure. 

New evidence for the persistence of H302 bridging in concentrated solution, cor- 
roborating our earlier evidence 5), was obtained by a Differential anomalous x-ray scatter- 
ing study of solutions of a trinuclear tungsten cluster ~s). 
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The method of moments, a technique used by solid state physicists over the past fifteen years or so, 
is used to develop a model to understand the global structural preferences of molecules and solids as 
a function of electron count. The model, of direct use to chemists, has ties to graph theory and its 
conclusions may be used to view structures in a topological sense by considering the variation in 
stability of structural fragments with electron polulation. The results cross the traditional borders of 
chemical endeavor. It is shown how several existing ideas, associated with the domains of organic, 
inorganic, organometallic and solid-state chemistry, may be phrased in terms of the same fundamen- 
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I. Introduction 

J.K.Burdett 

Chemists interested in the structures and properties of molecules have long relied upon 
the ideas of molecular orbital theory to provide them with models with which to under- 
stand a diverse range of observations. Today we have available good computational 
methods which enable us to reproduce numerically, for small systems, equilibrium inter- 
nuclear separations and geometry and many other observable properties of these 
molecules, such as heats of reaction and activation energies. We also have a collection of 
orbital ideas based on simple concepts such as symmetry, overlap and electronegativity 
which are of enormous use in providing a global picture of electronic structure x). The 
principle of orbital symmetry conservation, via the Woodward-Hoffmann rules, for 
example, has had a tremendous influence on the way chemists think about reaction 
pathways. A particularly effective device too has been the use of the fragment orbital 
method - the building up of the orbitals of a complex molecule from the frontier orbitals 
of suitably chosen fragments. In this article we describe a method which gives us another 
tool to further our progress in understanding the diverse collection of molecules and 
solids which nature has provided. We will only describe structural problems of direct 
interest to chemists here and will deliberately omit topics of interest to the physicist or 
surface scientist. 

a) 
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Fig. 1 a, b. Schematics showing the generation of the density of states for a) molecules and b) solids 
via the traditional route of determining the energy eigenvalues followed by construction of a density 
of states diagram 
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II. The Electronic Energy 

A. The Electronic Density of  States 

Figure 1 shows schematically how the electronic density of states for a molecule or solid is 
conventionally obtained. Within the umbrella of Extended Hiickel theory, which we use 
for its didactic simplicity, solution of the secular determinant 

IHij - Sijel = 0 (1) 

leads to a set of molecular orbital energy levels (eigenvalues) and orbital coefficients 
(eigenvectors), which may usefully be represented as a density of states diagram shown at 
the far fight of Fig. la .  The basis orbitals used in Eq. 1 are just the atomic orbitals of the 
molecule. I f  Sij = bii then of course the original Hfickel model results. The situation is a 
little more  complex for solids since now there are an infinite collection of energy levels 
contained within the first BriUouin zone of the solid. In practice 2) the secular determinant 
of  Eq. 2 is 

IHij(k) - Sij(k)el  = 0 (2)  

solved at a representative number  of "k-points" within the zone. The basis set used in this 
calculation comprises the Bloch sums (Eq. 3). 

q~i(k) = ~ exp(ik.  Rll)~(r - RI0 (3) 
I 

k is the wavevector and the {~} the orbital contents of the unit cell. The sum is over all 
unit cells of the crystal, 1, where orbital Xi is located on atoms residing at Rli with respect 
to some arbitrary origin. The finite collection of levels obtained by multiple solution of 
Eq. 2 are collected into a density of states plot as a histogram, which is then smoothed, a 
process shown schematically in Fig. lb .  The more k points used, the more "realistic" the 
computed Q(e). The electronic energy of the system is then obtained by summation or 
integration as in Eqs. 4, 5. 

for a molecule 

h 

E = 2 ~. o(e)ei ( 4 )  
i = l  

for a solid 

CF 

E = 2 j" o(e)e de (5) 
- 0 o  

where er  is the Fermi energy, the energy of the highest occupied level in the solid, 
analogous to the H O M O  (level h) of the molecule. In fact we are not usually interested in 
the total energies given by these equations. More often we are concerned with seeing 
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which of two alternative structural possibilities is lower in energy. More specifically we 
are often keen to see how the answer depends upon electron count and thus place the 
responsibility for the computed (and hopefully observed) structural differences on one or 
perhaps two orbitals of the molecular orbital collection. Analysis of the atomic orbital 
composition of such levels then invariably tells us why the structural change occurs. In 
the solid the description of the orbitals around the Fermi level is of comparable impor- 
tance. It is interesting then that much of the information contained in the diagrams at the 
far right-hand side of Fig. 1 is not used in understanding structural differences. 

There is another method for computing densities of states which we will briefly 
outline here. It is based on the method of moments and, until recently, has been exclu- 
sively used by the physics community 3-14). The moments of the electronic density of states 
are defined as in Eqs. 6, 7 

for a molecule 

= Z e  n (6) 

for a solid 

= f en~(e)de (7) 

It is possible if we know the collection of moments {~ )  to generate directly the 
electronic density of states Q(e) (Fig. 2). Obviously for a molecule we are only interested 
in a small, finite number of the I~ since we wish to generate a discrete spectrum. For the 
solid however, the larger the number of moments included in the inversion process, the 
better our computed Q(e) mimics reality (Fig. 3 shows this for the pn orbitals of 
graphite). In this sense recall our earlier comment concerning the traditional method of 
generating a Q(e) diagram. However, there is one extremely important observation con- 
cerning both approaches which will be invaluable in our discussion later. Although to the 
eye the shape of the density of states plot is a slowly converging function of the number of 
moments used in its generation, the energy obtained via use of Eq. 5 converges quite 
quickly ~~ In other words if we are interested in energies, then a small number of k points 

enurneratel 
walks I "I generate.,.n I 

E 

pIE) 
Fig. 2. Schematic showing the direct generation of the energy density of states by inversion of the 
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Fig. 3. Computed energy density of states for the pn 
levels of graphite as a function of the number of mo- 
ments used in the inversion process 

e I actual 

or a small number  of moments  may often be all that we need. Using the conventional 
method  of generating an electronic density of states we often indeed focus upon the level 
changes at I '  and other  high symmetry points in the zone to give an impression of the 
electronic factors behind a particular structural choice. With the moments method this 
result has some far reaching implications as we shall see later. Firstly, we describe briefly 
the rather  interesting way the moments themselves may be generated from the collection 
of atomic orbitals in the molecule or solid. 

B. Generation of Moments 

The n-th moment  of the electronic density of states is given by either Eq. 6 or 7. It is very 
easy to show that within the confines of simple Hfickel theory 

= ~ e~ = T r ( / r )  (8) 
i 
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where H is the Hamiltionian matrix of Eq. 1. H is Hermitian, so there is a unitary matrix 
S such that S-~HS is diagonal with elements that are the eigenvalues of H namely the el. 
Then Tr(H n) = Tr[(S-lttS) n] = ~ e n. Perhaps the most interesting aspect of this ex- 

i 
pression is seen when the Trace is expanded algebraically ~) as 

Tr(/-P) = ~ Hi,i2Hi2i3...I'][i~it (9) 
i l , i 2 . . . i n  

1 shows geometrically a single term in this sum. It represents a path starting and ending 

H il i z 
orb i ta l  ,= o rb i ta l  ~ 

i v i~ , 

H .  i 
I l l  n 

7 j 

orb i ta l  ~ o rb i ta l  ~" 
I n In In-1 In_ 1 

with orbital il. The weight associated with each step in the path is simply the Hi,ib 
interaction integral (13 in the Hiickel scheme) which links the orbitals ia, it,, Thus the nth 
moment  is simply the weighted sum of all paths which start off at orbital il and return in n 
steps back to this orbital. If  one of the steps in the path connects orbitals which do not 
interact with each other, then the weight of the whole path is identically zero. This 
geometrical interpretation of the nth moment will be invaluable to us later since it 
permits an energetic description of solids and molecules in terms of the connectivity of 
the orbitals (and hence atoms) of the system. Walks "in place" in the sum of Eq. 9 will 
lead to entries of the tpye Hiai,, namely Hiickel ct contributions. Without any loss of 
generality we can in many cases set ~t = 0 and remove such walks from consideration. 

O.  ~169 
0B : ~-~' 

i _ t 'a- a# a ~ 0# 4 

/~o = 

etc 

Fig. 4a--e. Enumeration of the moments of the p~x levels of cyclobutadiene, a) Shows the energy 
levels referred to a = 0. b) enumerates the walks explicitly, c) Shows how the same result maybe 
obtained by propagating a unit vector around the ring 
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With this extra simplification the enumeration of the walks and generation of the 
moments for the pn levels of cylcobutadiene proceeds as shown in Fig. 4. As we will see 
later walks "in place" will need to be incluced whenever there are atoms of different 
electronegativity present. 

One of the interesting implications of this section is that the walks, and hence 
moments,  may be generated without any recourse to the translational symmetry of the 
solid, or the point group of the molecule. In the context of extended arrays therefore, the 
moments method may be used in the study of aperiodic systems such as are found 3-9) in 
amorphous materials and in surface phenomena. In this article we shall exclude such 
areas fom discussion, and will concentrate on structural problems in molecules and 
crystalline solids. 

We shall also use the lowest common denominator to derive the energies of our 
examples, namely the Hiickel approach, with the proviso that the value of 15 will depend 
upon the nature and orientation of the interacting orbitals. In other words we shall write 
15 = ~ 15~S(~., O, tO) where X = o, n, 8 and (0, tO) describes the orientation of the orbitals. 

C. Energies as a Function of Electronic Configuration 

The details of the inversion process shown schematically in Fig. 2 do not in fact concern 
us in this article. The actual methods used are described in several places 3-1~ 14). In Ref. 
14 we show how the eigenvalue spectra for simple molecules and solids may be con- 
structed, and in Ref. 15 compare the two methods shown in Figs. 1 and 2. We are 
particularly concerned though with the energy difference between two systems as a 
function of  electronic configuration. Recall an important result from our earlier discus- 
sion. Although the energy density of states is often a slowly converging function of the 
number  of  moments included in the inversion process, the electronic energy usually 
converges rapidly. Let us consider then two systems I, II for which the first m moments 
are the same, because of  their geometrical sturcture. Then use of these m moments for I 
and I I  to generate an energy difference curve will lead to a value of zero for all electron 
counts. Only on inclusion of  the first moment which is different (m + 1) will a sensible 
energy difference curve result. Since the energy does converge rapidly with the number 
of  moments included, consideration of just the first disparate moment or perhaps the first 
couple of disparate moments might be all that is needed to understand the variation in 

Fig. 5. a) A three tree. h)--e) Three 
trees containing rings 

:'" b c 

'; .i ' �9 / . . . .  
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electronic stability with electron count. What we wish to derive then is the relationship 
between the energy difference curve as a function of electron count associated with two 
structures and the geometrical description of those systems in terms of loops of the type 
shown in 1. This may be done in several ways but there is one approach 1~ which is 
pictorially a useful one. Figure 5a shows a Cayley tree which proceeds indefinitely in two 
dimensions. Each node is three coordinate. Figure 5b shows a three membered ring in 
the middle of this tree. We can locate p~ orbitals at each node of both of these nets, 
calculate the energy density of  states, and hence the energy difference curve between 
these two hypothetical structures as a function of electron count. The major difference 
between the two systems is that 5b differs from 5a at the third moment since there is an 
extra walk of length three in Fig. 5b which goes around the ring (2). By inclusions of rings 
of  different sizes in the tree as shown in Fig. 5c-e we may similarly generate energy 
difference curves for systems which differ at the fourth, fifth and sixth moments respec- 
tively. 

. . - . , .  . . , - -  �9 

2 

The energy difference curves that result, AEr(x ) are shown 1~ 11) in Fig. 6. The ordi- 
nate x represents the fractional orbital occupany. At x = 1 all the orbitals of the problem 
are doubly occupied with electrons. Notice that the amplitude of these curves decreases 

AB 

Fig. 6. The AEr (x) curves obtained by comparing the energy density of states of the species in Fig. 
5. When the curve is positive the system with the larger [~[ is more stable. (One of the curves is 
dashed for clarity) 
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as the ring size gets larger. This is in accord with our statement earlier that the electronic 
energy converges rapidly with the number of moments included in the inversion process. 
Notice too that the curves have characteristic shapes, the number of nodes being equal to 
the ring size if those at x = 0.1 are counted. The reader can clearly generate the form of 
the curves for higher moment  differences. 

The decrease in the energetic importance of the nth moment as n increases is of 
course quite understandable. First nearest neighbors are linked to the home atom by 
walks of  length two (there and back) and of length three (via one nearest neighbor to 
another). Second nearest neighbor effects arise at the earliest in the fourth moment since 
this represents a walk in two steps to this further neighbor and back. Accordingly, third 
nearest neighbor effects will manifest themselves at the earliest in the sixth moment. 
Intuitively we expect the largest energetic effect to occur for the atoms directly bound to 
a given atom and the influence of neighbors further away to be less important, in fact 
dropping off in importance as the distance increases. Such a view is in accord with the 
moments results. 

It is quite illuminating to use these results to comment n) on the stability of cyclic 
polyenes containing rings of various sizes compared to their open-chain analogs. The first 
moment  which will be different for the pn orbitals of an m-ring compared with those of 
the open chain, or of a ring of large size, will be the m-th. Since in each neutral CraHm 
molecule there are m pn orbitals and m electrons, the fractional orbital occupancy is 0.5. 

Figure 7 shows where various planar carbon rings lie on the curve of Fig. 6. Notice 
that the results encompass Htiekel's 4n + 2 rule 1) quite nicely. The electron counts pre- 
dicted by this rule to give stable structures lie in regions where the m ring is stabilized 
with respect to the molecule which contains no such loops. Thus we find stability for C6I-I6 
but not C6H~ 2, stability for C4I-I~ 2 but not C4H4 itself, etc. The moments method has 
therefore quickly provided a new way of looking at a very old problem. 

Although the energy difference curves of  Fig. 6 have been generated by using a model 
based upon the overlap of pn orbitals, similar types of curves will arise for other orbital 
problems involving mth moment differences. Obviously the energy scale of the plots will 
be very sensitive to the nature of the atoms involved and to the type of interaction 
between the relevant orbitals i.e., whether it is of o, n or iS type. Also the location of the 
crossing points will change a bit from system to system, but the general features of Fig. 6 
will remain. In the rest of this article we will examine a series of structural problems, 
which at first sight appear to be unrelated but which may be put on a common footing by 
using the results we have just described. 

c~H, + 

, c.,.:' c,,m 

C4H4 
C3H3 

C,H, C6H , 

V v v " v 
! 

C5H5 

Fig. 7. Superposition of the electron counts appropriate for the p~r levels of small rings on the 
curves of Fig. 6 
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IH. Some Structural Problems 

A. Graphite and Related Nets 

Structures 3--6 show the graphite net and some alternative arrangements which contain 
rings of different sizes. Clearly the first moment which is different when compared to 
graphite is the third, fourth and fifth for 6, 4 and 5 respectively since these structures 
allow walks around rings to these sizes not available in the graphite structure. Figure 8a 

3 s 

/; 6 

shows the computed n) energy differences between 3 and 4, 5 and 6 as a function of 
electron filling. Notice 4 is more stable early on, but just before the half filled point 
becomes less stable than graphite. The shape of this energy difference curve is typical 
(Fig. 6) of two systems which differ at the third moment. Structure 5 is less stable than 
graphite at the half filled point but becomes more stable at the quarter and three-quarter 
filled positions. This is just what is expected for two systems which differ at the fourth 
moment. Similarly the energy difference curve associated with graphite and 5 has the 
features associated with the curve expected for two systems which differ at the fifth 
moment. However notice that while the n = 5 curve from Fig. 6 has a node at x = 0.5 the 
corresponding node in Fig. 8 has been shifted to higher x. This has occurred as a result of 
the importance of the six-membered rings in graphite itself. In other words the energy 
difference curve, although dominated by the fifth moment, also has a contribution from 
the sixth moment. Figure 8b shows the curves that result by constructing a suitably 
weighted (by the numbers of rings) linear combination of the AEr(x) curves of Fig. 6. 
Notice that the agreement between the two halves of Fig. 8 is quite good and implies that 
for systems of this type we may write a simple expression for the energy difference curve. 

AE(x) = ~ANrAEr(x) (ao) 

where ANt is the difference in the number of rings of size r in the two structures. 
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a 
.O2B_ 

-.o3~ 

Alg 

.o3B 

- . 0 3 B  

Fig. Say b. Energy difference curves between graphite and the other structures 4-6. a) Computed 
difference curve, b) Simulated curve obtained by adding the densities of states of the corresponding 
units of Fig. 5, i.e. expressing the energy differences as a linear combination of the AE,(x) of Fig. 6 

Of interest is the fact that whereas graphite is indeed the structure observed at the 
half-filled point (and computed to be the geometry of lowest energy) the net containing 5 
and 7 membered rings is favored from the calculations for somewhat higher electron 
counts. It  is in fact found for the nonmetal net in ScB2C2. Assuming the metal is present 
as Sc(III) then x = 0.625 for this system in nice agreement with the computed energy 
difference curves of Fig. 8a. Could we induce such a structural change by intercalation of 
graphite by an electron donor, such as an alkali metal? Probably not in fact since several 
CC linkages will need to be broken and remade for this to happen. Another intriguing 
possibility is shown in 7. It can be shown that a hexagonal net, no matter how big, can be 
folded into a polyhedron by inclusion of twelve pentagons. 7 shows in fact an enlarge- 
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ment of the silica skeleton of Aulonia hexagona, one of the tiny sea creatures called 
radiolaria. A dopant level somewhat higher than currently used in semiconductor tech- 
nology would be required to produce a sphere containing 260,000 carbon atoms 16). 

Similar energy difference curves to those of Fig. 8 are found for molecular species 
containing these four, five and six-membered ring building blocks. These are shown in 
Fig. 9. The organic chemist is only interested of course in the result for the all carbon 
system (x = 0.5) with a total of 10 pz electrons. 

napthalene 

~E 

fulvalene 
zulene~ 

,o I / / ' , ,  
Fig. 9. Energy difference curve compared 
to naphthalene as a function of pn electron 
count for the three organic molecules 
shown. Notice the similarity in shape to the 
curves of Fig. 8 

B. The Crystal Structures of TI, Pb, Bi and Po 

The crystal structures of the dements are given in Table 1. TI and Pb crystallize in one of 
the two simplest close-packed arrangements, hcp and fcc respectively. These structures 
(Fig. 10), built up from layers of close-packed planes, contain a multitude of three 
membered rings. The structure of a-Bi (Fig. 11) may be regarded as a puckered analog of 
graphite. Here there are only six-membered rings. The structure of a-Po (Fig. 12) is 
simple cubic and contains four membered rings. We then expect an energy difference 
curve for a-Bi and a-Po to be dominated by the fourth moment, and that for a-Bi and the 
fce and hop structures to be dominated by the third moment. For these heavy elements at 
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Table 1. Crystal structure and other data for the elements T1-Po 

41 

T1 Pb Bi Po 

configuration s2p I s2p z s2p 3 sZp 4 
x (p band) 0.167 0.33 0.50 0.67 
structure hcp fcc et-Bi simple cubic 
dominant ring 3 3 6 4 

Fig. 10. The local coordination in 
hexagonal and cubic close packed ar- 
rangements hcp fcc 

Fig. 11. The a-Bismuth (or a-Arse- 
nic) structure, a puckered analog of 
graphite 

the bot tom right-hand side of the periodic table the 6s 2 pair of valence electrons often 
behaves in a core-like fashion, the so-called inert pair. As a simplification we shall ignore 
them. Table 1 then shows the values of x for an orbital problem associated purely with 
the 6p orbitals of the elements. Figure 13 shows a trio of computed it) energy difference 
curves using this p orbital only model. Notice how the expectations of the moments 
method are nicely reproduced. The close-packed structures are stable at early band 
fillings, pl and p2, ct-Bi with its six-membered rings is stable at the half-filled p band (p3) 
and tx-Po is calculated to be stable (just) at the two-thirds full band (p4). 

The fcc and hcp structures differ at the second nearest neighbor level and so their first 
disparate moment will in principle be the fourth. In fact their fourth moments are very 
similar and it is the fifth moment which is different. $ shows the fifth moment energy 
difference curve which enables resolution of these two structures. It predicts that T1 
should adopt the hcp and Pb the fcc structure as indeed observed. The different walks of 
length five which give rise to this effect are shown pictorially in Ref. 11. They are 
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Fig. 12. The simple cubic structure of a-Polonium 

hE 

.04~ 

0.5 

-.o6# simple cubic ,,--fcc 

Fig. 13. Computed energy difference curves for the structures of the heavy elements of Figs. 10-12 
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hcp more s tab le 
x=0.167 

I~E I TI x 
I 

I 
x=0.3 

Pb fcc more s tab le 

8 

complex enough to prevent us from making a simple statement, based on geometry which 
will immediately identify the feature which electronically distinguishes them. Here then 
is a restriction of the method, sometimes it does not help us too much, 

C. The Geometry of Allene 

The D2e geometry of allene is shown in 9 and is the one expected on the basis of van't 
Hoff 's  famous rules of stereochemistry. The D2h geometry, the anti van't Hoff arrange- 
ment is shown in 10. Why is the D2d geometry preferred? Figure 14 shows Hiickel 

)c c c._.  ccc( 
twisted planar 

9 10 

molecular orbital diagrams for the ~t orbitals of the two arrangements and Table 2 the 
stabilization energy as a function of the number of pn electrons. Clearly the results of the 
Htickel calculation are in accord with the observed allene geometry. From the point of 
view of the moments approach we are interested in the walks of various lengths which are 
different for the two structures. Both arrangements have walks of length 4 which are of 
the type shown in 11 but the D2h geometry has extra walks (four of them in fact) of the 
type shown in 12. So the energy difference curve as a function of the number of p~x 

11 12 

Table 2. Stabilization energies of planar and twisted aUenes 

Number of n electrons Planar Twisted Difference 

0 0 0 0 
2 2.828 [~ 2 [3 0.828 [3 
4 2.82813 413 - 1.17213 
6 2.828 [3 2 [~ 0.82813 
8 0 0 0 
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Fig. 14. Hiickel energy level diagrams 
for the two allene geometries of 9 and 10 

electrons should resemble the fourth moment curve of Fig. 6. There will be a small 
difference produced by the discrete nature of the problem in that the plot will be made up 
from a series of points. Structure 13 shows the result obtained using the figures of 

twisted A 

planar 
13 

Table 2. It does indeed have a characteristic fourth moment shape and predicts that anti 
van't Hoff stereochemistry should be possible at electron counts other than the one for 
allene itself. Calculations 17) by Schleyer and coworkers have suggested that this may well 
be the case. Structure 14 shows an allene derivative which contains an electron deficient 
three membered BBC ring. With two electrons assigned to a BB n bond the (B2H2)C unit 

"-B. .H 

Hd H 

is then two electrons short compared to (H2)C. The molecule 14 now contains only 2 tt 
electrons in its allene ~ skeleton to be compared with the 4 ~ electrons of allene itself. 
The planar geometry is now the preferred one. 

The van't Hoff rule applies to inorganic molecules too. For example the Si2NBeNSi2 
skeleton in {[(CH3)3Si]2N}2Be is arranged in the same fashion as that in the isoelectronic 
species allene itself. 

D. Linear and Bent AH2 Molecules 

For simplicity let us use the Rundle-Pimentel scheme is) for this problem. One pair of 
electrons is stored in the central atom s orbital and the angular geometry is controlled by 
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the interaction of p orbitals on A with the hydrogen 1 s orbitals. Figure 15 shows molecu- 
lar orbital diagrams for linear and bent geometries constructed using the angular overlap 
model 18). The energy differences between the two geometries are shown in Table 3. 
Notice how the predicted geometry varies with electron count in agreement with experi- 
ment. (The electron count included for "Nell2" is 6, OH2 is included with CH2 since the 
Pz orbital shown on the diagram can accommodate a (lone) pair of electrons). It is a 
simple matter to enumerate the walks of different lengths associated with these two 
geometries. We are of course only interested in extra walks that arise in one arrangement 
compared to another. 15 shows the type of extra four-walk that is possible in the linear 

15 

geometry but not in the bent one. (There are in this configuration four walks of this 
type). So the linear geometry has the higher fourth moment and so is the geometry which 
is not favored at the half-filled position in agreement with experiment (see Table 3). 16 
shows the energy differences of Table 3 in pictorial form and the fourth moment nature 
of this problem is now apparent. Notice that the stabilization of the linear geometry at 
the quarter and three quarter positions is dominated by the second order, eo, term but 
the stabilization of the bent geometry at the half-full point by the quartic, fo, term. This 
plot of  course is immediately comparable to the allene example of the previous section 
where all of the orbitals of the problem were identical. Notice, however, that the 

Fig. 15. Molecular orbital diagrams 
for linear and bent AH2 molecules, 
using a p-orbital only model and con- 
structed using the angular overlap 
approach 

H-A-H Yl H-AI 

. l"~-~-4f~ ~ "x H 

- -  ( & )  
A A 

Is Is 

Table 3. Stabilization energy of finear and bent AH2 molecules as a function of electron count 

Number of Linear Examples Bent Difference 
electrons = 

0 0 0 0 
2 4eo - 8fo Bell2 2Co - 2fo 2co - 6fo 
4 4Co - 8fo CH2, OH2 4Co - 4fo - 4fo 
6 4eo - 8fo (Nell2) 2Co - 2fo 2co - 6fo 
8 0 0 0 

a In Px,Py orbitals only 
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amplitude of the plot at the half-filled point is now much smaller than that at the quarter 
and three-quarter points, in contrast to the results for allene. The problem of linear and 
bent triatomics will be discussed again later in this review, 

E. Cis and Trans Transition Metal Dioxo Compounds 

In orbital terms this is a small variation on the AH2 problem above, d o transition metal 
dioxo compounds are always found in the c/s arrangement, while d E compounds, of which 
there are a small number of examples 19), are found in the trans arrangement. For exam- 
ple d 2 [Mo(CN)402] 4- has the trans structure but d o [Mo(CN)402] 2- the cis arrangement. 
The d 2 ion MoO2C14- also has the two oxo ligands arranged in a trans fashion. (There are 
of course many actinide dioxo systems which contain a trans MO2 unit. We shall exclude 
these from discussion). Figure 16 shows two molecular orbital diagrams, constructed for 
c/s and trans dioxides using the angular overlap model. The problem has been pared 
down to its essentials for simplicity and we show just the interactions involving the ~x 
manifold of orbitals and dominated by the ~t donor characteristics of the oxide ligand. 
Notice that such a model correctly predicts the changeover in preferred structure with 
electron count. Again this is a fourth moment problem. In the linear, tram, geometry the 
two sets of oxygen pn orbitals share two central atom orbitals (xz,yz). In the bent, c/s, 
geometry they share only one. In the latter therefore the number of four walks which link 
one ligand orbital with another through the central atom d orbitals is half as large. It is 
the linear arrangement then which has the larger fourth moment and therefore the one 
which is disfavored at the d o configuration. Just as in the AH2 case the bent geometry is 
favored at d 2 by energetic terms which arise in second order (%) but the linear geometry 
is favored at d o by terms which arise in fourth order (f~). Importantly however notice how 

o 
~ 

o 

 /_-iiiliii 
Fig. 16. Molecular orbital diagrams 
for cis and trans MOzL 4 species, em- 
phasizing the (p-d)~ interactions be- 
tween the metal and oxygen atoms 
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the crossing points of this curve have moved compared to those found for AE4(x) of 
Fig. 6. 

F. The Rutile and a-Pb02 Structures 

Figure 17 shows the structures of  rutile and ct-PbO2, two structures based on an hcp net of 
oxide ions in which half of the octahedral holes are filled by cations. In rutile straight 

futile PbO 2 

Fig. 17 a, b. The rutile and ct-PbO2 structures showing a) the straight and zigzag chains of MO6 
oetahedra and b) the way the interstices in the hcp oxygen arrays are filled by metal ions. (Both 
structures are actually distorted away from these idealized pictures) 

Fig. 18 a, b. Computed energy difference 
curve between rutile and ct-PbO2 structures 
as a function of d count a) Curve for ruffle 
and ct-PbO2 and b) Curve for the distorted 
variants MoO2 and 13-ReO2 as shown in 17 
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chains of t rans  edge-sharing octahedra are produced. In the ct-PbO2 structure the chains 
are zigzag ones since skew edges of the octahedra are shared. For electron counts 
between d o and d 6 pairing up of the metal atoms in these structures are often found. The 
futile type is simply related to the MoO2 type by such pairing (shown in 17). The ct-PbO2 

A A A  A 

17 

and 13-ReO2 types are analogously connected by pairing. Figure 18 shows the results of a 
calculation 2~ aimed at evaluating the variation in the energy difference between the two 
sets of structures. From the shape of the energy difference curve this is clearly a fourth 
moment problem. Since the orbitals which are being filled in Fig. 18 are the t2g orbitals on 
the metal we need to examine the four-walks involving these orbitals which will be 
involved in metal-metal interactions. There are a pair of walks which are critical ones. 
For the sake of pictorial simplicitiy, let us assume that the edges of the octahedra which 
are shared in the 13-ReO2/ct-PbO2 structures are the c/s, rather than skew ones. Then the 
walks which are different in the two structures are those which are shown in 18 and 19. 
The walk of 18 is weighted by 13~ 4) but the corresponding one in 19 is only weighted by 

18 19 

132132 where the subscripts indicate the type of orbital overlap involved. Since 5 interac- 
tions are weaker than n interactions the t rans  arrangement has the higher fourth moment 
and therefore is the one which is disfavored at the half-filled point (d3). Interestingly 
15-ReO2 has the zigzag arrangement and it indeed is a d 3 system. MoO2 and OsO2 (d 2 and 
d 4 respectively) have the t rans  arrangement 2~ So, although the qualitative trend pre- 
dicted by the results of Fig. 18 is fine, the details are not as good. 

G. Busy, Idle and Metriotic Orbitals 

The last few problems which have been described in terms of fourth moment differences 
all fit into the same pattern concerning the utilization of the central atom orbitals by 
those of the ligands. Notice that at the half-filled point, where all the bonding and none 
of the antibonding levels are occupied the most stable arrangement is the one where the 
available central atom orbitals are equally shared by the ligand orbitals. In the case of 
van't  Hoff allene the two central pn orbitals were both equally involved with the 
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orbitals of the ligands. For the anti van't Hoff structure one central atom pn orbital could 
interact with both ligand pn orbitals while the other could interact with neither. In other 
words these half-filled problems are most stable in a geometry which avoids the genera- 
tion of busy (over utilized) or idle (under utilized) orbitals and is energetically best where 
as many central atom orbitals are as equally used as possible. We call these orbitals 
metriotic from the Greek ~exO~xllg meaning "the right amount or degree of anything". 
We have emphasized this point elsewhere ~s' 21a) in connection, not only with the allene 
geometry, but also in connection with the geometries of both main group and transition 
metal complexes. In terms of moments it is those walks of the type shown in 12 and 15 
which allow one ligand orbital to "see" another via a central atom orbital which de- 
stabilize the busy orbital geometry at the half filled point. For other electron counts 
however, the busy/idle orbital combination may well be stable as indicated both by 
Schleyer's electron deficient allenes ~7) and the transition metal oxo examples. 20 and 21 

o."? 

P~Mo--P N--Mo~N 

0 ~ 0  tffo(diphos)~JC~H~lz 
Mo(porp)(02) 2 

20 21 

show some other examples 21) of the same problem. The single-faced ethylene n-acceptor 
ligands in [Mo(diphos)2(C2H4)2] arrange themselves in a staggered way. Here the metal- 
ligand n bonding levels are full (the "t2g" set of the d 6 metal) but the corresponding 
antibonding levels (ethylene located) are empty. In this light it is also interesting to note 
the stability of the cis or fac isomers for eighteen electron d 6 systems such as 
[M(CO)2(diphos)2] (M = Cr, Mo, W), [Mn(CO)3(diphos)X ], [Mo(CO)3(PR3)3 ] etc. but 
the stability of the corresponding trans or mer isomers for their singly oxidized analogs. 
In this case the d 5 system has less than a half-filled complement of ligand Jr* plus metal t2g 
orbitals, to be compared with the greater than half-full situation (of ligand ~ plus metal 
t2g orbitals) for the dioxo examples. The axial phenyl groups in [CtanPh2(bipy)z] + are 
similarly (21) staggered with respect to one another. Another pair of examples which are 
slightly more complex, are shown in 22. A simple model with which to describe this 

N ~ N  0 ~ 0  

F \ H 

22 

problem is shown in Fig. 19. It shows interaction of the two H atom orbitals with one or 
both components of the ~* levels of the A2 molecule. The situation is identical to the one 
corresponding to the AH2 molecules described earlier. This set of levels contains four 
electrons in the case of O21-12, but only two electrons for N2H2. Hydrogen peroxide, a 
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Fig. 19. Molecular orbital diagram 
showing interaction of two hydrogen 
ls orbitals with the n* levels of 02 in 
the O2H2 and N2H 2 geometries. The 
angular overlap model is used 

half-full problem, thus corresponds to a case where busy and idle orbitals are energeti- 
cally infavorable. The converse applies to the quarter-full N2H/case. 

There are many transition metal containing examples which may be phrased in similar 
terms. Reference 21 contains a discussion of the preferred orientation of trans carbene 
ligands. It is also noteworthy that in d 6 transition metal complexes which contain CO, a 
good n acceptor ligand, the CO groups arrange themselves to be either c/s or mer  to each 
other rather than as the trans or f a c  alternatives. 

The importance of metriotic orbitals is seen too in the structures of Jahn-Teller 
distorted solids 22). 23 shows the cooperative effect in the structure of KCuF3. In the Jahn- 

3 of ~[CuX6/2I 

(a} a=a~ [b) 

23 

Teller inactive system KZnF3 the perovskite arrangement is an undistorted one but in the 
Jahn-Teller active system containing Cu It the distorted octahedra are arranged in a 
pattern termed antiferrodistortive. Here there are three different Cu-F distances, dl, dm 

d~ of 2.25/~, 1.96/~ and 1.89/~ respectively. The dm linkages are arranged exclusively 
parallel to the c axis but the dl and ds linkages are so arranged in (001) type planes such 
that they alternate along strings of copper atoms. So within these planes each fluorine 
atom is coordinated by one short and one long distance to copper (the metriotic situa- 
tion) rather than the alternative geometry where half of the fluorines are coordinated by 
two ds linkages (busy) and half by two dl linkages (idle). The antiferrodistortive arrange- 
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Fig. 20. Energy levels for tetrahedral and butterfly (SF4) AI-h molecules. A p orbital only model 
and the angular overlap approach are used 

ment is the most common one and is always the one found when the octahedra share 
vertices as in the perovskite example of 23. 

Figure 20 shows p orbital only molecular orbital diagrams for tetrahedral and SF4-1ike 
AH4 molecules, constructed using the angular overlap model. Table 4 shows the energy 
difference between the two structures as a function of electron count and 24 shows the 
result pictorially. Notice again that this is a fourth moment problem as we mentioned 
above. Enumeration of the four walks and their weights is a little tedious for the tet- 
rahedral geometry, but we can readily show that it is this structure which has the smaller 
fourth moment and therefore is the one which is more stable at the half-filled point, i.e., 
CH4. Introduction of more electrons leads to an energetic preference for the SF4 type of 
geometry. Notice from Table 4 and 24 that it is purely the difference in the quartic terms 

tetrahedral 

butterfly 

24 

(fo) which leads to this result from the angular overlap model. There is a simple algebrai- 
cal proof of the orbital sharing concept described above in terms of these fo parameters in 
Ref. 18. The smallest fo contribution will result when the three p orbitals all have the 
same energy, a result only possible for the tetrahedral geometry. In this geometry too, by 
symmetry all the p orbitals are equally utilized by the ligand orbitals, i.e., are metriotic. 
There are clearly three ways (at least) of stating the same orbital problem. 

A closely related problem is that of the usage of the bond valence sum rule in 
structural chemistry. The bond valence may be defined as s = A.log(r/ro) or s = B(r/r0) ~ 
where A, N and r0 are parameters for the given pair of atoms forming the bond (length r) 
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Table 4. Stabilization energy of tetrahedral and butterfly AH4 molecules as a function of electron 
count 

Number of Tetrahedr~il Butterfly" Difference 
p electrons 

0 0 0 0 
2 8/3e0 - 32/gfo 4co - 8fo 4/3e, - 40/9f, 
4 16/3eo - 64/9f~ 6% - 10fo 2/3e~ - 26/9fo 
6 24/3eo - 96/9fo 8Co - 12fo - 48/9fo 
8 16/33, - 64/9fo 6Co - 10fo 2/3e, - 26/9f, 

10 8/3eo - 32/9fo 4e. - 8fo 4/3eo - 40/9fo 
12 0 0 0 

SF4 geometry 

under  consideration. In the absence of obvious anion-anion or cation-cation interactions 
(attractive or repulsive) the sum of the bond valences s around a center is remarkably 
invariant  to its environment,  and by definition may be set equal to its characteristic 
"valence".  A secondary observation 23) is that the set of bond valences characterizing the 
different linkages associated with a given atom are as equal as possible given the articula- 
t ion of the structure. This is just the metriotic result expected. 

H. Boron and Carbon Structures 

A n  interesting feature of the structures found for the elements of Groups 13 and 14 is the 
prevalence of  three membered  rings in the former and their absence in the latter. Figure 
21 shows the structure of cubic diamond and a hypothetical arrangement we call "tet- 
rahedral"  diamond.  In this structure te trahedra of atoms are located at the nodes of the 
cubic d iamond structure. In both arrangements each atom is four coordinate. Figure 22 
shows a computed energy difference curve 11) as a function of electron count for the two 
structures. I t  has the appearance expected for a third moment problem. Indeed the 
te t rahedral  diamond structure is full of three-membered rings but the cubic diamond 
structure has no ring smaller than six. Satisfyingly the cubic diamond arrangement is 
calculated to be more stable than the tetrahedral diamond arrangement at the half-filled 
point,  the electron count corresponding to carbon. 

Shown in Fig. 21c is the structure of another hypothetical diamond structure obtained 
by locating cubes at the nodes of a bee lattice. Each atom is four coordinate here too. 
Figure 22 shows the energy difference curve n~ for supercubane and cubic diamond, this 
t ime dominated by the fourth moment  difference as expected from the squares present in 
the former.  Notice that  although the crossing points and the shapes of these curves are a 
little different from those of Fig. 6, the general features are quite similar. 

Figure 23 shows the structure of rhombohedral  boron, which may be considered as a 
close-packed array of  B~2 icosahedra. These deltahedra have a larger number of three 
membered  rings. In comparing this structure energetically with that of carbon a problem 
arises. The coordinat ion number  in the boron arrangement is six but four in the diamond 
structure. Should the energetic comparison be done at constant density or constant bond 
length? Figure 24 shows the result of the two calculations n~, one for each model. Clearly 
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Fig. 21 a-c. The structures of a) cubic diamond, b) 
tetrahedral diamond and e) supercubane. (b) and e) 
are hypothetical.) supercubane 
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Fig. 22. The computed energy difference curve between cubic diamond and the tetrahedral 
diamond and supercubane structures 

R h o m b o h e d r a l  B o r o n  

Fig. 23. The structure of rhombohedral boron 
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difference curve between cubic 
diamond and rhombohedral 
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the form of the c u r v e  is that expected for a third moment problem but the node has 
shifted from one model to the other. This arises because of a difference in the second 
moments of the two structures. The second moment is just the sum of the squares of the 
Hii interaction integrals between the orbitals of an atom and those of its neighbors. The 
cubic diamond and rhombohedral boron structures will then have different second 
moments both because of different bond lengths and different coordination numbers. 
25 shows how the energy differences curve changes as a result. (Notice the form of the 

+ ~ ~ = 

25 
second moment curve.) One-electron models of this type are generally notoriously inept 
at making any comments concerning preferred coordination numbers in molecules and 
solids and so we need to be careful in any problem which involves coordination number 
differences. However, the general result is clear; the boron structure is favored at the 
boron electron count because of the presence of three-membered rings and disfavored at 
the carbon electron count for the same reason. 

L Jahn-Teller Distortions in Octahedral Complexes 

The Jahn-TeUer theorem 22)' 24) and its structural consequences have long been used to 
view problems in all branches of chemistry. Since its initial presentation in 1936 many 
different types of geometrical relaxation have been labeled "Jahn-Teller distortions". It 
is worthwhile to briefly summarize the present status of this phrase 24). As originally 
stated, the theorem claims that molecules in orbitaUy degenerate electronic states will 
distort so as to remove this degeneracy. Usually the asymmetric occupation by electrons 
of degenerate orbitals will be sufficient to guarantee an orbitally degenerate electronic 
state, but not always. In the classic case of sing, let cyclobutadiene, for example, none of 
the electronic states arising from the (eg) 2 configuration are degenerate (26). However 
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the phase "Jahn-Teller unstable" is used to cover all examples of asymmetric occupation 
of degenerate orbitals. A further use of the term applies to substituted octahedral com- 
plexes, usually with a d 9 configuration. While in the symmetrical MY6 molecule an 
orbitaUy degenerate electronic state (2Eg) results from the (eg) 3 configuration (27), in the 
cis MY4Y~ molecule no such state is possible (28) since the point symmetry of the 
molecule cannot support degenerate representations. 

e g : ~  ---~ 2Eg b2 I ~ 2A1 

27 ~ II 
- -  2B 2 

2/i 

Both of these problems have been tackled 24) by extending the original ideas of Jahn 
and Teller, via perturbation expansion of the energy of the electronic ground state (0) as 
a function of a distortion coordinate g. Hq and Hqq are the first and second derivatives of 
the electronic Hamiltonian with respect to q 

g(o) = (Ol"qlO) "}- ~'~[ (OlI']qqlO)- 2 E 'l(O["qlj)[2'] q2 
AE0j J 

(11) 

The term linearly dependent upon q is the first order Jahn-Teller one and may be 
nonzero for degenerate electronic states. It will apply to the d 9 octahedral MY6 case of 
27. The term in brackets is in two parts. The first is the classical force constant for motion 
of the molecule along the coordinate q within the charge distribution described by the 
electronic state [0). The second is the relaxation force constant which allows the electron 
density to relax during the motion. If there is a low-lying electronic state (j) of the correct 
symmetry such that the numerator of this expression is significant, then this relaxation 
contribution may be large. If it is larger than the classical force constant then the term in 
brackets is negative and the system distorts. In both 26 and 28 there is a low-lying state 
which can be utilized in this way. In cyclobutadiene where this electronic state is derived 
from the same configuration as that of the ground state, we call the result a pseudo Jahn- 
Teller distortion. In the low symmetry d 9 complex of 28 where the electronic configura- 
tions of ground and excited states are different, the term second-order Jahn-Teller effect 
is used 18). In the chemical literature the phrase "Jahn-Teller distortion" is usually 
employed for all three. 

However there is a problem with this dicussion for many pseudo-octahedral d 9 com- 
plexes. 29 shows the electronic configurations and states expected for a d 9 trans MY4Y~ 
complex (Dab). Whether the alg or big level lies lowest in energy (and hence the 2Big or 
2Alg state) will depend upon the relative o strength of the ligands, but does not influence 
our discussion. From the symmetry demands of the relaxation term of Eq. 11 the sym- 
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29 

metry species of the distortion coordinate q must be alg x b~g = big, irrespective of this 
level ordering. A distortion of this type (30) is indeed found 24) for CuCI2 �9 H20 and 
ct-Cu(NH3)Br2. However  in a wide range of cuno2N4 complexes with oxygen and nitro- 
gen containing donor ligands an axg distortion (31) is found 24) which is not compatible 

y, y. y. y, 

Y Y ~ Y Y alg. 
Y Y y Y Y Y Y 

y, y, y, y, 

30 31 

with the second-order Jahn-Teller prescription. Let us use the method of moments to 
tackle this problem. 

Let  [3 be the interaction integral between the central atom z 2 orbital and a ligand lying 
along the z axis. We define two such [3 values, {3~ and ~cq for the ligands we will locate in 
axial and equatorial positions of an octahedron. Remembering (32) that the overlap 

~ 
" "  3 /2  

f 
1 

32 

"-- -I/2 

integralOf an equatorial ligand o orbital with the collar of z 2 and with a lobe of x 2 - y2 is 
- �89 and V~/2 respectively times the corresponding overlap integral of z 2 with an axial 
ligand as), the contributions to the second moment  from walks originating on the metal 
orbitals are simply 

for x 2 - y  2 3132q 

for  z 2 2132 -t- I]2q 
(12) 

The total contribution to ~ is then 

4 [~2q -I- 2 [~2 (13) 

During the distortion we shall require that the second moment remains constant. (We 
have described above some of the problems associated with one-electron models and 
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coordination number,  or second moment  changes.) This may be simply achieved by 
writing 

~q = 132 + x and 132 = 132 _ 2x (14) 

(For small distortions this requirement suggests that the axial ligands will move further 
than the equatorial ones on distortion a feature borne out by the data 25) on Jahn-Teller 
distortions in copper(II)  complexes.) The contribution to the fourth moment from the 
metal  based orbitals is simply evaluated as 

2 2 9 [~:q + 4 [~4ax + [~4q + 4 ~axl]eq (15) 

which, using the restrictions imposed by the Eq. 14, simply gives a fourth moment 
contribution of 18(1~ 4 -F X2). The Jahn-Teller distortion in these ocathedral complexes is 
thus a fourth moment  problem, the undistorted molecule having the smaller fourth 
moment .  By analogy with our discussion above concerning orbital sharing a simple 
energy difference plot for the Jahn-Teller process may be constructed as in Fig. 25b. The 
orbital filling parameter  x in this case is just the fractional orbital occupancy of the set of 
o orbitals shown in Fig. 25a. Molecules with electron configurations appropriate to the 
left-hand side of Fig. 25b, with partial ligand orbital occupancy do not exist. Clearly a 

m . . . .  
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Fig. 25, a) The energy levels of a 
Jahn-Teller disorted octahedral com- 
plex using the angular overlap model 
(A = 0 for the undistorted system) 
and b) the energy difference curve 
that results. The abscissa here repre- 
sents the electron count applicable to 
the o-orbital collection of a) 

distortion away from the regular octahedral structure is predicted for molecules with d 7, 
1.s. d 8 or  d 9 configurations. The 1.s. (low-spin) d 8 configuration should have th e largest 
distortion since here the fourth moment  effect is largest. This is indeed found in practice; 
1.s. d s complexes are never six coordinate and octahedral, but always four coordinate and 
square planar 26). Two axial ligands have been lost altogether. For d 7 and d 9 systems the 
size of the distortion is variable, but usually the system is described as basically six- 
coordinate with two long bonds. 

Let  us now examine the octahedral trans MY4Y~ molecule and ask using the angular 
overlap model which distortion out of 30 and 31 will be most favored without any 
preconceptions induced via the Jahn-Teller theorems. 33 shows the energy levels for 
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square planar MY4 and MY2Y~. For a d 9 system the MY4 molecule has a MOSE of 
3eo(Y) and the MY2Y~ molecule a MOSE of 3/2(co(X) + (eo(Y')). In other words 
elongation of the ligands with the smallest values of eo should be the preferred distortion 
coordinate. The D4h MY4Y~ structure will be observed if eo(Y) > eo(Y') and the C2v 
MY4Y~ arrangement if the converse is true. Elsewhere we show that this is true in 
practice 24). We can see how this result comes about from the moments approach too. For 
a trans MY4Y~ molecule we can take care of the asymmetry of the ligands by setting 152q = 
152 + x as before but let 152 = 15,2 _ 2x. Now the contribution to the fourth moment 
becomes 

10154 + 415,4 + 4 15,2~2 + 12x[152 _ [3,2] + 18x 2 (16) 

This is maximized (i.e., the axial distortion to give eventually a square planar MY4 unit 
maximally encouraged) if 121152 - 15 '2] > 0. This implies that 152 > 15,2, the same result as 
before. Perhaps the most important aspect of both the angula r overlap or moments 
approach is that the symmetry of the molecule does not play a role in the treatment. It is 
just as applicable to c/s and trans MY4Y~ species and indeed any low symmetry system as 
it is to octahedral MY6 ones. In view of this discussion it is of interest to recall van Vleck's 
comment  in 1939 (quoted in Ref. 22) "It  is a great merit of the Jahn-Teller effect that it 
disappears when not needed". 

T h e  distortions we have described above, often attributed to "Jahn-Teller effects" 
are, of course another example of the busy/idle concept described earlier. The situation is 
a little more  complex here since the two d orbitals involved do not have equal interac- 
tions with all ligands but the busy x 2 - y2 and idle z 2 orbital in the axially elongated 
molecule may readily be compared to the metriotic situation in the octahedral molecule. 

J. The Jahn-Teller Effect in Cyclobutadiene and Other Polyenes 

34 shows the parameters  describing the p~ interaction integrals for the Jahn-Teller distor- 
2 tion of singlet cyclobutadiene. Again we shall require that the second moment 4(151 + 152) 

p [ - "  [--qn2 

3~ 

remains constant during this process. The odd moments are of course all zero but the 
fourth moment  may be simply evaluated as 

~4=4(15~+ 15~+615~) (17) 
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which is clearly maximized when 131 = 132 �9 So we may view the distortion away from the 
square toward the rectangular geometry as a way of reducing the fourth moment, 
energetically unfavorable at the half-filled point. 35 shows a fourth moment plot with 
relevant electron counts marked on it. With two fewer or two more electrons the instabil- 

A [ ]  
~k I , . '1 ' ,  I p n n  

35 

ity vanishes. S 2+ is an example of a molecule with two more electrons, stable in the 
square geometry. 

We can apply exactly analogous reasoning to the corresponding bond alternation 
process in benzene shown in 36. The fourth moment here is simply 

~4=6(13]+ 13~+413213~) (18) 

also maximized for 131 = 132. This suggests that benzene too should undergo an analogous 

36 

distortion, which, of course is not observed. We can see why this might be so. Equations 
17 and 18 may be rewritten in terms of the fourth moment contribution per atom as 

cyclobutadiene (132 + 1322)2 + 4 132132 

benzene (132 + 132)2 + 2132132 
(19) 

This suggests that the effect should be stronger for cyclobutadiene than for benzene, a 
result in accord with observation. Resisting such distortions are the energetic preferences 
of the a framework. In cyclobutadiene the driving force, via the extra walks of length 
four around the ring, is large enough to win out, but in benzene it is not. (Computa- 
tions 27) on cyclic N 6 o r  H 6 however show that the distortion should proceed in these 
molecules). 

K. The Peierls Distortion 

For an infinite chain of atoms we can imagine several sorts of distortions involving bond 
length changes. 37 and 38 show two simple ones. 37 is just the bond alternation analog- 
ous to the distortions of cyclobutadiene and benzene shown in 34 and 36. 38 is a 
trimerization. Again we will keep the second moments constant for both distortions and 
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Tabel 5. Moments of distorted linear chains 

Moment One atom cell Two atom cell Three atom cell Three atom cell Three atom 
(undistorted) (y = 1.16)" (x = 1.16)" (x = 1.215 )' cell 

(x = 0.86)' 

I~ 2~ 2 26 z 262 262 262 
6~ 4 5.912~ 4 66' 664 66' 

I~ 20~ 6 19.47166 16.69866 18.49866 19.410fl ~ 

" See 37 and 38 for the location of the linkages with interaction integral equal to x6 and Y6 
respectively 

- - - . 2  _ _ - _ . z  - - - ~  . . . . .  : _ _ - : -  

Fig. 26. Computed energy difference curves for Peierls distortions. The solid and dashed lines 
correspond to dimerization and tdmerization respectively (37, 38) 

ask for which electron counts these two distortions should occur. Table 5 shows the 
values n) of the first few moments for these two distorted geometries. The interaction 
integrals appropriate to the solid linkages of 37 and 38 are set at xl~ and y~. Notice that 
just as in the molecular case simple bond alternation is a fourth moment problem and the 
distortion away from the symmetric structure should therefore occur at the half-filled 
point. Indeed polyacetylene, (CH),, is distorted in this way, and a linear chain of 
hydrogen atoms lined up equidistant from their neighbors clearly distorts to produce a 
line of  Hz molecules. Figure 26 shows a calculated energy difference curve n) for the 
undistorted and alternated structures. For elemental sulfur, with two electrons more than 
(CH).  an undistorted chain is predicted, and is observed in the fibrous allotrope. Many 
examples are known of distortions of this type 2). In some cases the driving force for 
distortion is not large and the elastic restoring forces hold the system in a symmetrical 
arrangement (cf. the earlier discussion on benzene). In some cases observation of a 
distorted structure is temperature dependent. 

For the trimerization, 38, it is the sixth moment (Table 5) which distinguishes it from 
the undistorted chain. Since the sixth moment decreases on distortion, the undistorted 
structure will be more stable at the half-filled point. Figure 26 shows a computed energy 
difference curve for this distortion too. Notice that the trimerization is predicted to be 
energetically favorable at the third or two-thirds full band. Here the distortion is the one 
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which relieves an energetically unfavorable sixth moment at these electron counts. Sev- 
eral examples are known. Imagine, for example, a one-dimensional chain of iodine atoms 
with sufficient electron doping to produce a species I -~ We may write its atomic 

2 2 2 1 333 �9 configuration as s PxPyPz" which implies, if the chain lies along the z axis, filled ~t bands 
(x,y) and a two-thirds filled po(z) band. A system with such a two third filled band should 
distort via a trimerization. The result is the well-known I~ ion. Another example 28) 
contains a heteroatom. The CdC12 structure may be described as a cubic close-packed 
array of anions with the Cd 2+ ions occupying one-half of the octahedral holes in a way 
such that CI-Cd-CI slabs are formed. Each chloride is three coordinate, in a pyramidal 
fashion, by metal. At  each metal are three orthogonal CI-Cd-CI units. Both o and 
bands of such an extended species are two-thirds full and it is therefore not surprising that 
the structure is well described by three orthogonal localized systems of this type. 

L. The Coloring Problem 

A structural problem of considerable interest is associated with the possible distribution 
patterns of atoms of different types (colors) in a given lattice. Figure 27 shows three 
examples. What are the electronic factors influencing the stability of the CsC1 and CuTi 
arrangements, both found for transition metal alloys? How should we best stabilize a 
square singlet cyclobutadiene by attaching donor and acceptor groups to the carbon 
atoms? Is the c/s or trans arrangement to be favored? Is the most stable graphite deriva- 
tive (e.g., BN) the structure with all linkages between atoms of opposite type, or are 
homonuclear contacts possible too? All of these questions may be very briefly sum- 
marized quite simply. What are the electronic requirements for stabilizing an 
. . . A B A B . . .  arrangement over an . . . A A B B . . .  one? A and B may be individual 
atoms as in Fig. 27a, lines of atoms as in Fig. 27b or planes of atoms as in Fig. 27c. 

The simplest way to approach this problem n) is to enumerate the moments associated 
with these two possibilities and see how they differ. Initially, let us suppose that the only 
difference between A and B is a different Hiickel ct value. With this restriction the 
moments of a chain of atoms are shown in Table 6a, c. It is quite clear that the two 
patterns differ at the fourth moment, and that it is t h e . . .  A A B B . . .  pattern which has 
the larger moment.  Such coloring problems should therefore be controlled by a fourth 
moment  curve, with the . . .  A B A B . . .  pattern stable at the half-filled point and the 
�9  A A B B . . .  pattern stable at the quarter and three-quarter filled points. 39 shows the 

EI 
39 

results of a simple Htickel calculation for cyclobutadiene, using a model which included 
just a change in the ct values of the carbon atoms to which the groups were attached. 
Notice that it is indeed the trans, or ABAB arrangement which is predicted to be most 
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Fig. 27 a--e. Some coloring problems, a) 
Attachment of donors and acceptors to 
square cyclobutadiene, b) Two arrange- 
ments of the B and N atoms over the 
graphite net in BN. (Only the fully alter- 
nating one is found in practice), c) The 
CsCI and CuTi structures which result 
from the body centered cubic lattice 

b 

/ % ,  

CsCI CuTi 

stable. This is exactly in accord with observation. All the known push-pull cyclo- 
butadienes are of  this type. 

The lowest energy coloring of the no-metal net in CaB2C2 (4) is open to similar 
treatment.  The net is isoelectronic with graphite. Figure 28 shows 28) the electronic 
density of states computed for two possibilities. Even by eye it is clear that the structure 
with no B-B or C-C contacts is the one stable at the electronic configuration appropriate 
for B2C22- (x for the = manifold is equal to 0.5). Notice that the alternative structure 
would be metallic at this electron count. (To date there is unfortunately no definitive 
experimental  study on the ordering pattern in this material). With two extra electrons, 
which give a B2C24- unit (x -- 0.75) the alternative pattern is computed 29) to be more 
stable. 

The fourth moment  curve predicts that the most stable arrangement for BN in the 
graphite structure should be the one of Fig. 27b which contains no homonuclear contacts. 
This is indeed the observed arrangement. Computations for the other possibility 29) show 
that it will not be an insulator at all, but a metal. BN is in contrast to graphite, found as a 
white insulating material with clearly a good band gap. 
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Table 6. Moments of AABB and ABAB pattern 

. . .ABAB. . ,  

(a) all 13 equal 
P l = 2 ( a ^ + a Q  
Pa = 2(a z + a z + 4[~ 2) 
IX3 = 2 (a~ + ct 3 + 6[~2(CtA + CtB) ) 
Ix, = 2(a~, + a~ + 1213 ~ + 8132(ct~ + a~ + 8Ctaae132) 

(b) unequal [3 
Ix1 = 2(~tA 
m = 2(a~ 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

+ ctB) 
+ a~ + 413~) 
+ Q~ + 613~e(Cta + ct~)) 

�9 . .AABB. . .  

all ~ equal 
I11 = 2(etA + aB) 
Ih = 2(etzA + ct~ + 4132) 
Pa = 2(ct 3 + et~ + 6132(aA + u~)) 
Ix4 = 2(cx~ + a~ + 12132 + 1013z(a~,, + ag) + 4aA.B[~ 2) 

unequal 13 
~q = 2 (eta 
Ih = 2(aZA 

+ aB) 
+ ,g  + 2 1 ~  + 1~,^ + I~.) 

Ix3 = 2(u~, + ~ + 313~B(aA + aB) + 3(~AI3~,~ + ~BI~))  

unequal 13" 
AI.~(ABAB - AABB) oc-  (o~A - aB) 2 
Art3(ABAB - AABB) o~- 9(aA - ctB)(ct~ - ct~) 

" Assuming 13jj oc (cq + %) 

The ideas sketched out here may be generalized quite readily x2). I t  turns out that in 
general ,  for any lattice minimizing the number of A-B interactions in a coloring max- 
imizes B4. So the structure which is electronically favored at the half-filled point will be 
the  one with the maximum number of heteronuclear contacts, and therefore the 
minimum number  of homonuclear  ones. 

The B/N analog of polyacene (40) has like the parent species, not been made but our 
arguments would predict  that it too will have the B and N atoms in an alternating 
arrangement  as shown. The structure of a hetcropolyacene type structure of 
stoichiometry AISn is however known 3~ 41, in Ba3A12Sn2. Here the structure contains 

40 /.1 

homonuclear  contacts. Electron counting leads to a value of x = 0.75 for the n manifold 
of  the ( A I - S n - ) -  sheet, and so the observation of this somewhat unusual arrangement is 
perfectly understandable.  One should ask why a third alternative structure, that contain- 
ing parallel  chains of Sn and A1 atoms running along the polymer, is not favored. Here  
there is the minimum possible number of heteroatom contacts. However the electronega- 
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Fig. 28a, b. Computed energy density of states for two possible coloring patterns of the non-metal 
net (482) in CaB2C~ 

five atoms of systems with such electron counts energetically prefer to reside at sites of 
low coordination number and this will be an important contributary factor. 

Figures 29 and 30 show energy difference curves 12) for the CsCl/CuTi pair of struc- 
tures of  Fig. 27c and the WC/AuCd pair of structures found for alloys of the transition 
elements with themselves. The CsCl structure is an . . .  A B A B . . .  one and the CuTi an 
�9  A A B B . . .  one. The CsC1 structure has eight A-B contacts per atom and no A-A or 
B-B contacts. The CuTi structure has 4 A-B contacts and 4 A-A (or B-B) contacts per 
atom. The general shape of the energy difference curve is easy to understand in terms of 
the fourth moment analysis. The AuCd structure has eight A-B contacts and four A-A 
(or B-B) contacts per atom. The WC arrangement has four of each. Again the shape of 
the energy difference curve is commensurate with the geometric details of the structure. 
Satisfyingly too, the results of the computations are in accord with the prevalence of 
known examples with these structures, shown as dashed lines on the diagrams. 

There is however an important feature of these plots that requires comment. The 
"fourth moment curve" in these calculations has acquired some asymmetry. In the AuCd/ 
WC case where this is most pronounced the WC stability field at high electron counts is 
quite shallow. The reason 12) for this behavior is quite simple in fact. Our model initially 
only allowed a change in Hfickel ~t-values, whereas of course the interaction integrals for 
A A ,  AB and BB contacts are in general different. If these are allowed to vary then there 
is a difference in the third moments as shown in Table 6b, d, e. (There is a small 
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Fig. 29. Computed energy differ- 
ence for the pair of structure types 
CsCI and CuTi, for transition-metal 
transition metal alloys, as a function 
of the number of d + s electrons. 
The dashed lines show the electron 
counts where examples are found ex- 
perimentally as the lowest energy 
structures 
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Fig. ~ .  Computed energy difference curve for the pMr of structure types WC and AuCd for 
transition-metal transition metal alloys. ~ e  dashed line shows where examples of the AuCd t ~ e  
are e~efimentally found 

difference in the second moment  too). The overall energy difference curve is then a 
combination of the second, third and rough moment ones as shown in 42. If ~ e  interac- 
tion between A and B is large then the t~ rd  moment curve will win out and the stability 
field for t h e . . .  A ~ B . . .  arrangement at the three-qua~er filled point will disappear 
(43). For interactions between transition metal d orbitals this effect is not too large but 
for mam ~ o u p  systems the t~ rd  moment may be d o ~ n a n t .  Some examples include 
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square SzN2 (found as the A B A B  arrangement) and (SN)n polymer (found as the 
�9  A B A B . . .  arrangement) both of which have x = 0.75. 

There is an interesting twist to our rule that the structure with the largest number of 
A-B contacts is the one favored at the half-full band. Consider two solids where the first 
coordination shell around each atom is identical, the structural differences appearing at 
the second nearest neighbor level. 44 shows then how the result is the conversion of walks 
of  length n involving first nearest neighbors into walks of length n + 2 involving second 
nearest neighbors. So whereas before, at the half-full hand, contacts between like atoms 
were discouraged because they gave rise to an energetically unfavorable fourth moment 
at this point, like atoms as second nearest neighbors are encouraged at this point because 
they give rise to an energetically favorable sixth moment. 45 shows the Cu3Au and Al3Ti 

I sl nearest  
neighbor 

J 

home ~ a  
atom 

neighborr est 

1 st nearest  
neighbor 

Cu3Au ~ AI3Ti 

44 45 

structures which are colorings of the fcc lattice. The sixth moment is larger for the Cu3Au 
structure since it has the larger number of like second-nearest neighbors and is the 
structure favored at the half-filled band. Figure 31 shows a computed energy difference 
curve al) for the two structures. The result is a sixth moment curve contaminated by higher 
moment  differences�9 

In all of  the examples we have studied here each of the atoms in the lattice have the 
same coordination number, and, if we restrict ourselves to modeling the coloring with 
changes in a values only, have identical third moments. This is not true 12) of systems 
where the coordinaton numbers are different. 46 shows an example�9 We can simply show 
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Fig. 31. Computed energy difference curve for the Cu3Au and AI3Ti structures. (Redrawn from 
Ref. 31) 

in general, that the part of the third moment which can vary from one coloring to another 
is given by 

3 E ~ j ( l i  (20) 
i*j 

If the coordination number (i.e., the sum Z 13i~) is the same at each site j then this term 
j �9 . 

remains invariant to the coloring. If the coordmatlon numbers are different then it will 
become coloring dependent. In order to maximize the absolute value of the third 

A-A-A 

CI-CI-F CI-F-CI 

46 

moment we can dearly see that the atom of highest electronegativity (largest negative ct) 
should be placed at the site of highest coordination number. We show the moments for 
the A A B  and ABA cases in Table 7. There is also a difference in the second moment if 
different 13 values are allowed. If B is more electronegative than A then the ABA 
arrangement has the higher second moment. This second moment difference has the 
effect of shifting the node in the third moment curve to higher x, just as in the coordina- 
tion number problem of 25. So coloring problems of this type will be determined by an 
energy difference curve of the type shown in 47. For the trihalide ions XY~ where the 
valence orbitals are nearly full we need to minimize the third moment and therefore place 
the most electronegative atom at the end of the molecule as universally found in practice. 
Br -Br -CI -  is the isomer found, and not Br-C1-Br- for CI2Br- for example. For N20 
with sixteen electrons the stable isomer is NNO and not NON, but for the twelve electron 
molecule Ga20, the observed isomer is GaOGa. The alkali metal oxides (e.g., Li20) 
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Table 7. Moments of molecular AAB and ABA 

AAB 
(a) All [3 equal 

Ih = 2aA + eta 
= 2r + 0t~ + 41~ 2 

~3 = 2et~. + et~ + 6etA13 2 + 2etB13 2 

(b) Unequal 13 
~1 = 2etA + etB 
"2 = 2et~ + et2 + 2[3,{ A + 213,.,ZB 
P,3 = 2et~ + et~ + 4etA13~A + 2(ct^ + et.)13~ 

ABA 

(c) All 13 equal 
p,t = 2et A -I- eta 
I~ = 2et~ + et2 + 4132 
I.t3 = 2et~ + et~ + 4etAl~ 2 + 4aaf~ 2 

(d) Unequal 13 
~h = 2eta = etB 

= 2et2A + et2 + 4132AB 
Ix3 = 2et 3 + ct 3 + 4(eta + etB)13~B 
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with fewer electrons are also found in the symmetrical MOM arrangement. (For a con- 
ventional  t rea tment  of this problem see Ref. 32). There are many solid state examples 
too. In the structure of GaS and GaSe which contain three and four coordinate atoms it is 
the electroposit ive gallium atoms which are four coordinate and the electronegative 
chalcogen atoms which are three coordinate.  48 shows an interesting pair of examples 
commensurate  with an electronegativity ordering N > S > As. 

e S  o N  O S  o A s  

&8 

Perhaps the major i ty  of systems which are known are found in the . . .  A B A B . . .  
arrangement .  This includes the well known ZnS, NaCl and CsC1 structure types and 
almost certainly occurs as a result of the fact that many stable systems occur when the 
collection of bonding orbitals are occupied but the corresponding antibonding orbital 
collection is empty. Such a situation often corresponds to a half-filled band (x = 0.5). 
�9 . .  A A B B . . .  stackings are usually regarded as somewhat unusual by comparison. For  
example,  note the ZrCl  structure with its proximal layers of metal atoms. 
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M. Three Membered Rings in Molecules 

The idea of stable three membered rings for systems with less than a half-filled collection 
of orbitals, as indicated by the third moment curve of Fig. 6 has bearing on the structures 
of molecules too. Figure 32a shows examples of known, isoelectronic molecules which 
contain three membered XHH rings. (The first two have been structurally characterized, 
the last has only been seen in a mass spectrometer). In each case there are a total of two 
electrons in the set of molecular orbitals generated by the ring. So x = 0.33. We can see 
this quite clearly in 49. The frontier orbitals of H § Cr(CO)5 and CH~ are empty but two 
electrons are provided by the I42 moiety. 

H-H H-H H-H 

!.9 

The geometries of the first two molecules have been experimentally characterized as 
shown33, 34). There is another known species, [W(CO)a(PR3)EH2], isoelectronic with the 
second which has been characterized by X-ray and neutron diffraction 35). The geometry 
we show for CH~" is the lowest energy one determined by ab initio methods 36). Three 
membered rings with two pairs of electrons (x = 0.67) are predicted to be unstable on our 
approach. Consider the structures of the systems in Fig. 32b. Although H~ and CH~ are 
calculated 37) to be unbound, the geometry of the latter is the SN2 transition state and is 
found in the isoelectronic molecule PFs. There is no evidence for a three membered ring 
analogous to that in CH~'. For square planar transition metal complexes with the l.s. d s 
configuration a filled z 2 orbital points at an approaching 1-12 molecule. In the oxidative 
addition process that results, an open three-center HMH system is created. Thus closed 
electron poor three-center bonding but open electron-rich three-center bonding, long a 
recognized structural feature of inorganic compounds is a part of a larger structural 
problem. 

There are some interesting observations too concerning the structures of polyhedral 
molecules. Very often they are "electron deficient" in the sense that there are fewer than 
two electrons for each close contact. The heavy atoms forming the skeleton of the 
molecule may be either main group atoms (for example in the boranes and earboranes) 
or transition metal atoms (metal cluster compounds) or both (metallocarboranes). 50 
shows the structures expected from Wade's rules for five atom polyhedral molecules with 
six, seven and eight pairs of skeletal electrons. There are a total of fifteen skeletal orbitals 

/ H ~  Hz ~ LnM~I LnM<~) + 
H H 

Cr(CO) s H 

H--H---H 

H .H § 
H- :,g.: 

H H 

./H H - 
LnM<!D+ H 2 -- LnM \ H-C~# 

H H Ir (PR 3) 3CI 

Fig. 32 a, h. Two sets of isoelec- 
tronic molecules which show a) 
closed electron poor three center 
bonding (49) and h) open elec- 
tron rich three center bonding 
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C~B3H5 (CI.H,OFe(C O) 3 CsH, ~ 

closo nido orachno 
6 pairs 7 pairs ~ 8 pairs 

/ 
half full 

50 

for a molecule with five heavy atoms and so the half-full point lies between the last two 
examples. Notice the large number of three membered rings for the closo molecule. In 
fact all of these electron deficient molecules are based on deltahedra, i.e., polyhedra 
whose faces are made up of triangles- three membered rings. As the number of electrons 
increases in the series of molecules of 50 so the number of three-membered rings 
decreases. Just after the half-filled point notice the single five membered ring in the 
structure and the absence of three membered rings. 

N. The Woodward-Hoffmann Rules 

Figure 33 shows molecular orbital correlation diagrams for the disrotatory (51) and 
conrotatory (52) electrocyclic ring opening pathways for cyclobutene. With a total of four 

t'k:  " \  R 

51 52 R 

electrons involved with this set of orbitals the disrotatory route is clearly the one which is 
thermally favored. Diagrams such as these were constructed 38' 39) using the principle of 
orbital symmetry conservation. In the disrotatory pathway a mirror plane is preserved 
along the entire reaction coordinate and in the conrotatory pathway a twofold rotation 
axis is preserved. All of the orbitals of the reactant and the product may be classified 
either as symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to these symmetry elements. Since 
orbitals of the same symmetry may not cross along the reaction pathway, and since 
orbitals at the left-hand side of the diagram must correlate with orbitals of the same 
symmetry at the right-hand side, the form of the diagram is derived quite simply. Conclu- 
sions such as these presented in an easily assimilated form for cycloaddition reactions and 
electrocyclic ring closures, for example, revolutionized the way organic chemists thought 
about their subject. A general result which came from these studies was that ring clo- 
sures/openings proceeded thermally by a disrotatory route if there were 4 N + 2 electrons 
in the collection of frontier orbitals of the problem and by a conrotatory route if there 
were 4 N electrons (Table 8). Analogously cycloaddition reactions were thermally forbid- 
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Fig. 33 a, b. Orbital correlation diagrams for an electrocyclic ring opening reaction proceeding by a) 
the disrotatory or b) the conrotatory route 

Table 8. Selection rules for ring closures and openings 

No. of ~x-electrons 
in cyclic members 

Thermally 

Favored process 

Photochemically 

in  
(4n - 1) con dis 
4 n + 2  

(4n + 1) dis con 

den if there were 4 N electrons in the problem but allowed if there were 4 N + 2 electrons 
(Table 9). For carbon chemistry these electron counts could readily be identified with 
rings of various sizes. Table 8 also contains for completeness the rules for photochemi- 
cally induced reactions which however we will not discuss in this article. We can use the 
moments method to provide added insight into this problem and generate a picture very 
similar to that of Zimmermann 4~ who used the Hiickel/M6bius concept to study these 
reactions. 

53 and 54 show the geometrical arrangements for the four frontier orbitals of the 
reactions of 51 and 52. There is one extremely important difference. For 52, however we 

3,d 
53 5/. 
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Table 9. Selection rules for eycloadditions 
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Allowed processes 
Type Thermal" Photochemical 

(number of n-electrons involved in each open chain system) 

M N M N n ~ n  
2~--* 20 4 2 2 2 

6 4 4 4 :o o. 
8 2 6 2 n ~ , ~ n  

L M N L M N off'~o, , 
3~ , - . - - )3 ( I2224  4 2 4 2 2  M ~ N ~  

6 2 2 a ~ , o  

K L M N K L M N N ~  ~ 
4~ ~ 4o 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 o "~,Mff'o 

" Note that in all the thermally allowed processes the sum of the n-electron involved in the eycload- 
dition is (4n + 2) 

choose the signs for the lobes of the p orbitals there will always be either an even or zero 
number of sign inversions between these orbitals. Such an arrangement is called a Hfickel 
system. For 51 there will always be an odd number. This arrangement is called a MObius 
system 41). How does this affect the sizes of the various moments of the two problems? 
Figure 34 shows the walks leading to tx4 for the two sorts of rings, the first moment at 
which there will be a difference. Notice for the case corresponding to the MObius system 
the fourth moment has been reduced compared to the Hiickel situation since now the 
weight of the walk which goes all the way around the ring enters with a negative sign. 
This is a direct consequence of the odd number of sign inversions on moving around the 
ring in 51. So the energy difference curve between Hiickel and MObius four membered 
rings will be determined by the fourth moment. Since the MObius four membered ring 
has the smaller fourth moment it will be the one which is favored at the half-filled point. 
Thus the eonrotatory ring closure reaction is the one with the energetically favored 
transition state, and therefore is the preferred route. 

Consider now a six membered ring as the transition state in the ring closure of 55. 
Now the MObius six membered ring (the conrotatory pathway) has a smaller sixth 

H i.ickel 2//4 Z//4 2//4 2fl4 8//4 

MObius 2,8 4 z,8 4 -2//" 2//4 4//4 

Fig. 34. The walks associated with four membered rings of Hiickel and M6bius types 
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55 

moment than does the Htickel six membered ring (the disrotatory pathway). This arises 
of course since, in an analogous fashion to Fig. 34, the walk around the ring enters with a 
negative sign. However since large sixth moments are stabilizing at the half-filled point it 
is now the disrotatory pathway which is energetically favored. Such results are in com- 
plete agreement with the results described earlier in Tables 8 and 9. One important 
comment remains to be made. Notice that, in contrast to the original Woodward-Hoff- 
mann formulation, no symmetry arguments have been used at all in the moments treat- 
ment of the problem. In this sense it has analogies with our discussion of the "Jahn- 
Teller" instabilities of an earlier section, where symmetry arguments (which sometimes 
worked and sometimes did not) were replaced by an all-encompassing model based on 
orbital connectivity alone. So in cases where there is no symmetry the moments approach 
or Hiickel-MObius concept scores over the conventional orbital correlation method. An 
example, mentioned by Zimmennan 4~ is the suprafacial or antarafacial hydrogen or 
alkyl group migrations. 56 and 57 show the intermediate species involved in 1,7 hydrogen 

suprafacial migration antarafacial migration 
(HLickel) (M6bius) 

56 57 

migrations. Since the delocalized network contains eight electrons and an eight mem- 
bered ring, a MObius system is favored. (The form of the eighth moment curve is easily 
inferred from Fig. 6). This ensures motion of the hydrogen from the bottom to the top of 
the ~r system. Table 10 shows the rules for these systems. 

The Hiickel-M6bius concept may also be applied to the allene problem we described 
earlier. Reference 40 shows the "walks" or orbital overlap pathways which distinguish 
the two isomers. 

The energy levels of Hiickel and MObius orbital arrays are easily generated 41). (In 
Ref. 14 we show in detail how the orbital energies of MObius cyclobutadiene are obtained 

Tabel 10. Selection rules of [l,j] sigmatropic shifts 

~(1 + j) Thermally a l l o w e d  Photochcmically allowed 

4n antara supra 
4n + 2 supra antara 
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Fig. 35. Frost circle mne- 
monics for Hiickel and 
MObius energy levels illus- 
trated with those for three 
and four membered rings 
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Table 11. Energetics of Hiickel and MObius systems 

No. of electrons Type of system 

Hiickel MObius 

4N + 2 Allowed (aromatic) Forbidden (antiaromatic) 
4N Forbidden (antiaromatic) Allowed (aromatic) 

by use of the moments  method).  General  expressions for the energies are given in Eqs. 
21 and 22. k is the level index which runs from 0 to n - 1 .  

Hiickel e = a - 213 cos(2 ~xk/n) (21) 

MObius e = a - 213cos[(2k + 1)n/n] (22) 

n is the ring size. Mnemonics for the energies are shown in Fig. 35. Notice that levels for 
cyclobutadiene are the orbital  patterns found in the intermediate species of Fig. 33. It is 
clear to see that  the number  of electrons which are required to give closed shell, aromatic 
behavior ,  in the two are markedly different. Table 11 shows some conclusions which may 
readily be drawn from such a figure and universally describe all these processes. Notice 
how cleanly this fits in with the moments treatment.  As examples, 58 and 59 show energy 

H[Jckel H(Jckel 

o ~ 1 ~  r x  /"TN f-x 
0 ~ " ~ "  1 

M6bius M6bius 

58 59 

difference curves for the Htickel and MObius four and six membered ring systems we 
have described earlier. 
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O. Expansion of the Secular Determinant 

The moments method clearly has close ties with the way the secular determinant of the 
orbital problem is handled. Let us first compare the moments of the energy level spec- 
trum obtained by use of the angular overlap model (a perturbation approach) with those 
obtained by the use of the walk method. The first two nonzero moments are reproduced 
well by the angular overlap model (Fig. 36 and Table 12) along with some higher terms. 
The reader may see quite clearly however that the term in fo has to be included in order 
to accurately recover ~t4. This is an interesting observation in view of our earlier com- 
ments linking fourth moment problems with energies dependent upon fo only at half- 
filled point. 

e, .  a~/z,- f," a ~Ae'~ 3 

Fig. 36. Angular overlap energy levels for a 
two orbital problem. In order to ensure the 
odd moments of the system are zero the 
HQckel ~x values of the two basis orbitals are 
set at + a 

Table 12. Moments and the AOM expansion of the orbital problem 

From Fig. 36 From Walks 

eo only eo and fo 

I~ 2(a2 + [~z) 2(a2 + 132) + Tm(156/a4) 2(a2 + 152) 
P-4 2( a4 + 3/2[ ~4 + 2cd152) 2(a4 + 154 + 2a2152) + Tm(138/td) 2(cd + 154 + a2152) 

+ Tm(l~6/a z) 

We maya l so  study the effect of a linkage induced by a change in the nature of an 
atom two bonds away. The simplest model would be the A - B - A - B  chain shown in 60. 

IX A O( B 0( A IXir 

A B A- B 
H12 H2~ H~ 

60 

We can examine the change in the stabilization energy associated with the linkage 
between atoms 3 and 4 as a result of a change in the H12 interaction parameter. 61 shows 
the energy level diagram for such a unit. We shall be interested in the sum of the 

Ct B - -  

\ 
IX A 

6~ 
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stabilization energies of the two lowest orbitals, e = e~tab + e~tab. The secular determinant 
for such a problem is just 

eta -- E H12 0 0 

H12 Ct n -- E H23 0 

0 H23 eta - E H34 

0 0 H34 % - E 

= 0 (23) 

We may use simple perturbation theory to evaluate e. Correct to fourth order in Hij this is 

2 2 2 2 H22 + H23 + H24 H42 + H243 + H44 + 2HI2H23 + 2H~H34 
e = AE - (AE) 3 (24) 

Of interest is that the fourth order term contains elements which connect adjacent 
linkages (e.g., H12H23)2 2 but contains no terms such as H12H34,2 2 which would connect the 
two terminal linkages of the unit. In fact in order to be able to include interactions joining 
atoms n linkages away, the determinant needs to be expanded up to order 2n, the 
number of steps it takes to go from one atom to another and back. For the example of 60 
this is six steps and there is indeed a contribution to the energy, e, in sixth order of 

H 2  ,u2 t j2 121123Jt Jr34 
(AE) '  (25/ 

So there is a direct correlation between the order of a perturbation type expansion of the 
secular determinant problem and the index of the lowest moment which can influence a 
structural problem. The energetic importance of these higher order terms clearly 
decreases as 2 n increases via the denominator of  the perturbation expansion. This rela- 
tionship between the moments approach and more traditional viewpoints is therefore 
quite a strong and interesting one. 

IV. Some More Difficult Structural Problems 

A. The Crystal Structures of the Transition Metals 

This is not a particularly difficult structural problem but the way the moments contribute 
to the energy difference curve is difficult to visualize and so it is included here. Figure 37 
shows a computed energy difference curve 111 using a d orbital only model for the three 
common structures adopted by these elements. Such energy difference curves have been 
in the literature for many years 421. This one was generated using the Hiickel method. 
There is an interesting observation concerning electron counting for these systems. The 
way the s orbitals mix into the d band results in there being 1-1.5 s electrons per metal 
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.05/9 bcc-fcc 

S T = / ~ ~  r c " V \C Mn Fe Co Ni 

0 , , ~ ' ~  

'X,~hcp_fc c 0 5 ~  X - -  

fcc ~0~ 

Fig. 37. Computed energy difference curve for the three crystal structures adopted by the majority 
of the transition elements 

atom across the series. The half-filled d band therefore occurs at Group 6. This is 
reflected, amongst other things by a maximum in the cohesive energy at this point for the 
transition metals. Bearing this in mind, the calculated energy difference curve reproduces 
trends quite well. Groups 3 and 4 have the hcp structure, 5 and 6 the bee structure, 7 and 
8 the hcp structure (except for the magnetic first row metals of these groups) and, 9 and 
10 the fee structure (except for magnetic cobalt with the hcp arrangement). The only 
major problem with the computed curve is the prediction of the bee structure at high 
band fillings, which is not observed. 

To a transition metal chemist used to understanding the gross features of transition 
metal complexes using a o only model, the obvious first step in looking at this problem is 
to ignore ~x and 6 interactions between the metal atoms. The result, shown in Fig. 38, is 

AE ['' 

, o .y  - 

DCC pure (7 

-.os.e 

Fig. 38. Computed energy difference curve for the transition element crystal structures using a o 
only model, to be compared with the calculation in which all interactions were included 
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dramatically different from that of Fig. 37. Two things are clear. First, n bonding (and 
perhaps 6 bonding) is of vital importance in structural differentiation. Second, the o-only 
energy difference curve between bcc and fcc structures is clearly controlled by a fourth 
moment difference. The first is difficult to see. We have not been able to present the 
importance of ~t type interactions in any pictorial detail. Several walks of different 
lengths are important. 62 shows a walk of length three which, in the bee structure, 

62 

contains two n steps and one o step. In perhaps a way more severe than that encountered 
in describing the fifth moment difference for the p block heavy elements, the enumera- 
tion of the walks (when drawn out in geometrical terms) leaves us with no clear picture of 
what is going on. Understanding the symmetry associated with the energy difference 
curve for the o-only model is somewhat simpler. 

The curve has close to mirror symmetry about the x = 0.5 position. This implies that 
the density of states plots for the two structures have a silimar symmetry. 63 shows that 

x x 
eg t2g 

2fl -2p 3fl -3fl 
63 

this is exactly true for the bcc structure where a decomposition into eg and t2g bands are 
shown, representing the obvious symmetry factorization associated with a cubic local 
symmetry. By analogy with the Hiickel theory of organic molecules 43) such a result 
implies that the orbital arrangement is an alternant or bipartite one. In other words the 
orbital collection may be labeled alternantly with stars so that not two starred orbitals, or 
unstarred orbitals are adjacent. (This is tantamount to saying there are no odd membered 
walks in the structure). In fact, as indicated in Fig. 39, there is no overlap between "t2g" 
and "eg" orbitals at all. In addition the t28 orbitals only interact with orbitals on the first, 
and the eg orbitals with orbitals on the second nearest neighbor atoms. So we can 
therefore envisage two interpenetrating bipartite networks within the crystal. These 
simply generate a symmetrical density of states plot. For the fcc crystal such a separation 
is not exactly perfect (Fig. 40). For example the o overlap between two z 2 orbitals located 
on first nearest neighbors, clearly zero for the cube-based atoms of 64 in the bee arrange- 
ment, is nonzero (but not very large) for the case of the fcc arrangement, 65. The result is 
that the fcc density of states plot is slightly asymmetric. This shows up as the lack of an 
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Fig. 39. Overlap between d orbital neighbors in the bee structure. For clarity second nearest neigh- 
bors have been moved in to sit in the centers of the faces of the cube. Empty circles represent atoms 
which lie on a a nodal plane; filled circles are those which don't.  The x 2 - y2 and xy orbitals are 
taken as representatives of the eg and t2g sets respectively, For the case of e 8 orbitals there is no 
overlap with first nearest neighbors, and no overlap of the t~ orbitals with second nearest neighbors 
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Fig. 40. Orbital overlap in the fee structure. (See Fig. 40 for conventions). The nearly bipartite 
character of the o-only model in fee can be anticipated in part by noting that four of the five orbitals 
(including the two here) when considered singly one bipartite 
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exactly perfect mirror symmetry in the o-only plot of Fig. 38. However, although we can 
see how an even moment difference controls the form of this curve, it is difficult to 
pinpoint that geometrical feature which identifies the order of the difference and why it is 
the bcc structure with the larger fourth moment. Numerical evaluation of the walks and 
their weights is straightforward but a one-sentence reason for the calculated energy 
difference curve of Fig. 37 is at present beyond us. 

B. Bond Angle Changes 

It is easy to see that in general for atom 1 to be aware of the angle made by atom 3 with 
the 1-2 bond in 66, it is a walk of length four which gives the lowest moment different in 

0t 

r ' -N 
1 2 3 

66 

linear and bent geometries. We have already seen in Sect. III .D how such a fourth 
moment curve well reproduces the geometries of the dihydrides of first row elements in 
accord with Walsh's rules. Figure 41 shows the AE4(x) curve from Fig. 6 labeled with 
examples of known first row triatomic molecules. Notice how the crossing point of this 
curve exactly separates sixteen electron linear, and seventeen electron bent species. 
There is however, a problem with F~. With twenty-two electrons it is predicted to be 
nonlinear, but the experimental data (mutual exclusion of IR and Raman bands) for the 
matrix isolated species indicate a linear geometry .4). The experimental result is supported 
by ab initio computations on the ion. 

We must not be taken in however by the apparent success shown in Fig. 41. The 
Walsh numbers, the points at which ABn molecules distort from linear to bent or from 
planar to pyramidal, do depend upon n. Molecules with 8 n electrons will be linear 
(planar) and those with one more electron will be bent (pyramidal). This result comes 
from the observation that bending only occurs when all of the ligand lone pair orbitals are 

Fig. 41. A AE4(x) curve on 
which are superimposed the elec- 
tron counts for a selection of first 
row triatomic molecules 

l~near 
: : �9 C,NC N3 

LiO C3iCNN iC02 

' , " 

bent N021 bi 5 

o3 05 

24 
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Fig. 42. Computed energy difference curve for a linear versus bent chain of carbon atoms 

full and the next electron must occupy a stereochemically active central atom orbital. 
Thus the fractional orbital occupancy defined by the Walsh numbers, n/(n + 1) depends 
upon n, the coordination number. So the location of the fourth moment crossing point 
does not separate the 24 electron molecule BF3 (planar), from the 25 electron CF3 
(pyramidal) and 26 electron NFa (pyramidal) species. The detailed agreement with 
experiment found in Fig. 41 is then almost certainly fortuitous. 

Figure 42 shows the energy difference curve computed 11) for linear and bent mono- 
nuclear chains with parameters appropriate for carbon. The structures of elemental 
sulfur, selenium and tellurium, the only examples known of elemental chains, with x = 
0.75 are in accord with the computed result. These consist of spirals of atoms, the 
coordination about each atom being nonlinear. Notice that the curve is indeed of the 

A E  / 1 " 1  
i I ~ 

l ,, '~ i 

G .-..b-a ~ i 

l" X ~  1 

C- a~ j /  
Fig. 43. Computed energy difference curves be- 
tween the graphite structure and the arsenic and T 
structures of Fig. 44 
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a ~ graphite b 
hypothetical 

=- arsenic 

Fig. 44a--e. Three, three coordinate structures, a) graphite, h) Structure (hypothetical) e) a-bis- 
muth 

form expected for a fourth moment problem, but that the crossing points are not located 
at exactly the same positions as in Fig. 6. Figure 43 shows computed energy difference 
curves for two other pairs of structures, distinguished by bond angle changes and associ- 
ated this time with two-dimensional lattices (Fig. 44). The first, the graphite to arsenic 
distortion, is experimentally known and occurs between x = 0.5 (graphite) and x = 0.625 
(group 15 elements). The other is not known. Notice that although the number of 
crossings associated with each curve is the same (they are both fourth moment problems) 
the crossing points are again system dependent. So although the general trends are in 
accord with the moments treatment, we need to revert to orbital arguments (with 
molecules especially) to locate the crossing points of the curves. We saw an exactly 
analogous problem in Sect. III,  in the analysis of the cis/trans isomerism of dioxo com- 
pounds and in the discussion concerning the Jahn-Teller effect, but made little comment 
about it at that time. In Ref. 10 we dicuss in general some of the problems involved in 
locating the crossing points of our curves. 

Although from 66 it is clearly the fourth moment which initially distinguishes linear 
and bent geometries the importance of higher moments must not be neglected. Indeed as 
:t bonding between main group atoms decreases in importance relative to o bonding (on 
going down a column of the Periodic Table) it turns out n) that it is the fifth moment 
which controls the bending problem. Figure 45 shows the qualitative result expected and 
Fig. 46 shows the energy difference curve computed n) for two different forms of elemen- 
tal selenium and tellurium (Fig. 47). The tetragonal (hypothetical) form is one where the 
bond angles are 180 ~ and the a-form the experimental geometry with nonlinear coordina- 
tion at the chalcogen. As in Fig. 43 the experimental geometry for these chalcogens is the 
one predicted by calculation but the energy difference curve does have the shape 
expected from a fifth moment problem. The implications of this result are quite far- 
reaching. It suggests that the Walsh numbers are dependent upon the row of the Periodic 
Table which contains the central atom. To test this prediction we performed high quality 
ab initio molecular orbital calculations on N~" and its (unknown) second row analog P~. 
The results 45) are shown in qualitative terms in 67. The linear and bent forms of P~ are 
extremely close in energy, whereas for azide the linear structure is overwhelmingly 
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Fig. 45. Dependence of the form of 
the bending energy difference curve 
on row of the periodic table. For first 
row atoms, s and p orbitals are of 
equal importance in bonding. By the 
time the bottom of the periodic table 
is reached the valence s orbitals have 
contracted considerably and the pic- 
ture is dominated by p orbital in- 
teraction 
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Fig. 46. Computed energy difference curves for the two forms of selenium and tellurium (one 
hypothetical) shown in Fig. 47 
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a 

b 

Fig. 47. a) Observed (a) and b) hypothetical (tetragonal) forms of selenium and tellurium 

stabilized. The crossing point between linear and bent molecules may lie even further to 
lower x. 

Computat ions 46) on the molecule Si3(x = 0.5) also find it to be bent, stabilized 
relative to its linear analog by about 83.7 kJ/mol (20 kcals/mol). Such a qualitative result 
is easy to see using the moments  approach, but the actual details of the location of the 
crossing points is more of a problem and may require in general the use of theory of a 
higher level than that of  the simple or extended Hiickel methods. 

The results for P~- and Si3 are interesting in other, more chemical ways. P~- is itself, 
energetically unfavorable at the equilateral triangular geometry since here there is a 
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Jahn-Teller instability. However the bent geometry computed is not far away from the 
triangle, found extensively in phosphorus chemistry. The geometries of P4, p3- and P4S3 
present just three examples. Inclusion of o and rt bonding with the correct weights may in 
fact favor the formation of three membered rings for this element. The bent geometry for 
Si3 may signal the preference of bent geometries for Si4 molecules containing a central 
three coordinate atom. Such a result would help rationalize the nonexistence of a graphi- 
tic analog for elemental silicon, for example. 

C. The Coordination Number Problem 

One electron models are notoriously inaccurate when called upon to view the question of 
coordination number in molecules and solids. Figure 47 shows a typical result which may 
readily be phrased in terms of moments. It shows a calculated (Hiickel) energy difference 
curve n) between bcc and simple cubic arrangements for the transition elements as a 
function of band tilling. Notice that the simple cubic structure is (incorrectly) predicted to 
be more stable than bcc at all electron counts. (The bee-fee curve is shown for compari- 
son). With many loops of length four in the simple cubic arrangement we expect to see a 
fourth moment difference curve for this plot. There is in fact a ~ modulation on an 
overwhelmingly dominant second moment curve. A much smaller effect of this type was 
discussed in Sect. I I .H. ,  in the comparison of boron and carbon structures. The second 
moment is simply given by the sum over all linkages around a given atom of the squares 
of the relevant interaction integrals. This becomes the sum over all the central atom 
orbitals i and all the orbitals j lying on adjacent atoms. In many ways then the value of 

= Z I-Ii~ (26) 
i,j 

AE 

-.osB fcc b~de 

Fig. 48. Computed energy difference curve between simple cubic and fee structures for the transi- 
tion metals. The fcc/bcc curve is shown for comparison 
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is a good measure of the coordination number or coordination strength. The computa- 
tions summarized in Fig. 48 were performed at constant density. Since there are six 
nearest neighbors in the simple cubic structure but fourteen in the bcc structure, the 
interatomic separation is considerably smaller in the former structure and the values of 
Itii substantially larger. This results in a much larger ~ for the simple cubic compared to 
bcc structure in spite of there being a smaller number of contact in the former. In many 
places in this article, therefore, the second moments of the two structures being com- 
pared have been taken quite arbitrarily to be equal in order to avoid such coordination 
number problems. 

However in structure where both variants have the same second moment because of 
the presence of the same number of close contacts, the moments approach does make 
some predictions as to the likely arrangement. For example the two arrangements shown 
in 68 and 69 have the same second and third moments but differ at the fourth moment. It 

.A: 
68 69 

is easy to see that 69 has the larger fourth moment because of the presence of a larger 
number of walks of the type shown in 70. In other words the terminal and inner atom 
orbitals of 68 are metriotic but the orbitals of the central, three coordinate atom, and one 

O---------O-------Q 
I~._j ~.._/ 

70 

of the terminal atoms in 69 are busy and idle respectively. This result is considerably 
upset when the atoms have different electronegativities since now the fifth moment 
differences may be very important. The experimental observation is that the structure 68 
is found when the atoms have similar electronegativities (O2F2, S 2-) but the structure 69 
becomes more favorable when the electronegativity difference is larger ($2F2 is found in 
both forms, for example). Along similar lines recall the stabilization of square cyclo- 
butadiene by suitable coloring and the stabilization of the 482 net of 4 by coloring by B 
and C. Analogously the "tetragonal" carbon structure, not found for the elemental 
material by virtue of  the proliferation of four-numbered rings is found in a colored 
version as [3-BeO. 

V. Conclusions 

One point which it is important to remember concerning the approach described in these 
pages is that it is based upon the ideas of simple Hiickel theory. The type of problem 
therefore which may be viewed in terms of moments is therefore at present restricted to 
those for which such a topologically based theory is applicable. We have already disqual- 
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flied most coordination number problems, for example. The numerical results too which 
such one-electron models give are often open to doubt. Although the general trends 
concerning the stability of  one structure over another, as a function of electron count are 
fine, the actual energy differences which are computed should be interpreted with care. 
The approach is clearly at its best when viewing, at low resolution, structural problems 
which are controlled by variation of electron count. It is much less applicable to the study 
of structural differences within a column of the Periodic Table (phosphorus chemistry 
versus arsenic chemistry for example) since these are isoelectric problems, although some 
of the qualitative suggestions concerning first/second row differences perhaps can be 
quantified in some way as described in Sec. IV.B. It would not be of much value either, 
we think, in the study of the inumerable structures adopted by silicate materials, for 
example. Here the structural problem is probably dominated by a soft bending potential 
around the SiOSi angle, and the strong electrostatic forces involved in the attachment of 
the electropositive ions to the cage walls. Neither do we feel it would have any special 
advantage over more conventional orbital methods in understanding why one particular 
system has a larger Jahn-Teller, or Peierls distortion compared to another isoelectronic 
example. 

The topological component of the moments approach via the walks of 1 is a very 
strong one indeed. The ideas concerning the stability of types of 0 framework as a 
function of electron count are similar in nature to Dewar's concept 47~ of o-aromaticity. 
We have noted in Sect. N their relationship too to the Hiickel-MObius concept. In the 
area of organometallic chemistry Mingos' ideas 48) concerning the topological control of 
energy level patterns and hence structural stability as a function of electron count may 
well turnout to be analogously related. We show elsewhere 49~ how the use of some of the 
basic ideas behind the moments method may be used to provide new insight into the 
observation of superdegenerate orbitals in molecules. These are orbitals with a degener- 
acy which is higher than that allowed either by the molecular point symmetry, or the 
permutational symmetry. They arise via the connectivity of the atoms in the molecule, 
the way one atom "sees" another via a walk along the bonds of the molecule. The 
topological control of  electronic and geometrical structure is indeed a strong one. It will 
be interesting to see whether these ideas can be merged with other recent topological 
views of  solid state structure such as that associated with the generation of minimal 
surfaces 5~ 
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The electronic properties of binary and ternary intermetallic Zintl phases crystallizing in the NaTi 
type of structure are investigated and reported. The crystal and defect structure, the electronic band 
structure and density of states, the bonding mechanisms and the charge transfer are discussed. 
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Furthermore,  based upon theoretical studies of the electronic valence states the optical properties 
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A. Introduction 

At present a large variety of solid compounds are called Zintl phases 1). The name Zintl 
phase was introduced by Laves 2). According to Laves, Zintl phases are those intermetal- 
lie compounds which crystallize in typical "non-metal" crystal structures. For these com- 
pounds one expects an ionic contribution to the chemical bond. This definition has been 
extended 3) to a large number of solid compounds formed by alkali or alkaline earth 
metals with metallic or semimetallic elements of the fourth, fifth and partly third group of 
the Periodic Table for which common structural and bonding properties have been 
found. The crystal structures and chemical properties of these compounds have been 
studied extensively 3). 

The present work will only consider the electronic properties of those Zintl phases 
which crystallize in the B32 structure. Binary B32 Zintl phases are formed by the AB IIIa 
compounds LiA1, LiGa, LiIn and NaIn, by the prototype NaTI, and by the AB nb com- 
pounds LiZn and LiCd. Ternary systems, which crystallize in this structure, are found for 
alloys ABa_xCx, for which at least one boundary compound AB or AC crystallizes in the 
NaTI type of structure. 

Since the X-ray diffraction studies of Zintl et al. 4'5), these members of the family of 
intermetallic compounds have been of special interest because some of their chemical 
properties are unusual for intermetallic phases. Many experimental investigations have 
been reported for binary and ternary B32 type compounds. Besides the crystal struc- 
ture 4-~s), the thermodynamic behavior 19' 20), electrical conductivity z~ magnetic suscep- 
tibility z5'26), NMR data 17' 18,27-32) elastic constants 33"34) and optical properties 35'36) have 
been studied. Additionally for LiAl electrochemical investigations have been performed 
in view of the recent interest in fast ionic conductors 37-39). 

Based upon the experimental data it was deduced that the chemical bonding in Zintl 
phases should be a mixture of covalent, ionic and metallic contributions 4~ As metal- 
like systems the B32-type compounds Al-xBx possess a distinct phase width in the range 
of approximately 0.45 -< x - 0.5545)~ Furthermore one finds a metallic conductivity in 
these systems and as in metals the electrical resistivity increases with temperature 23). 

On the other hand from the thermic and elastic behaviour of these phases one could 
conclude that strong covalent bond contributions are present in B32-type phases 46). The 
magnetic measurements show deviations from the typical paramagnetism of metals 25' 46). 
The chemical shifts in the NMR signals (Knight shift) of the AB nh compounds are much 
smaller than in the pure parent metals 4~), and at least for NaT1 the valence electrons show 
a large diamagnetic contribution to the magnetic susceptibility 25). Finally it has been 
argued that an ionic bonding component might result from a charge transfer from the 
alkali to the non-alkali atoms. A charge transfer is indicated by the value of the measured 
Knight shift Ks at the alkali nuclei. K~(_A_B) is almost zer027'32); that is, one gets the same 
resonance frequency as in the reference ionic solution. 

Indeed, also the differences in the electronegativities of the A and B in AB in relation 
to the arrangement of the atoms in the lattice suggest that a charge transfer might exist 48). 
The arrangement of the A and B atoms in the B32 structure is unusual for AB alloys. 
Normally all nearest neighbours of an atom in the lattice are of the same kind whereas in 
the NaTI structure each atom Na(T1) possesses four equal Na(TI) and four different 
TI(Na) neighbours. Each atom forms a diamond like sublattice. The diamond type of 
structure is usually found for tetravalent atoms. In the valence state picture the covalent 
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bonds in these crystals are formed by saturated spa-like hybrids, and a semi-conducting 
behaviour results. In NaTI the trivalent T1 might receive the 4th electron from Na to form 
fully occupied valence states (8-N rule, see1'6'49-53)). However, the mixture of metallic 
and covalent properties in Zintl phases mentioned above does not support a charge 
distribution Na+T1 -. Moreover, saturated sp3-hybrids cannot be formed by the binary 
AB IrbS) and the ternary B32-type compounds. 

These interesting and somewhat unusual properties associated with the B32 type 
Zintl phases have generated theoretical interest in this area 35' 54~o4). In the present work 
theoretical investigations of B32 type intermetallic phases will be reported. Furthermore, 
the optical and magnetic properties found experimentally are interpreted on the basis of 
the electronic structure of the B32-type compounds gained from band structure calcula- 
tionsl7, is, 35, 61, 63). 

In Sect. B, structural properties such as phase widths and bonding distances are 
considered. The bond distances in B32 type Zintl phases have been discussed extensively 
in the literature because it is expected from the arrangement of the two joined diamond 
sublattices that both kinds of atoms should have the same size 43' 55). 

In Sect. C, the band structure data based on self-consistent relativistic augmented- 
plane-wave calculations performed by the author 61~3) are presented. Besides the elec- 
tronic bands and the densities of states, the nature of the chemical bond is discussed. In 
Sect. D the electronic states in Zintl phases are compared with those having the B2 type 
of structure. As shown in Sect. B the B2 structure is closely related to the B32 structure. 
For intermetallic compounds the B2 structure seems to be the more "natural" because in 
this lattice all nearest neighbours of an atom A are B atoms. The reason why the com- 
pounds mentioned above crystallize in the B32 structure whereas similar compounds like 
LiTl and KT1 form B2 phases has been frequently discussed in the litera- 
ture43, 54-56. 61, 64, 65). 

Finally, in Sect. E the optical and magnetic properties are considered. It is found 
experimentally11, 35) that some Zintl phases are colored and in ternary systems the color 
changes continuously as a function of the composition. This change can be correlated to a 
shift in a maximum of the imaginary part e2 of the dielectric constant e, and e2 can be 
interpreted by electronic interband transitions 35). The magnetic susceptibility and Knight 
shift are discussed on the basis of spin polarized band structure calculations 61,63). Spin 
and orbital contributions are also considered. 

B. Crystal Structure 

The arrangement of the atoms in the NaTI structure and its relation to some other simple 
cubic structures is illustrated in Fig. 1 and Table 1. In Fig. la  a unit cell is shown with 
four different lattice sites A to D. The A2 structure results if all four sites are occupied by 
the same kind of atoms or statistically by different atoms. For AB compounds the CsCi 
structure results for the configurations AA, AB, Bc and Bo (cf. Fig. lb). The NaT1 
structure follows from AA, BB, Ac and BD as displayed in Fig. lc. For ternary Zintl 
phases A2BC one finds that either the B and C atoms are statistically distributed on the B 
and D sites given in Fig. l a  (B32A structure) or they are ordered and the XA type of 
structure results TM t5) (cf. Table 1). 
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Table 1. Cubic crystal structures on the basis of the lattice sites displayed in Fig. la (AB = atom A 
on lattice site B) 

Structure Prototype Positions of the atoms Space group 

A2 W AA AB Ac AD Ol-Im3m 
B2 CsCI AA AB Bc BD O~-Pm3m 
B32 NaTI AA BB Ac BD O7-Fd3m 
XA Li2MgSn CA AB Ac Bo T2-F43m 
A4 C (diamond) A A VB Ac Vo O~-Fd3m 

~-" a8 32 ~ ~ Gdia 3 [ 

Fig. l a d .  Arrangements of the atoms in some cubic structures, a) Lattice sites A to D in super- 
structures of the bcc lattice, see Table 1, b) Unit cells of the B2 type of structure, c) Unit cell of the 
B32 type of structure, d) Unit cell of the diamond type of structure 

From Fig. l c  one notices that in the NaTI structure both the Na and T1 atoms form 
diamond-like sublattices (Fig. ld).  The diamond structure arises from the NaTI structure 

by leaving vacancies V in one sublattice (Table 1). Therefore in the B32 structure 
(Fig. lc) the bond lengths d (A-A) ,  d(A-B) and d(B-B) are equal and the atoms A and 
B must have equal sizes to get a spacefiiling distribution 69). It follows that the atomic radii 
in B32 type compounds rB32 should be half of the distance to the nearest neighbours. In 
Table 2 the lattice constants for the binary Zintl phases are listed. The resulting atomic 
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radii rB32 are shown in Table 3. For comparison the Goldschmidt atomic radii ratom 70) in 
metallic systems are given too. As can be seen from the last column of Table 3 ra32 and 
ratom differ by less than or about 10%. The ratios rB32/ratom are smaller for the sodium 
compounds than for the lithium compounds. In those cases where rB32 and r~tom are not 
equal, the separations of the larger atoms, say B, B-B and A-B,  must either be com- 
pressed 55), or a charge transfer to the more electronegative non-alkali element or cova- 
lent bonds within the non-alkali sublattices reduce the effective atomic radii in Zintl 
phases compared to pure metallic bonding. Therefore, the ionic radii rio n of the alkali 
atoms and the covalent bond radii rcov of the non-alkali atoms are also listed in Table 3. 
Some aspects of the role of the sizes of the atoms on the stability of the structures are 
discussed in Sects. C.VI and D. 

As already mentioned in the introduction binary B32 type compounds AxBl-x are 
found within a range of composition of approximately 0.45 < x _< 0.5545). For LiAI the 

Table 2. Lattice constants a for bi- 
nary B32 type compounds, Zintl et 
al.4, 5) 

a/A 

LiZn 6.209 
LiCd 6.687 
LiAl 6.360 
LiGa 6.195 
LiIn 6.786 
NaIn 7.297 
NaT1 7.473 

Table 3. Atomic radii (in .~) of the atoms which form B32 type compounds, rB32 is the half nearest 
neighbour distance in Zintl phases AB, ratom is the atomic radius according to Goldschmidt 67~9) 
(C.N.: 8), rion is the ionic and r~ov the covalent radius for tetrahedral coordination (C.N.: 4) 
according to Pauling 7~ 71) 

Atom Zintl phase rB32 ratom rion rcov rB32/raton~ 

Li LiZn 1.34 1.51 0.78 0.89 
LiCd 1.45 0.96 
LiAI 1.38 0.91 

�9 LiGa 1.34 0.89 
LiIn 1.47 0.97 

Na NaIn 1.58 1.86 0.96 0.85 
NaT1 1.62 0.87 

Zn LiZn 1.34 1.33 1.31 1.01 

Cd LiCd 1.45 1.48 1.48 0.98 

A1 LiA1 1.38 1.36 1.26 1.01 

Ga LiGa 1.34 1.39 1.26 0.96 

In LiIn 1.47 1.52 1.44 0.97 
NaIn 1.58 1.03 

T1 NaT1 1.62 1.66 1.47 0.98 
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non-stoichiometric structure has been investigated by X-ray, density and NMR measure- 
mentslr, 72). Comparing the results of these measurements with the possible types of 
defect structures it follows that two defect mechanisms should be dominant: vacancies 
VLi at the Li sites and substitutional LiAl in the A1 sublattice. Kishio and Brittain 16) have 
calculated the concentration of the vacancies [VLi] from the difference between the 
densities gained from X-ray and pyknometric density measurements respectively: 

[WLi ] dx'ray -- dpyk' (1) 
dx.ray 

The concentration of the substitutional LiAI is determined from the equation 

[LiAI] = (1 -- x)[VLi] + X -- 0.5 (2) 

These equations are used to derive a defect structure for LiA1 as summarized in Table 4. 
The VLi defects are dominant  for low Li concentrations whereas with increasing x LiAl 
defects become more important.  

It follows from NMR investigations that defects are also present in the other AB nla 
B32 type Zintl  phases, and the defect structure seems to be similar to the one of 
LiAI16, 63, 72). For  the AB nb compounds, however, no defects could be detected from 
N M R  measurements.  

The interplay of the two defects, VLi and LiAb has an interesting effect on the number 
of valence electrons in the crystals LixAll-x. In the present work the valence electron 
concentrat ion CVE is defined by the number of valence electrons per lattice site. For the 
stoichiometric phase AB with the ideal lattice CVE is equal to the electron-to-atom ratio 
e/a (1.5 for AB ub and 2.0 for ABtna). In the last column of Table 4 CVE is given as a 
function of x for the LixAll-x phases: 

CVE = [LiLi] + [LiA1] + 3 [A1AI] �9 (3) 

One recognizes that the interplay between VLi and LiAl leaves the valence electron 
concentration nearly constant. Furthermore,  CvE is always smaller than the ideal value of 
2. In view of the electronic structure of the B32-type compounds the values CVE < 2 have 

Table 4. Lattice parameters a, density dpyk. and calculated defect structure of B32 type compounds 
Li~Alt_x from Kishio and Brittain 16). Cvz is the number of valence electrons per lattice site calculated 
from Eqs. (1) and (2) 

x a/A dpyk./(g/cm 3) [VLi ] [LiA,] [LiLi] [AIA1] Cve 

0.483 6.3612 1.727 0.033 0.000 0.467 0.500 1.967 
0.489 6.3639 1.725 0.026 0.002 0.474 0.498 1.970 
0.494 6.3671 1.715 0.024 0.006 0.476 0.494 1.964 
0.497 6.3685 1.709 0.024 0.009 0.476 0.491 1.958 
0.503 6.3710 1.708, 0.016 0.011 0.484 0.489 1.962 
0.508 6.3743 1.702 0.012 0.014 0.484 0.486 1.956 
0.519 6.3782 1.684 0.007 0.023 0.493 0.477 1.947 
0.525 6.3825 1.669 0.007 0.029 0.493 0.471 1.935 
0.539 6.3870 1.647 0.002 0.040 0.498 0.460 1.918 
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consequences for the filling of the Jones zones (or Brillouin zones), which is important 
for the interpretation of the magnetic properties (cf. Sect. E.III).  The comparison of 
experimental and theoretical Knight shift data especially suggests that for all A0.sB0.s B32 
type compounds CVE should be more than 0.5 to 3.5% smaller than the value for the 
perfect lattice (CvE = 2) 63). 

Finally ternary systems shall be considered. The structure of a large number of 
ternary systems of the composition LiBI_xC~ has been investigated 9-n' is. 17) For those 
systems, for which both boundary phases of the quasibinary intersection LiB and LiC are 
B32 type compounds, the B32A structure is found within the whole range of composition 
0 < x -< 1. The lattice constants vary linearly as a function of x (Vegards law). For those 
compounds, for which either LiB or LiC does not crystallize in the B32 structure, the XA 
structure is often realized. For these compounds LiBl-xCx Zintl phases are only detected 
for the range of composition, in which the valence electron concentration remains in the 
range of 1.5 - CVE ~ 2.0. 

In Figs. 2 and 3 the changes of the lattice constants as a function of x are displayed for 
two examples, LiCdl-xTlx and NaHgl_xTlx. For the system NaHgl_xTl~ the B32 structure 
is found over a wide range of composition, whereas for LiCdl-xTlx a large two-phase 
region is found. In Sect. E the chemical shifts in these phases will be discussed. 

I(~/A 
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Z 3 6  
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I , I , I 
0.6 0.8 1.0 

x 

Fig. 2. Lattice constants as a function of x for B32 type compounds NaHgt_~Tl~, 0.1 < x _< 1 
(Schmidt et al. is)) 
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17) LiCdl_xTlx (Baden et al. ). There is a two-phase region within the range of composition 0.45 < x < 

0.625 

C. Electronic Structure 

This section reports about theoretical investigations of the band structures and charge 
distributions of B32 type Zintl  phases. In the first subsection the methods used for 
calculating the band structure data of the corresponding phases are briefly outlined. In 
the remaining subsections various aspects of the chemical bonding in Zintl phases are 
analyzed. 

C.I. Methods 

The one-electron wave functions ~Pi of the crystal are usually expanded in basis functions. 
Two types of functions have been used for investigating B32 type Zintl phases: linear 



combinations of atomic orbitals (LCAO) 57-~~ and augmented plane waves 
(APW)35, 61-63). In this section those aspects of the APW method 63' 64) which are impor- 
tant for understanding the calculated physical properties presented in the following sub- 
sections are explained. At the end of this section the differences between the APW 
approach and the simpler LCAO formalisms will be specified. 

The electronic charge density O(f) in the crystal is calculated from the one-electron 
wave functions api by summing over all the occupied electronic states i: 

occ. 
~(7) = ~ IVi(7)l z (4) 

i 
In non-relativistic approaches the functions tPi are solutions of the one-electron 
Schr6dinger equation: 

("r 4- v(~)),llJi(~ ) = Ei,llJi(r ) (5) 

I 

where t is the operator for the kinetic energy and V(f) is the crystal potential "seen" by 
the ith electron. 

As shown above several B32 type Zintl phases contain heavy atoms like Cd, In, Hg, 
and T1. For theoretically investigating such phases relativistic quantum mechanics has to 
be used. In the relativistic version of the APW procedure (RAPW) TM 74) the one-electron 
wave functions api are 4-spinors and each ap~ is a solution to the one-electron Dirac 
equation 75) which is equivalent to Eq. (5). According to the Dirac theory, however, the 
operator t is a more complicated operator 73-75). 

In the (R)APW procedure the crystal potential V(f) in Eq. (5) is approximated by 
using the local density approach 76' 77), where V(f) is first separated into three terms: the 

Fig. 4, Muffin-tin spheres for the (101) plane of NaTI 
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attraction by the nuclei, the mean Coulomb repulsion of the electrons and the rest, called 
the exchange-correlation term. This last term is approximated by the local density ex- 
pression76, 77). The ansatz of Vosko et al. 78' 79) is used for the relativistic exchange-correla- 
tion potential. 

Furthermore,  within the (R)APW method the so called muffin-tin approach is used 
for calculating V(~). According to this model the volume of the unit cell co is separated 
into the volume toy of non overlapping and approximately touching atomic spheres (muf- 
fin-tin spheres, cf. Fig. 4) centred at the lattice sites y and the volume to' between the 
spheres. In Table 5 the radii r r and the volumes tot which are used for the RAPW 
calculations of Zintl phases are given. Because of the arrangement of the atoms in the 
crystal shown in Sect. B, the volumes toA and con are equal in each AB compound. For 
comparison in Table 5 the Wigner-Seitz volumes are listed too. 

According to the muffin-tin approximation the potential V(f) inside the muffin-tin 
spheres is replaced by its spherical mean V(r), and outside the atomic spheres V(f) is 
approximated by a constant V0. The electron-electron interaction in this region is calcu- 
lated from the constant charge density P0 defined by: 

Q p 

O0 to, (6) 

where Q '  is the electronic charge in units of e -  inside the volume co'. 
The  electron-electron potential and the exchange-correlation term inside the atomic 

spheres are determined by the spherical mean of the electronic charge density O(f) 

1 j.ip(f)dq~dcos 0 (7) ey(r) = - ~  

According to the (R)APW method the api(~ ) are linear combinations of (relativistic) 
augmented plane waves cpi,m: 

~l/i = E •,mqgj,rn " (8) 
j,m 

The summation over j corresponds to the summation over the reciprocal lattice vectors 
K i, whereas m is the spin quantum number. Within the non-relativistic procedure m is a 

3 Table 5. Atomic sphere radii r~ (in/~) and volumes tOy (in/~ ) used for the APW band structure 
61 62) calculations for intermetallic B32-type compounds AB (Schmidt , ). tows is the volume per lattice 

site (Wigner-Seitz volume) 

AB rA  = rB toA ---- toB toWS 

LiZn 1.301 9.22 14.96 
LiCd 1.438 12.46 18.69 
LiAI 1.368 10.72 16.08 
LiGa 1.301 9.22 14.86 
LiIn 1.438 12.46 19.52 
Naln 1.512 14.48 24.29 
NaT1 1.590 16.84 26.24 
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good quantum number and the summation over m can be omitted. In this case the 
electronic state i can be described by the wave vector ~ of the electron, the band index n 
and the spin quantum number m: 

Vi(l') = lPk,n,m(r ) �9 (9) 

According to the shape of the muffin-tin potential the basis functions tpj.~ in Eq. (8) are 
expanded inside the atomic sphere y in spin-angular functions in the relativistic case and 
in spherical harmonics YI,m, in the non-relativistic case: 

qg~Y)(r, O, cp) = E A~,~lgtY)(r)YI,m,( O, qg). (10) 
l,ml 

Outside the atomic spheres the functions are plane waves 

q~i(0 = exp{i(l~ + I~j)-f} . (11) 

In Eq. (10) the coefficients A~.~ are chosen in such a way that the values for the functions 
(10) and (11) become equal at the boundary of the muffin-tin sphere, and the functions 
gtY)(r) are the radial partial waves inside the atomic regions. These functions are exact 
solutions of the radial Schrrdinger equation. 

By interchanging the summation over the reciprocal lattice (index j) and the summa- 
tion over the angular momentum in Eqs. (8) and (10), one can write: 

~Y.)n(~) = E Rt.Y),(r)YI.m,(O, cP) , (12) 
|,Bl[ 

where the radial wave functions RtY~,(r) depend on the gtY)(r) and on the coefficients 
given in Eqs. (8) and (10) 73'74) Using the formula in Eq. (12) the 1 contributions to the 
one-electron eigenstates can be deduced. 

According to the LCAO methods used for theoretically investigating of B32 type 
Zintl phases, the wave functions are also expanded in spherical harmonics. However, the 
basis functions are properly chosen atomic orbitals with radial parts that are not exact 
solutions for the crystal potential used in the one-electron equation. In the first detailed 
charge analysis of LiA1 by Zunger 57) the discrete variational energy-band 1 s, 2 s, 2 p and 
AI l s ,  2s, 2p, 3s, 3p and 3d orbitals were used for these investigations. 

The investigations of Asada et al. 5s' 59) and Christensen 64) were carried out with linear- 
muffin-tin orbitals within the atomic sphere approximation (LMTO-ASA) 8~ at). Within 
the muffin-tin model suitable s, p and d basis functions (muffin-tin orbitals, MTO) are 
chosen. In contrast to the APW procedure the radial wave functions chosen in the linear 
MTO approach are not exact solutions of the radial Schr6dinger (or Dirac) equation. 
Furthermore, in the atomic sphere approximation (ASA) the radii of the atomic spheres 
are of the Wigner-Seitz type (for metals the spheres have the volume of the Wigner-Seitz 
cell) and therefore the atomic spheres overlap. The ASA procedure is less accurate than 
the APW method. However, the advantage of the ASA-LMTO method is the drastic 
reduction of computer time compared to the APW procedure. 
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Fig. 5. Left: Electronic band structure of the valence states of LiA! and NaTl. Right: Density of 
states N(E) per lattice site. For the first five bands the bandwise contribution to N(E), Nn(E), are 
also plotted. The position of the Fermi energy can be deduced from the number of occupied states 
per lattice site CvE as a function of E. For the defect phase LiAI NvE is smaller than the ideal value 
CvE = 2, see Table 4 (Schmidt 61'62)) 
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C.H. Band Structure and Density of States 

In this subsection band structures of B32 type compounds determined by the author 6~' 62) 
using the relativistic augmented plane wave (RAPW) method are presented. For LiA1 
the APW results are compared with the results obtained using the LCAO variants 
(Zunger 57) and Asada et al. 58)) mentioned above. 

The band structures of all binary B32 type Zintl phases are similar. Figure 5 shows 
the results for two examples, LiAI and NaTI, respectively. The band structures have been 
calculated for the rhomboedric unit cell containing two formula units AB. On the left 
hand side of Fig. 5 the dispersion curves En(l~) for the valence electrons are plotted as a 
function of ~ for various directions in ~-space. On the right hand sides of Fig. 5 the 
densities of states for the valence bands are plotted. Besides the total density of states 
N(E) the density of states is displayed bandwise for the 1st to 5th band (Nt(E) to Ns(E)). 
The first and second bands show only a small overlap (cf. Nt and N2). For NaT1 these two 
low lying valence bands are separated by a gap from the 3rd band. The 3rd and 4th bands 
show a large mutual overlap. The 5th band is the first conduction band. One finds only a 
small overlap between the 5th band and the 3rd and 4th bands and a deep minimum in 
the density of states curve between N4(E) and Ns(E). As discussed below the Fermi 
energy EF lies in this energy range, with small values of N(E). This is one reason why 
certain semimetal properties are found for the AB Tua Zinti phases. If a gap existed 
between N4(E) and Ns(E) these phases would be semi-conductors. 

Figure 6 and 7 show the density of states curves for all binary B32 type Zintl phases. 
The shapes of the curves are very similar. The main difference between the AB ILb and the 
A B  nIa compounds is the position of the Fermi energy. This is discussed in the next 
subsection. 

Fig. 6. Densities of states for the elec- 
tronic valence states of B32 type com- 
pounds LiB as a function of the energy E 
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Table 6, Comparison of the energy separation (in Ry) 
Schmidt 62), Zunger 57) and Asada et all 9) 

P.C,Schmidt 

between various levels in LiAI calculated by 

Schmidt Asada et al. Zunger 

Valence-valence 
X 1 -  X4 0.233 0.233 0,217 
L 2, - -  L~ 0.146 0.136 0,150 
L 1 -  L~, 0.341 0.367 0.339 

Valence-exited 
F 1 -  Fzs, 0.682 0.702 0.694 
X4--  X1 0.191 0-193 0.256 
L y -  L3 0.085 0.051 0.110 
X 1 - -  r~, 0.040 0.062 0.013 

Ld 

~o.o i 

7 " 5 I ~  NoTI 

5.0 Naln 

2.5 ~ ~ i ~  ~ t 

0 J 
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N (E)" eV 
1.O 

Fig. 7. Densities of states for the 
electronic valence states of B32 type 
compounds NaB as a function of the 
energy E 

The differences between the band structures obtained from various methods are 
summarized in Table 6, which shows the energy separation between some levels of LiAi 
determined by different authors. Comparing the data given in Table 6 one sees that there 
is no unique trend for the energy separation AE. This indicates that the differences in the 
AE values are caused by differences in the hybridization of the Li and AI valence orbitals 
since the relative energies of the levels depend on the basis functions used for the 
calculations. This influences the calculated density of states and the resulting physical 
properties as will be seen in the next sections. 
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C.III. Fermi Energy 

In Fig. 5 the density of states N(E)  is normalized to the number of lattice sites. Then the 
Fermi  energy EF is defined by 

EF 

S N(E)OE = eve (13) 
0 

where CVE is the number  of valence electrons per lattice site. As pointed out in Sect. B 
the A B  Ina Zintl  phases seem to be defect phases (see Table 4) and CVE is not equal to the 
ideal electron-to-atom ratio. To calculate the Fermi energy for these non-perfect lattices 
the rigid band model  is used. It is assumed that for all phases AxB1-x the shapes of the 
energy bands En(~) are the same. Then the density of states curve is also the same for all 
alloys and based on this approach the alloys AxB~-x differ in the position of the Fermi 
energy. According to Eq. (13) Ev is a function of CVE: 

EF = f(CvE) (14) 

and CVE is a function of x, (see Table 4): 

cv~ = g ( x ) .  (15) 

In Fig. 5 the integral over the density of states as a function of E is displayed. Following 
the rigid band model  this integral is equal to CvE (cf. Eq. (13)); if the defect structure is 
known, the range of the Fermi levels can be determined. 

It is interesting to note that for CVE = 2.0 the 5th and 6th bands of the AB ma com- 
pounds are part ly occupied. For  the defect phases, however, CVE is always smaller than 2 
(cf. Sect. B). In this case the 5th and 6th bands are empty and the sheets of the Fermi 
surface are only formed by the 3rd and 4th bands 61, 63). It seems that the occupation of the 
5th and 6th bands is avoided by the formation of vacancies in the A sublattice and 

Table 7. Fermi energies (in eV) and densities of states per eV and lattice site at the Fermi level for 
B32-type compounds AB deduced from the RAPW procedure 61~3). (The values in brackets are 
gained from the ASA method 58' 59).) The bottom of the valence states is the zero of the energy scale. 
For the AB ma compounds the Fermi energies Ev are listed for both the ideal stoichiometric com- 
pounds (cvz is equal to the electron to atom ratio e/a = 2) and the compounds with defect structure, 
for which it is assumed that the fifths valence bands are non-occupied and EF lies in the minimum of 
the density states curve, see Figs. 5-7. (c~ ~- 1.98) 

CVE = e/a CVE ~ 1.98 

AB Ev N(Ev) E F N(EF) 

LiZn 7.62 0.348 (0.312) 
LiCd 7.09 0.346 (0.318) 
LiAI 8.90 0.186 (0.260) 8.72 0.068 
LiGa 10.53 0.124 10.44 0.040 
Liln 9.41 0.192 9.26 0.063 
Naln 8.29 0.198 8.06 0.134 
NaT1 8.92 0.145 8.75 0.134 

(0.101) 
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substitutionals in the B sublattice. Free energy considerations might suggest that the 
formation of these kinds of defects is more favoured than the filling of electronic states in 
the energy range of Ns(E) which increases sharply (cf. Fig. 5). 

In Table 7 the Fermi energies EF and the densities of states at the Fermi level N(EF) 
are listed for all binary compounds covered. In order to study the defect structure of the 
AB nla compounds, EF and N(EF) are given for two valence electron concentrations 
Cw = 2.0 and Cw = 1.98. For the latter CVE EF lies in the minimum of the density of 
states curve and the 5th band is not occupied. Values of N(EF) obtained by the two 
different procedures (RAPW and ASA) are listed for LiA1, LiZn and LiCd. It seems that 
the differences in the N(EF) values are caused by differences in the hybridization effect in 
both methods (cf. Sect. C.II above). 

Table 7 lists N(EF) for the AB ub and the AB ma compounds, respectively. Whereas 
N(Er) is very small for the A B  uIa compounds, the Fermi energies of the AB IIb phases lie 
in the region of the maximum density of states which corresponds to Cvr = 1.5 in Fig. 5 
(see also Fig. 6). It follows that the semimetal properties found for the AB ma phases are 
less pronounced for the AB ~Ib alloys. 

C.1V. Charge Distribution 

The chemical bonds in the B32 type Zintl phases are formed by the s and p valence 
electrons and by the outermost d electrons of the atoms of the groups IIb and IIIa in the 
Periodic Table. Based on the band structure calculations it was discovered 3s, 59-61, 64) that 
the d-like bands are energetically separated from the valence electron bands. The values 
for the band gaps Eds derived from the RAPW procedure are given in Table 8. According 
to the APW calculations for LiZn the valence and the d-like bands slightly overlap 62) 
whereas based on the ASA calculations 59) a band gap is also found for LiZn. It might be 
that the different choice of the exchange-correlation potential for both calculations is the 
origin of this discrepancy, as the position of the d-like bands depends strongly on the 
choice of the exchange parameter 35). 

Table 8. Energy gaps Ed~ between the d-like 
bands and the valence bands in B32-type com- 
pounds AB deduced from self-consistent 
RAPW calculations 61'62) using the exchange- 
correlation potential of Vosko et al. 79) 

AB Eds/eV 

LiZn 0 
LiCd 0.56 
LiAI 
LiGa 4.56 
Liln 4.98 
NaIn 6.01 
NaTI 1.46 

To study the bonding mechanism it is helpful to consider the partial densities of state 
qy(E) 82) which are the densities of states weighted by the amplitudes of the wave func- 
tions inside the atomic sphere y: 
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qy(E) = N(E) f 0(L E)dz (16) 
O~y 

~(~, E) is the charge density of the valence electrons associated to energy values E and % 
is the volume of the atomic sphere being considered (cf. Table 5). The total charge of the 
valence electrons in the atomic sphere y is given by: 

EF 
Qy = f qy(E)dE. (17) 

0 

Since the wave functions are expanded in spherical harmonics (Eq. (12)), qy(E) can be 
0 (1) "E subdivided into l dependent components _~y ~ ), l = s, p, d . . . . .  

qr(E) = • q~l)(E). (18) 
I 

The q(y0(E) are called I partial densities of states. Similarly, 1 partial charges Q~) can be 
deduced from: 

EF 

Q~') = f q~')(E) . (19) o 
The partial densities of states of giAl and NaT1 obtained from the RAPW calculations 
are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. For the lower two valence bands of the AB compounds it is 
found that qB(E) is much larger than qA(E): that is, the wave functions of these states 
possess much larger amplitudes in the B sublattice than in the A sublattice. Furthermore, 
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Fig. 8. Partial densities of states qy(E), y --- Li and AI, for the first six valence bands for LiAI as a 
(s) (p) function of the energy E. The s and p partial densities of states qy and qy are shown too 
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Fig. 9. Partial densities of states qy(E), y = Na and TI, for the first six valence bands for NaT1 as a 
function of the energy E. The s and p partial densities of states q~yS) and q(yP) are shown too 

for these low lying valence bands q~)(E) is the dominant I component. Therefore, the 1st 
and 2nd valence bands are predominantly formed by the atomic s valence electrons of the 
non-alkali atoms. 

For the upper valence bands (3rd and 4th bands) qA is still smaller than qB but the 
differences between qA and qB are much smaller than for the lower valence bands. For 
the upper valence bands the p components of the wave functions have the largest 
amplitudes. One thus concludes that the upper valence bands are predominantly s-p- 
hybrid bands formed by both the alkali and the non-alkali atoms. 

Figure 10 shows the d partial densities of states for LiAI and NaTl. One notices that 
the d components become important for upper valence states and for states of the 
conduction bands. The contributions of angular momenta larger than 2 are much smaller. 
More details about the 1 dependence of the different electronic states can be found in 
Zunger 57) for LiA1. 

The partial charge densities for all other B32 type Zintl compounds look similar to the 
ones displayed in Figs. 8-10. In Table 9 the partial charges Qy and Q~l) calculated by the 
R A P W  procedure 6t-63) are summarized for all binary compounds considered in this 
paper. In order to follow trends in the partial charges in the series of compounds the 
ratios Q~l)/Qy are listed. We have not given the absolute values Q~I) because these values 
depend on the muffin-tin radii which are different for the various compounds (cf. 
Table 5). 

Table 9 shows that the p-like charge dominates inside the Li atomic spheres. In the 
valence bond picture one can formulate a Li S0"4p 0'6 valence electron configuration. For 
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Table 9. Charge analysis of the electronic valence states of intermetallic Zintl compounds AB from 
RAPW calculations 61'62). The total charges Qy inside the atomic spheres y and the percentage 
l-partial charges Q~ and Q~P) are listed 

AB y Qy/e- Q~/Oy O~P~/Qy 

LiZn Li 0.49 0.38 0.55 
Zn 1.38 0.59 0.38 

LiCd Li 0.64 0.38 0.55 
Cd 1.35 0.54 0.38 

LiAI Li 0.72 0.33 0.59 
AI 1.95 0.42 0.51 

LiGa Li 0.59 0.32 0.58 
Ga 1.97 0.51 0.47 

Liln Li 0.66 0.34 0.56 
In 1.92 0.51 0.45 

NaIn Na 0.46 0.46 0.42 
In 2.04 0.55 0.42 

NaTl Na 0.47 0.48 0.39 
T1 2.35 0.59 0.38 

I.d 

Fig. 10. d partial densities of states q~d) as a func- 
tion of the energy E for Li (dotted line) and A1 (fully 
drawn line) in LiA1 and for Na (dotted line) and T1 
(fully drawn line) in NaTI 
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Na one gets a much larger s character (~  50%) than for Li. Moreover, for Na a d 
character of about 10% is found. One obtains almost the same l-like distribution for Zn 
and Cd as for Na. For the trivalent atoms the s-amplitudes increase with increasing 
atomic numbers. This is a general trend observed in molecular systems 83). 
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Fig. l la,  b. Electronic charge density o(r) in units of - 100e A -3 for the (I01) plane (see Fig. 4) for 
NAT1. a) p(f) for the upper valence bands (3 ra and 4 th bands in Fig. 5), b) o(r) for the lower valence 
bands (1 ~t and 2 "d bands in Fig. 5) 

Finally, the nature of the chemical bond in the B32 type compounds is to be analyzed. 
Based on theoretical investigations the same bonding mechanism can be found for all 
compounds AB IIb' Ilia 57-63, 64)1 

1. Strong covalent bonds exist between the atoms of the B IIb'Illa sublattice; 
2. non-bonding contacts between the alkali atoms are found; 
3. the chemical bond between the two sublattices is covalent with a small ionic compo- 

nent; and 
4. additionally, for the upper valence/conduction electron states a partial metal like 

charge distribution can be identified. 
This bonding mechanism will be discussed in some detail in the remaining part of this 
subsection and in Sect. C.V. 

Figure 11 displays the charge density of various electronic bands of NaT1 in the (101) 
plane and Fig. 12 shows the total charge density. Figure l l d  gives the charge density for 
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Fig. 11. c) Q(f) for the 5d-bands of Tl, d) Q(f) for the core electrons 

the electronic core states (Na[1 s . . .  2 p]); TI([1 s . . .  5 p]). Figure l lc  displays the over- 
lapping 5 d bands of TI, which are more or less localized inside the T1 sublattice. In 
Fig. l l b  the charge density of the lower two valence bands is plotted. From the shape of 
the charge density one recognizes strong covalent bonds in the T1 sublattice. The electron 
distribution of these bands is similar to the one in tetravalent semiconductors in the 
diamond-like structure. One notices a large gradient in the charge density going from the 
T1 to the Na sublattice for these lower states of NaTl. This gradient can also be seen from 
the partial density of states (see above). 

In Fig. l l a  0(7) is plotted for the two upper valence bands. Distinct differences in the 
electron distribution for these electronic bands compared to the ones of the lower valence 
bands (Fig. l lb)  can be found, although a gradient in the charge density from the non- 
alkali to the alkali sublattice still exists. For the electronic states of the upper valence 
bands, however, the chemical bond possesses a metallic-like component. This metallic 
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- 100e/~-3 for the (101) plane 
(see Fig. 4) for NaT1 (sum of g(f') 
values displayed in Fig. 11 a-d) 

character is indicated in Fig. l l a  by the fact that the bonding directions along the T1-T1 
nearest neighbors distances are less pronounced than in Fig. l l b  and that the charge is 
more uniformly distributed over the whole crystal than in Fig. l lb .  

C. V. Charge Transfer 

As pointed out in the introduction a possible charge transfer in Zintl phases from the 
alkali to the non-alkali sublattice is often discussed in the literature. Therefore, there 
have been many attempts to calculate the charge transfer in these phases from band 
structure data. There is, however, no unique way to calculate a charge transfer. The 
various methods used and the resulting values for the Zintl phases are summarized in this 
subsection. 
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Theoretically, the charge transfer can be studied by comparing the charge density 
gained from the band structure Oba,d with the charge density OAo, which is calculated by 
superposing the electronic densities of the free atoms without any charge relaxation. For 
the valence electrons of LiAI the difference 0ba.~ - 0Ao is plotted in Fig. 13 for the (110) 
plane. 

From Fig. 13 one sees that in the region between the alkali atoms the redistribution of 
the charge in the crystal results in a charge reduction (QAO is larger than Pba.d)" There- 
fore, one finds non-bonding alkali-alkali contacts. The alkali- and non-alkali contacts are 
covalent/metallic (cf. above) with a slight charge deficit on the alkali side. A small ionic 
contribution to the bonding between the alkali and the non-alkali sublattices results from 
this deficit. 

Besides a charge transfer from the alkali to the non-alkali sublattice one finds a 
delocalization of the electronic states of the d-like bands (Fig. l lc) .  A charge reduction 
(Pband -- QAO < 0) inside the non-alkali muffin-tin spheres is the result. This effect is not 
shown in Fig. 13. 

Let us next turn to the quantitative results for the charge transfer. The charge transfer 
can be easily defined if localized LCAO wave functions are used. In this case the charge 
transfer can be determined on the basis of the occupation numbers of the atomic orbitals. 
For the Zintl phase LiA1 Zunger  sT) found AQ = 0.07e for the alkali sublattice. The 
problem in defining unambiguouisly the charge transfer by differences in the occupation 
numbers arises from the fact that this quantity depends on the chosen wave func- 
tions57, 84). 

On the other hand, the charge transfer can also be defined by the integral: 

AQ = e .[ ( O b a n d  - -  OAo)dx (20) 
f2 

where f2 is the atomic volume. In this method, however, the choice of the atomic volume 
f~ is not well defined. For LiAl Asada et al. 5s) have integrated over the Wigner-Seitz 
spheres and found a charge transfer of AQ = - 0.02 e, which is again numerically small. 
This charge transfer, however, is opposite in sign to the values given above and contrary 
to chemists' experience for Li compounds 5s). 

Applying the integration over the muffin-tin spheres within the RAPW procedure the 
ratios Qband/QAo have been determined (cf. Table 10). From these results one would 
predict a charge transfer of about 10% for the LiB compounds and more than 20% for 
the NaB compounds. As the total valence electron charge inside the alkali muffin-tin 
spheres is about - 0.6e (cf. Table 9) the APW result for the charge transfer in LiAI is 
close to the one obtained from the analysis of the occupation numbers (cf. above). 

Fig. 13. Differences in the charge density AQ = Oh~nd -- QAO 
(in units of - 100e ~-3 for LiAI for the (101) plane (see 
Fig. 4). Qband and PAO are band structure results and the den- 
sity gained from superposing the charge density of the free 
atoms, respectively 

0 

I r~'n 
-1 1 2 

0 1 0  -1 2 1  
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Table 10. Ratios of the electronic charge Qba.d/Qno in B32 type com- 
pounds calculated from the spherical mean of the charge density inside 
the atomic volumes of the alkali atoms of radii R = ry (see Table 5) 
and R = Rr~NS; RNr~N(Li) = 1.00/~ and RsCN(Na) = 1.35/~. Qb..d is 
the charge determined from the band structure calculations and QAO is 
obtained from superposing the charge densities of the free atoms 

R = ry R = RNNN 

LiZn 0.91 0.83 
LiCd 0.99 0.91 
LiA1 0.91 0.78 
LiGa 0.88 0.72 
LiIn 0.89 0.73 
NaIn 0.73 0.52 
NaTI 0.79 0.55 

Fur thermore ,  a correlation between the charge transfer and the electronegativity of the B 
atom 62) is found for the Li containing compounds LiB. 

The integration over spheres, however, can also only reflect trends in the charge 
transfer. As can be seen from Fig. 13 the gain in electron charge of the "anionic" 
sublattice is not concentrated in the muffin-tin spheres of the non-alkali atoms but in the 
whole sublattice. 

Fur thermore ,  there is the uncertainty in defining the boundary between the alkali and 
the non-alkali  sublattice. From quantum mechanic arguments the atomic subsystems or 
atomic regions should be defined by surfaces given by85): 

r = 0 

where 90  is the gradient  of the electron charge density and tiff) is the normal of the 
surface. In this picture the alkali sublattice is much smaller than the non-alkali sublattice 
as can be seen from the position of the minima in the charge density shown in Fig. 12. 
The distances from an alkali nucleus to the minima in the charge density 0 in the direction 
of the nearest  non-alkali  neighbor (RNN) and next-nearest non-alkali neighbor (RNNN) 
are RNN(Li) = 0.95 /~ and RNr, rN = 1.00 A for all Li containing compounds, and RNn(Na) 
= 1.26/~ and RNNt~(Na) = 1.35 A for NaIn and NaTl. Integrating the electron charge 
over spheres up to RNNN one obtains the charge transfer given in the last column of 
Table 10 in percentage.  These values are larger than those for R = ry. However,  the 
total valence electron charge inside the spheres with radii RnNn are only -- 0.2 e for LiB 
and - 0.25 e for NaB. 

Summarizing the study of charge transfer in the B32 type compounds one finds that 
the overall  charge transfer from the alkali to the non-alkali sublattice is less than - 0.1 e 
per  a tom for the Li containing compounds and less than - 0.2 e per atom for the sodium 
containing compounds.  

C. VI. Ternary Systems 
Electronic propert ies  of ternary B32 type Zintl phases have been studied experimentally 
along the quasibinary intersection aT, is, 35) 
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ABI-xCx, 0 -< x -< 1 .  

In theoretical studies the rigid band model discussed above has been used over the entire 
range of composition for which the B32 structure type exists. As the rigid band model 
only works in special cases the quality of this model for the ternary Zintl phases investi- 
gated experimentally is to be discussed. For the systems ABI_xCx the valence electron 
concentration Cvz as a function of x is given by: 

CVE = 0.5(hA + (1 -- x)n B + xnc) 

where hA, nB and nc are the numbers of the valence electrons of the atoms A, B and C 
respectively. The Fermi energy as a function of x is given by Eq. (13): 

EF(x) 
I N(E)dE = CvE(X) (21) 
0 

where N(E) is the density of states of one binary compound AB or AC. To study trends 
in the chemical properties as a function of composition within the rigid band model it is 
important that both phases AB and AC crystallize in the B32 structure and that the 
density of states for both phases in almost the same. In Fig. 14 the densities of states for 
the binary Li containing B32 type Zintl phases are plotted. In contrast to Fig. 6, how- 
ever, N(E) is now a function of the electron concentration evE, as Cv~ is the important 
quantity in the rigid band model. 

One can see from Fig. 14 that in ternary systems like LiCd~_xInx the rigid band model 
is a good approximation for those electronic properties which depend predominantly on 

Fig. 14. Density of states N(E) for the LiB 
compounds as in Fig. 6. In this figure, how- 
ever, N(E) is plotted as a function of the 
number of valence electrons per lattice site 
CvE (as a function of the integral over N(E), 
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Table 11. Partial charges Qy and Q~o for Li2Cdln. The first group of values (A) are gained from the 
band structure data of LiCd using the rigid-band model to get the number of valence electrons of 
Li2Cdln. The second group of values (B) are those calculated similarly from the band structure data 
of Liln. The third group of values (C) are the means of the values of A and B. The last group of 
values (D) are deduced from the band structure data of Li2Cdln 

Y Q, Q~y~) O~p) 

A Li 0.628 0.235 0.351 
Cd/In 1.331 0.716 0.504 

B Li 0.458 0.185 0.239 
In/Cd 1.480 0.933 0.510 

C Li 0.543 0.210 0.295 
Cd/In 1.405 0.824 0.507 

D Li 0.549 0.212 0.299 
Cd 1.324 0.716 0.441 
In 1.527 0.885 0.606 

the density of states. It is found, however, that the model fails for those systems for which 
one parent metal B or C possesses electronic d-states which overlap strongly with the 
valence states 35). 

To study the influence of a third component on the charge distribution the band 
structure of the ordered Zintl phase Li2Cdln has also been investigated. The structure of 
the ordered Zintl phase has been chosen even though Li2Cdln crystallizes in the B32A 
type of  structure (cf. Sect. B), because the band structure could only be determined for 
stoichiometric compounds and because only trends in the differences in the charge dis- 
tribution of binary and ternary Zintl phases were investigated. 

In Table 11 the results for the partial charges are listed. The muffin-tin radius is 
1.438 A, for all calculations. The values given in Table 11 have been determined in two 
ways. Firstly, the partial charges for Li2Cdln have been determined on the basis of the 
self-consistent band structures of LiCd and Liln filling the electronic states up to the 
number of valence electrons OfCvE = 1.75, and using the lattice constant of Li2Cdln (a = 
6.742 A.35)). Secondly, the results from the band structure of ordered Li2Cdln are pre- 
sented. All values for the Li atomic spheres agree with each other quite well, whereas for 
Cd and In one finds that the charge inside the In sphere is larger in Li2Cdln than expected 
according to the rigid band model. It is understandable that In has more charge than 
expected from the rigid band model as In is more electronegative than Cd (cf. Ref. 62). 
Obviously this interaction between the Cd and the In atoms is not taken into account in 
the rigid band model where the charge distribution of Li2Cdln is only deduced from band 
structure data of the binary phases LiCd and LiIn, 

D. Comparison of Electronic States in the B2 and the B32 
Structure 

The number of AB compounds which crystallize in the B2 type of structure is much 
larger than those which form B32 type Zintl phases. As pointed out in Section B the 
NaT1 type is restricted to alloys for which the sizes of the parent atoms are almost equal 
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and for which the valence electron concentration is restricted to 1.5 < Cw -< 2.0. To gain 
some insight into the differences between the bonding mechanisms in the structures B2 
and B32, the band structures of a few compounds were calculated for both arrange- 
ments35, 61.62, 64, 65). In these calculations the band structure of the hypothetical phase is 
always performed for lattice constants: 

an32 = 2 aB2 �9 (22) 

Under this condition the volumes of the crystals are the same in both theoretical investi- 
gations and the lattices differ only in the arrangement of the atoms on the lattice sites of 
the bcc lattice (cf. Fig. 1). 

In Sect. D.I the differences in the electronic states of both structures are discussed 
and in Sect. D.II differences in the total energies: 

AE = EB3 2 --  EB2 (23) 

are considered. 

D.I. Comparison of the Band Structures 

The tendency of diminution of physical properties from "metallic" to "semi-metallic" 
properties observed for intermetallic Zintl phases (cf. Sec. A) could not be found in B2 
type compounds. The differences in the symmetry between the two structures seem to be 
important for this behavior. In Fig. 15 the density of states N(E) of LiCd is shown. For 
comparison N(E) is also given for a hypothetical B2 type phase LiCd(B2). 
N(E, LiCd(B2)) shows fewer peaks than N(E, LiCd) and the low minimum of N(E) in 
the range of the Fermi energy of the AB ma compounds (cf. Figs. 5 to 7) is missing for the 
B2 type compounds 61' 62, 86). For the upper valence states the shape of N(E, B2) is more 
free-electron like than N(E,B32) and this is caused by a large overlap of the different 
bands in this energy range for the B2 type of structure 61). 

Fig. 15. Density of states for the 
first six valence bands for LiCd (fully 
drawn line) and for the first three 
valence bands of hypothetical 
LiCd(B2) (dashed line) as a function 
of E. The zero of the energy scale is 
the Fermi energy (Schmidt 62)) 
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Table 12. Charges inside the atomic spheres Qy and the ratios Q~)/Qr of the 1 partial charges for LiT1 
and NaTl. For both compounds the self consistent scalar relativistic APW calculations have been 
performed for both structures B2 and B32. The lattice constants are chosen aB32 --- 2 aa2 where 
aB32(NaTI) = 7.47/~ and aB2(LiTI) = 3.42/~ are the lattice constants found experimentally. The 
volumes of the muffin-tin sphere are tou(LiTi) = toal(LiT1) = 12.47/~3 and t.~a(NaTl) = toal(NaTl) 
= 16.84/~3 

AB y Qy Q~)/Qy Q~p)/Qy 

LiTl(B2) Li 0.712 0.33 0.57 
Tl 1.891 0.62 0.33 

LiTl(B32) Li 0.594 0.35 0.56 
T1 2.024 0.56 0.37 

NaTI(B2) Na 0.597 0.50 0.38 
TI 2.204 0.65 0.33 

NaTI(B32) Na 0.433 0.47 0.41 
TI 2.290 0.60 0.37 

The calculated charge distribution depends also remarkably on the type of structure 
chosen. In Table 12 the partial charges Qy, Eq. (17), for LiTi and NaTI are listed for the 
B2 and the B32 structures. Considering the alkali partial charges one finds that QA(B2) is 
always larger than QA(B32). The T1 spheres exhibit the opposite behaviour. This indi- 
cates that the charge is more uniformly distributed in the B2 type of structure than in the 
case of B32. The larger metallic component in the chemical bonds for the B2 phases can 
also be obtained from contour plots 61). Comparing the s and p character of the electronic 
states for both types, no distinct differences for the alkali atoms can be found whereas for 
T1 the s character is larger in the B2 type phases than in those of B32. 

The charge transfer AQ has also been studied as a function of the structure chosen. It 
was discovered 60 that AQ depends on the structure in such a way that AQ is smaller for 
the B2 type than for the B32. For LiTI(B2) only a small charge transfer is calculated. Our 
findings also agree with experimental investigations of intermetallic molecules 87) where a 
larger charge transfer is found for the NaTI molecule than for LIT1. 

D.I1. Energy Differences 

The energy differences between the B2 and the B32 structures Eq. (23) can be calculated 
either by perturbation theory 54-56) or by calculating E(B2) and E(B32) separately 61, 62, 64). 
In this section we shall first briefly outline the different methods to calculate AE and then 
give the results of some theoretical investigations. 

According to the APW approach AE (Eq. (23)) can be written as the sum of four 
elements: 

AE = AEband + AEtocai + AExc + AEout �9 (24) 

The first term is the difference in the sum of the one-electron energies deduced from 
band structure calculations for the B32 and B2 structures, respectively. The second term 
is a coulombic interaction of the charge densities inside the muffin-tin spheres, AExc is an 
exchange-correlation correction, and AEout is an interatomic energy difference which 
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includes differences in Madelung terms. As mentioned above the calculations were per- 
formed under the condition that aB32 = 2 aB2 (Eq. (22)). From arguments given in Refs. 
90 and 91 it follows that in this case AE can be derived more efficiently from the first term 
in Eq. (24) by carrying out calculations for the B2 and B32 phases with the same muffin- 
tin potential. If NB32(E) and NB2(E) are the densities of states for the B32 and the B2 
phases, one obtains: 

E~ 3z E~ 2 

AEl~and = f NB32(E)dE - f NB2(E)dE �9 (25) 
0 0 

The prime at AEl~and indicates that in this approximation the self-consistent potential is 
calculated only once and that the band structures E(~, B2) and E(~, B32) are thus differ- 
ent due to the differences in the structure factors. In this model AE is determined in a 
procedure similar to the Hiickel calculations for organic molecules. 

In the atomic sphere model (ASA) one gets to a good approximation64'92)" 

AE = AE~and + AE~s + AEma d (26) 

where AEas is an intraatomic Coulomb term and AEma0 is the difference in Madelung 
energies. In a semiquantitative discussion AEas can be omitted. 

It should be pointed out that the energy expressions in Eqs. (25) and (26) - especially 
the Madelung terms - are not the same, because the atomic spheres overlap in the ASA 
model whereas in the A P W  approach the muffin-tin spheres only touch. 

AE~,and can also be calculated from perturbation theory via the pseudo-potential 
matrix elements 54-56). The pseudo-potential approach, however, is only justified if the 
parent metals have the same valency and the same Fermi vector, and if furthermore no 
charge transfer takes place and the AB compounds have the same atomic volumes as A 
and B 56). 

After having discussed the three approaches, let us now turn to the results of the 
calculations. The values for AE/,a,d were calculated for all binary B32 type Zintl com- 
pounds and for the B2 type phase LiT157' 61, 6:, 64). In the perturbation approach 57) and the 
A S A  method 64) AE~and always favours the B32 type of structure (also in case of the B2 
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Fig. 16. Differences in the ordering energy 
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structure as a function of the number of 
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type compound LiTI). In the RAPW procedure AE~and favours the structure which is 
experimentally found 61' 62). 

In order to study the influence of electronic effects on the stability of binary and 
ternary Zintl phases within the rigid band model (Sect. C.VI) Fig. 16 shows AEgand of 
LiT1 and LiCd as a function of the valence electron concentration. The maxima of the 
density of states curves for the B2 and the 1332 types of structures occur at different 
energy values (cf. Fig. 15), and therefore AE~ana as a function of CVE is an oscillating 
curve. The reasons why the curve for LiT1 changes its sign are discussed below. 

The shape of the curves in Fig. 16 suggests that the electronic states in the 132 and the 
B32 structures play an important role for the B2-B32 phase transition in the system 
LiCdl-xTlx (cf. Fig. 3). To study the influence of the electronic structure on the position 
of the phase transition as a function of x quantitatively, however, other mechanisms, such 
as self-consistency effects and the influence of the non-stoichiometry, have to be known. 

To get some idea about possible causes for a B2-B32 transition due to electronic 
effects, the interatomic terms (AEout, Eq. (24) and AEmad, Eq. (26)) and the kinetic 
energy are considered. 

The interatomic terms always favour the B2 type of structure, in accordance with the 
general finding that for ionic crystals all nearest neighbours are unlike ions. With 
decreasing lattice constant the Madelung energy decreases, and for B32 type compounds 
a B32-B2 phase transition might occur at high pressure conditions 64). This pure geometric 
effect is modulated by the charge redistribution. In the muffin-tin approximation used in 
the RAPW procedure the charge is more uniformly distributed in the B2 phase than in 
the case of B32 (cf. Table 12 above), and the geometric effect is reduced by the charge 
redistribution. In the ASA picture the Madelung term in Eq. (26) is enhanced because in 
this model the "charge transfer" is larger for the B2 than for the B32 phase 64). 

In addition to the influence of the interatomic terms the role of the internal pressure P 
shall be considered. The virial theorem can be written as 88' 89): 

3 P r o = T +  1 V' (27) 

where V' is the potential energy V corrected by an exchange-correlation term. P 
increases with decreasing interatomic distances, and as a function of interatomic dis- 
tances the kinetic energy T can increase more rapidly than - 2 V. Because of the condi- 
tion that aB32 = 2 aB2 the interatomie distances of the same atoms are smaller in the B32 
type of structure than for B2. It follows for LiTI that, as far as the space filling arrange- 
ment in the B32 structure is concerned, the T1 atoms are so compressed that the internal 
pressure results in AE > 0 and also AE~and > 0 61). This seems to be the reason why the 
atomic sizes of all atoms present in B32 type compounds are roughly the same. In NaT1 
the alkali atoms are larger. In this case, however, no drastic differences are found for the 
kinetic energy in the B2 and the B32 structures ~ .  This is caused by the charge transfer 
from the Na to the TI sublattice (cf. Table 10). This charge transfer is significantly larger 
for the Na compounds than for the Li systems. This can not be explained by differences in 
the electronegativities. It might be that there is a correlation between the charge transfer 
and the compression of the atoms. 
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E. Optical and Magnetic Properties 

The optical and magnetic properties of some intermetallic Zintl phases differ from those 
which are commonly found for intermetallic phases. The ternary systems LiAg~_xln,, 
LiCdl-xlnx and LiZnl_xCdx are colored, and the color changes as a function ofx  continu- 
ously from yellow to blue 35). This change in color is due to shifts of the minima in the 
reflectivity as a function of x for photon energies E = hto within the optical range 35). In a 
microscopic theory, band structure data are not directly correlated with the reflectivity. 
In a simple approximation, however, the imaginary component of the dielectric function 
e2(to) can be calculated from the dispersion curves En(~) 93). As an example, the experi- 
mental and the theoretical results for the optical constants in the system LiCdl_,Inx are 
reported in Sect. E.I. 

The following magnetic properties have been measured in B32 type Zintl phases: the 
magnetic susceptibility ;( and the Knight shift K,. Internal magnetic fields must be traced 
back to the magnetic spin moments and the movement of the electrons (orbital contribu- 
tions). The theoretical investigation of X and Ks is rather complicated 94-9s) and simplifying 
assumptions have to be used in order to investigate ;( and Ks theoretically. In these 
models X and Ks are separated into various terms. In Sects. E.II  and E.III  these terms 
will be discussed. It will be demonstrated that most experimental data can be well 
understood on the basis of the electronic properties of the Zintl phases discussed in 
Sect. C. 

E.I. Optical Properties 

Colored Zintl phases, which crystallize in the NaTI type of structure, are found for the 
alloys Li2Cd2_xlnx, 0.6 -< x -< 1.0 and Li2Zn2-xCdx, 1.2 -< x < 1.6. The optical constants 
(reflectivity r, "polarization" el and "absorption" E2) were determined 35) for these sys- 
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Fig. 17. The reflectivity r as a function of the photon energy E = hto for alloys Li2Cd2-xlnx, x = 1; 
0.9; 0.7; and 0.6 (Zwiiling et al. 3s)) 
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terns. Figure 17 shows the measured reflectivity r as a function of the photon energy 
E = hco for the system Li2Cd2-xInx. r shows minima in the optical energy range and the 
minima in r shifts with decreasing x from 2.18 eV for x = 1.4 to 1.77 eV for x = 1.0. 

Theoretical studies were performed for e235). Using a simple microscopic theory e2 is 
correlated to direct interband transitions, e2(to) can be calculated using a simple 
approach35, 93) from the joint density of states J(o~), see below, e2(to) is then: 

g2(to) - C J(to)/co 2 (28) 

where it is assumed that the unknown factor C does not depend on o~. J(co) is defined by: 

J(to) = ~ 6[En'(f~) - E,(~) - ht~] (29) 

where En(fc) is the initial state below the Fermi energy EF and E,,(~) is the final state 
above EF. Figure 18 shows the joint density for LiCd and LizCdln and for the hypotheti- 
cal phase LiCd(B2). The hypothetical B2 phase LiCd(B2) has been included in these 
investigations to study the role of the structure on optical transitions. From Fig. 18 one 
sees that J(t9) shows sharp maxima in the energy range between 2.5 and 3.0 eV for LiCd 
and Li2Cdln. For LiCd(B2) only a broad and flat maximum was obtained. 

Figure 19 shows the experimental and theoretical results for E2 for LiCd and Li2Cdln. 
e2(LiCd, exp) shows a maximum for tlo) = 2.8 eV. This maximum shifts to lower photon 
energies for LiCdfn. Using the joint density one obtains a maximum for e2(LiCd, theor) 
which corresponds to the experimental value. This maximum in the theoretical curve is 
shifted to lower energy values for Li2Cdln. This shift, however, is smaller than the one 
found experimentally. 

e2 derived from J(~0, LiCd(B2)) is not plotted in Fig. 19. As J(co, LiCd(B2)) possesses 
only a flat maximum in the optical energy range (Fig. 18) no maximum occurs for 
E2(t.o, LiCd(B2)) = CJ(eo, LiCd(B2))/co 2. Based on the density of states N(E) given in 
Fig. 15 one can notice that the peaks in N(E) are less pronounced in the B2 than in the 
B32 structure. These differences in N(E) between the two structures are similar for the 
joint density. 

The results of the optical investigations can be summarized as follows. 
1. For colored Zintl phases a minimum in the reflectivity rmi n and a maximum in the 

absorption E2, max w e r e  obtained in the optical energy range 1.5 _< htg/eV _< 3.5. 
2. For a series of compounds A2B2-xCx rmin and e2, max shift to lower photon energies with 

increasing valence electron concentration of the alloys. 
3. Theoretical values for e2, max calculated for the system LizCd2_xlnx in a simple way 

from the joint density show the same trend as the experimental finding. Furthermore, 
the theoretical studies suggest that the optical constants of these phases depend on the 
specific shape of the electronic bands in the NaT1 type of structure. 

E.H. Magnetic Susceptibility 

The (dimensionless) volume susceptibility in SI units is given by: 

M 
X' = 0o--ff (30) 
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where M is the magnetization per  volume of the formula unit AB,  ~ is the permeability 
and B is the magnetic induction. To obtain values for the susceptibility in the widely used 
cgs-units, one has to include a factor of 1/4 :~: 

= X'/(4 ~t) (31) 

The molar  susceptibility Xmol can be obtained from: 

~mol = NA(0AB~ 

where tOAB is the volume per formula unit AB for binary Zintl phases and NA is Avoga- 
dro 's  number.  

In the first three columns of Table 13 the experimental values for the susceptibility 
)Cmol are listed for the binary B32 type Zintl phases 25' 26) Column 4 gives the contributions 
of the core electrons based on the density functional approach. In the last two columns of 
Table 13 the contributions of the valence electrons are shown. 

The following experimental  findings are important: a) )~ depends strongly on the 
alkali concentrat ion,  b) for LiCd and NaTl )~ is dependent  on the temperature,  c) X for 
NaIn is not well known, and furthermore there are differences between the results of 
different authors. 

Theoretically,  the total susceptibility can be separated into an orbital )C (i) and a spin 
contribution X (~). Firstly, X(~) will be considered. Theoretical values for X Cg) are obtained 
from band structure calculations ss" 59, 61, 63). These values correspond to a temperature of 
0 K. ~((~) is due to the difference between the number of spin-up and spin-down electrons 
per  formula unit AB,  N+ and N_: 

X(~) = ~ t B ( N +  - N_) (32) 
4 z~ (OABB 

Table 13. Experimental values for the molar susceptibility in binary B32-type compounds in units of 
10 -6 em3/mol. The first two columns are the values of Klemm and Fricke zS). These are average 
values of 48 to 52 at. pet. of Li. The third column contains the values of Yao 26). These are 
interpolated values for the composition of 50 at. pet. Li. The 4th column contains the contribution of 
the core electrons gained for density functional calculations for free atoms. In the 5th and 6th 
columns the contributions of the valence electrons are listed: Xl(Val) = ~exp.l - -  ~core and Xo(val) = 
g~xp.3 - Xcoro. (Numbers in parentheses indicate error margins.) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Xcxp.t (90 K) ~xp,2 (293 K) ~exp,3 (293 K) X.,~r~ ;(l(Val) X3(val) 

LiZn 4 (1) 3 15 -13 17 28 
LiCd -11 (1) -2 7 -25 13 32 
LiA1 7 7 2 -4 11 6 
LiGa -13 -11 -2 
Liln 2 (1) 2 -29 -22 24 -7 
Naln -28 (14) -28 -27 -1 (14) 
NaTI -116 (2) -130 (2) -36 -80 
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Table 14. Spin susceptibility X ~ for B32-type compounds AB 61"63). For the AB m~ compounds the 
results are listed for the stoichiometric (st) and for the defect (de) phases. ~ ,  is the Pauli suscepti- 
bility deduced from the density of states; ~(~ is the spin susceptibility including the exchange 
enhancement; and ~o~ is the molar spin susceptibility in units of cm3/mol 

~uli " 106 X (0" 106 ~)ol" 106 

LiZn 1.25 1.60 29 
LiCd 1.00 1.26 28 
LiAI st 0.61 0.68 13 

de 0.25 0.28 5 
LiGa st 0.45 0.48 9 

de 0.25 0,24 4 
Liln st 0.53 0.59 14 

de 0.19 0.21 5 
Naln st 0.45 0.48 14 

de 0.22 0.24 7 
NaT1 st 0.29 0.33 10 

de 0.27 0.31 10 

where IxB is the Bohr magneton. In the Pauli model 99) N§ - N_ is given by the density of 
states (per formula unit AB) at the Fermi level N(EF): 

X~uli - ~ t ~ N ( E F )  (33) 
4 n COA~ 

In this model,  however, important exchange correlation effects are not considered ~~176 To 
include such effects the author has performed spin polarized band structure calcula- 
tions78,101) for B32 type compounds 61' 63). Using this approach the one-electron equations 
are different for the spin-up and spin-down electrons 78' 10~). The magnetization Ix~ . 
(N§ - N_) can be calculated from the one-electron energies by summing up the number 
of  occupied spin-up and spin-down electronic states. The resulting value for X (~) 
(Eq. (32)) is always larger than the Pauli susceptibility (Eq. (33)), because the exchange 
correlation enhances the number of singly occupied states at the Fermi level (exchange 
enhancement  effect). 

In Table 14 the data for the spin susceptibilities obtained from Eqs. (32) and (33) are 
listed. For the AB ma compounds the data are given for the stoichiometrie (st, CVE = 2) 
and for the defect (de, CvE ~- 1.98) phases (cf. Sects. B and C). As expected from the 
values of the densities of states at the Fermi surface (Table 7), the spin susceptibilities are 
small for the defect phases and the values x(AB l~b) are about a factor of four larger than 
;~(ABIna). The exchange enhancement factors xC~)/Z~]ali are in the range of 1.1 for the 
AB m~ phases and roughly 1.3 for AB lib. The values in Table 14 are calculated from 
R A P W  band structure data 61" 63). For LiAI, LiZn, and LiCd the Pauli susceptibility is also 
determined from the ASA model 58' 59) These values differ from the RAPW results due to 
differences in the density of states given in Table 7. 

The difference between x(val) (Table 13) and X~)oi (Table 14) should yield some 
information about the orbital contribution )~0) ~ )~(val) - )~)ot. A comparison between 
;~(val) and )~)ol shows that for the AB ma compounds X(~) and X(i) should be of the same 
order of magnitude. For the AB nb compounds it might be that ;~(~) dominates. An accu- 
rate calculation of )~(i) has yet not been performed for the B32 type compounds. 
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E.III. Knight Shift 

In NMR measurements the Knight shift Ks is defined as the shift of the resonance field 
with respect to the resonance field of the reference sample (ionic solution): 

Bre f - B 
K~ - Bref (34) 

Theoretically Ks is given by 

Ehfs, i 
i 

K S  - -  - -  
~tB 

(35) 

where ~t. B is the nuclear Zeeman energy considered and Ehfs, i is the expectation value of 
the hyperfine energy for the ith electron. From the hyperfine Spin Hamiltonian one can 
derive two contributions to Ks, K~ ~) and KI0, analogously to the susceptibility discussed in 
the previous section. The hyperfine field due to the spin moments of the electrons will be 
considered first. According to the non-relativistic approach one obtains a Fermi contact 
term I~ due to singly occupied states at the Fermi surface. This contribution is deter- 
mined from: 5a' 59.61, 63) 

K~ir 8 - 3 X~2uli < (I'tl)I~F(Ry)I2~F tD (36) 

where ~F is a wave vector at the Fermi surface and l~y is the position of the nucleus 
considered. This direct contribution (Eq. (36)) has to be corrected by two exchange 
correlation terms. Firstly, one has to include the exchange enhancement of the suscepti- 
bility (cf. above). Additionally, the doubly occupied electronic states below the Fermi 
surface produce a hyperfine field at the nuclei due to the exchange polarization 
effect61,103,104). For theoretically investigating the Knight shift in B32 type Zintl phases 
by the RAPW method, the relativistic expressions for the hyperfine fields s6) were 
used61,63). In Table 15 the spin contributions to Ks, the experimental results for Ks, and 
for comparison Ks for the pure metals, are listed. Only the s partial waves contribute to 
Ks in the non-relativistic treatment. Therefore, the ratios of the s partial density of states 
at the Fermi level EF to the total partial density are given as well. Two values for the 
Knight shift are listed in Table 15. Ks dir is the Fermi contact term, Eq. (36), and KI t) 
includes exchange polarization and exchange enhancement effects. 

As defect structures are found for the AB ma Zintl compounds, the theoretical values 
K~(AB nIa) are listed for both the stoichiometric (st) and the defect (de) phases (cf. Sects. 
B and C). 

The experimental results will be considered first of all. Comparing the values for Ks 
found in the Zintl phases with the ones in the pure metals one notices that the AB IIb 
phases show a "normal" paramagnetic behaviour. For the AB ma compounds Ks is dis- 
tinctly smaller than in the case of pure metals. Ks is even negative for NAT1. 

Some insight into these differences in K~ xp for the AB IIb and AB Iua phases can be 
obtained from the calculated spin contributions to K~ ~). The Fermi contact term is always 
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Table 15. Ratio of the s partial charge densities q~)(EF) to the total partial densities qy(Ev) for 
electronic states at the Fermi level Ez and Knight shifts Ks (in %) for intermetallic Zintl compounds 
AB61.63). The calculated direct contribution K~ ~r and the total spin contribution K~, are listed. For 
comparison the Knight shift found experimentally in the Zintl (I~ ~p) phases and in the pure metals 
(K~ ct) are given too. For the AB m~ compounds the theoretical values are shown for both the defect 
(de) and the stoichiometric (st) phases 

q(y~)(Er)/qy(EF) I~ i~' 

AB y st de st de 

K[') K~ xv Ks met 
Ref. 32 Ref. 32 

st de 

LiZn Li 0.20 0.010 0.013 0.00(1) 0.026 
Zn 0.13 0.18 0.15 0.20(5) 0.20 

LiCd Li 0.19 0.010 0.012 0.01 0.026 
Cd 0.14 0.32 0.25 0.39(2) 0.415 

LiAI Li 0.64 0.04 0.018 0.0003 0.020 0.001 0.005 0.026 
AI 0.31 0.09 0.09 0.02 0.09 0.01 0.01(3) 0.164 

LiGa Li 0.64 0.05 0.012 0.0005 0.015 0.001 0.005 0.026 
Ga 0.44 0.11 0.28 0.05 0.25 0.04 0.09(1) 0.146 

Liln Li 0.65 0.01 0.018 0.0004 0.022 0.001 0.005 0.026 
In 0.42 0.12 0.63 0.09 0.58 0.06 0.13(2) 0.82 

Naln Na 0.60 0.12 0.038 0.003 0.050 0.003 0.113 
In 0.20 0.07 0.33 0.10 0.30 0.08 0.07; 0.22 0.82 

NaT1 Na 0.73 0.21 0.09 0.10 0 .0025 --0.016 0.113 
TI 0.23 0.10 1.31 0.99 -0.14 -0.96 1.67 

positive and Ks air is the main spin contribution for the AB IIb compounds. Ks(AB__ Itb) is 
large because the Fermi level for these compounds lies in the range of a large density of 
states and a large s partial density of states (cf. Sect. C.IV). 

For the AB llIa compounds the values K~ *) are quite different for the stoichiometric (st, 
CVE = 2) and the defect (de, CVE ~ 1.98) phases. K!*)(AB In~, st) is much larger than 
K~)(ABIIb). This is due to the occupied states at the Fermi level of the 5th band, which 
have a large s character (cf. Sect. C.IV). Ks(~)(AB IIla, de) is much smaller than 
K~S)(AB IHa, st) because the 5th band is unoccupied for the defect phases. For these 
phases the Fermi surface is formed by the 3rd and 4th bands which have a predominant p 
character at the Fermi level. The disagreement between KI*)(AB ula, st) and K~ xp" sup- 
ports the mechanism assumed for the defect structure in the AB II1a phases discussed in 
Sect. B 63), as this mechanism result in CVE values < 2 (see Table 2). Assuming a net 
paramagnetic orbital contribution K~ i) (see below) and studying K! *) as a function of CVE 
one finds that the agreement between --skrexP ano~ l,~sTTtheor ~ I~ ~) + Kt0 is only satisfactory for 
1.92 < CVE < 1.9863). Therefore, only the theoretical results for the defect phases are 
considered in the following discussion. 

For the AB llxa compounds Ks of the alkali nuclei is almost zero. From the band 
structure it follows that this result is caused by two effects. Firstly, the density at the 
Fermi surface is very small (first term in Eqs. (36)) and secondly, the s-partial amplitudes 
for the alkali atomic spheres are very small for the electronic states at the Fermi level (cf. 
qs(Ev)/q(EF) in Table 15). As the s partial density of states for the electronic states at the 
Fermi surface cannot be traced back to the total charge density distribution, the theoreti- 
cal investigations show that it is not possible to deduce a charge distribution A+B - in 
Zintl phases from a vanishing Knight shift (cf. Sect. A). 
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For the non-alkali nuclei one finds the same trend as for the alkali nuclei. Again the 
Knight shifts K~(AB nla) are small compared to the data for the pure metals because there 
are small s-partial densities for the electronic states at the Fermi surface. Except for NaT1 
the R A P W  results of Ks given in Table 15 are smaller than the experimental data. 
Furthermore, the total spin contribution K~0 is smaller than K~ it, although K~ ~) includes 
the exchange enhancement effect (see above). For these phases it was discovered that the 
exchange enhancement effect is smaller than a negative exchange polarization effect 6~' 63) 
caused by a negative spin density of the lower valence states (1st and 2nd bands in 
Fig. 5). For NaTl this negative contribution is even larger in size than the direct contact 
term, and K~(N~) is negative, see Table 15. 

Ks dj, was also calculated using the ASA method for LiA1, LiZn, and LiCd. The 
following values were found: K~(LiAI) = 0.027%, I~(LiZn) = 0.16% and K~(LiCd) = 
0.27%. For LiAl this value is a factor of two larger than the RAPW and the experimental 
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results, whereas for the AB compounds the RAPW results are larger than that of ASA. 
These trends in the differences between RAPW and ASA are the same as in the case of 
the density of states (cf. Table 7). 

Let us next consider the orbital contribution K~ i). This term is subdivided into a long- 
range diamagnetic term 97), a short-range diamagnetic term 9s' ]05) and a short-range para- 
magnetic term 1~ Based on a simple estimate one discovers for the Zintl phases consid- 
ered here 63) that the absolute value of the total diamagnetic shielding should be small 
compared to KI ~) and secondly, that the differences between K~ Xp and Ks can be explained 
by a paramagnetic orbital Knight shift 59'63). A numerical analysis to reproduce the 
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experimental results, however, cannot be given without adjustable parameters. Further- 
more, for NaTI the experimental result Ks(Na___~) is distinctly more negative than the 
theoretical value K~(NaT1). The origin of the large negative chemical shift of the TI-NMR 
thus still requires an explanation. 

Finally, in this section the Knight shift in two ternary systems NaHgl-xTlx and 
LiCdl_xTlx will be examined. The first system has been chosen for experimental and 
theoretical investigations in order to study changes in the unexplained diamagnetic 
shielding of the T1 nuclei, mentioned above, as a function of the valence electron concen- 
tration. Figure 20 shows the experimental and theoretical results for Ks in NaHgl-xTlx. 
For this system the NaT1 structure exists over nearly the whole range of composition (cf. 
Fig. 2). As a function of x, I~(T1) remains negative in the range of about 0.8 -< x ~ 1.0. 
For smaller values of x, the T1 Knight shift reflect the "normal" metallic (paramagnetic) 
behavior. The theoretical curves are obtained using the rigid band model (cf. Sect. C.VI) 
on the basis of the band structures of NaT1 and hypothetical NaHg(B32). The band 
structure of both phases NaT1 and NaHg(B32) are used to gather some information 
about the quality of the rigid band model for these systems. As only the direct part to Ks 
is calculated, the theoretical curves have the same shape as the s-partial densities of states 
within the energy range 8.5 < EF/eV < 7.5 displayed in Fig. 9. 

Figure 20 shows that the decrease of I~  xp with increasing x can be explained by a 
decrease of the s partial density of states for electronic states at the corresponding Fermi 
surface. Still unexplained is the origin of the large negative values of Kexp(T1) for x > 0.8 
(see also the discussion above on NaTI). For x < 0.5 the theoretical curve K~ir(T1) is 
below the experimental curves because the paramagnetic orbital contribution is not 
included in the calculations. Seen from this point of view, the curve K~ir(Hg) lies too 
high. This curve, however, is deduced from the band structure of NaHg(B32) which does 
not take into account the interaction of the Hg and the TI atoms. Guided by the experi- 
ence from the study of Li2Cdln (cf. Sect. C.IV) we would expect that the T1 atoms reduce 
the charge in the Hg atomic spheres and a smaller value for Ks(Hg) would result for a 
band structure calculation for Na2HgTI. 

In the second ternary system, LiCdl_xTlx, the phase transition between the B2 and 
the B32 type of structure is studied (compare Fig. 3). From the experimental results 
given in Fig. 21 one notices that the TI-NMR reflects the phase transition whereas the 
Cd-NMR is not influenced by it. As the Cd-NMR shift remains almost constant as a 
function of composition, the B2-B32 phase transition should not result in a drastic 
change in the s-partial density of states and with it in the total density of states at the 
Fermi surface. For the T1-NMR the Knight shift is larger in the B2 phases than in the B32 
phases. This appears to be understandable from the investigation of the band structures 
of LiTI and hypothetical LiTI(B32) in Sect. D.I. As can be seen from Table 12, the s 
partial charge is larger in the case of the CsCI type of structure than for NAT1. 

F. Conclusions 

In the present work electronic properties and the nature of chemical bonding in inter- 
metallic B32-type Zintl phases are discussed on the basis of relativistic and non-relativis- 
tic as well as spin polarized band structure calculations. 
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The theoretical investigations give some insight into the covalent, metallic, and ionic 
contributions to the chemical bonds and show the charge transfer from the alkali to the 
non-alkali sublattices. Furthermore, the role of the sizes of the atoms on the stability of 
the B32 type Zintl phases is analyzed. A comparison of the electronic states in B2 and 
B32 type phases informs us about the different mechanisms which have to be taken into 
consideration for studying B2-B32 phase transitions. The optical absorption, magnetic 
susceptibility, and Knight shift in the B 32 type Zintl phases deviate from the behaviour of 
most intermetallic phases. The data have been interpreted satisfactorily on the basis of 
the shapes of the electronic bands, the density of states, and the charge analysis. 
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